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Dissertation Ahtract 

In this thesis 1 examine a number of intersecting concems: women's 

writing, Canbbean literary and historical texts, and whiteness as a 

social/cultural/ racial category. 1 look at travel literature of the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries, and novels and autobiography of the twentieth 

century, al l  written within a Caribbean context 1 focus specifically on white 

writing and argue that whiteness is an histoncally and dturally 

constructed identity that intersects with gender, dass, and colonialism. My 

fundamental premise is that whiteness, like gender, is performed within 

Literary te- in ways which require careful analysis. I reject the notion that 

"race" is a speaal category that designates people of colour, and instead 

pursue the ways in whidi whiteness hinctions as a racial identity, a 

perceptual vantage, and a discursive practice within colonial and 

postcolonial writing by women, but alço the ways in which whiteness tends 

to be rendered invisible, uncoded, "natural." Whiteness, as the invisible 

nom, draws its ideological power from its proclaimeci transparency, from 

its self-elevation over the very category of race. I attempt to make whiteness 

visible by probing its various representaüons within colonial and creole 

Caribbean literature written by white women. 

The authors studied in this thesis are Janet Schaw, Mrs. Carmidiael, 

Esther Hyman, Phyllis Bottome, Eliot B b s ,  Phyllis Shand AUfrey, and Jean 

Rhys. AU are white wornen who lived in, and wmte about, the West Indies. 

In the texts written by travelers or novelists born in England (Schaw, 

Carnichael, Hyman, Bottome), whiteness is not privileged or identified as a 

racial identity, though itç vanous meanings, often expressed in terms of 

gender, dass, and national ideologies, are evident. In the tex6 written by 

iii 



white creole women born in the West Indies (Bliss, Allfrey, Rhys), the 

significance of whiteness as a cultural and racial identity is explored by the 

authors in a self-conscious manner. White creoie writers within a 

Caribbean context are r a a d y  self-aware in ways that colonialist writers are 

not The study of al1 of these authors, however, contributes to the critical 

examination of whiteness that is emerging within colonid, postcolonial, 

and feminist studies. 

Keywords: women, whiteness, race, colonia1/ism, postcolonial/ismf aeole, 

feminism, gender, Caribbean, West Indies, Janet Schaw, Mrs Carmidiael, 

Esther Hyman, PhyUis Bottome, Eliot Bliss, PhyW Shand AUfrey, Jean Rhys 
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The cultural contribution of [whites] was essentially structural/ 

fundional and matenalistic in quali ty.... Tts aesthetic adiievement was 

the Great House and the 'civilization of the wilderness.' ... White creoles 

in the English and French West Indies have separated themselves by too 

mde a gulf and have contributed too Little culturally as a group to give 

credence to the notion that they can, given the present structure, 

meaningfully identify or be identified, with the spiritual world on this 

side of the Sargasso Sea. 

- Edward Kamau Brathwaite (1974: 32,38) 

I take Edward Kamau Brathwaite's pronouncement on white culture in the 

English and French West Indies as something of a challenge. But 1 am 

interested l e s  in the value of white cultural contributions (whether it is 

"good" or "bad") than in "exploring, mapping, and examining the terrain of 

whiteness" (Frankenberg 1) within the literary history of the English 

speaking West Indies. That terrain, 1 will argue, in disagreement with 

Brathwaite, is neither empty nor Limited to economic materialism. The 

idea of whiteness and how/ what it siaufies within a srnail tradition of 

West Indian literary production is the subjed of thiç thesis, not because 

white Miters have been "unfair1y" overlooked and need to be restored to 

their "rightful" position within the canon, and not to prove that white 

writing has contributed more than the literary equivaient of the Great 

House to the West Indian tradition, but to open up a dialogue on the ways 

in whidi white writing, and specificaUy white writing by women, explores 



the various intersections between gender, colour, class and colonialism. 

Some white writing upholds the Great House tradition, and some subverts 

it, but in all cases whiteness is perforrned within literary texts in ways which 

require careful analy sis. How does whiteness function within Caribbean 

te&? What are its attributes, its powers, its limitations? What does it 

mean to assert that whiteness has meaning? How do conceptions of 

blackness function to define whiteness? This work attempts to address 

these kinds of questions, in order to unmask the ideological, material and 

discursive workings of whiteness as a signifier, and to try to understand the 

ways in which whiteness signifies differently within different historical 

moments and cultural contexts. 

But this study is not concerned with white writing in general - its 

speaCic subjed is writing by white women in the AnglcKaribbean. It is 

divided into two broad areas: writing by colonial white women, and writing 

by creole white women By "colonial" I speciCically mean British 

colonialism. David Spurr offers a useful oveMew of this distinctive brand 

of colonialism: 

While the Spanish and Portuguese had even older colonial empires 

than the British, the spiritual reserves of their imperial traditions Lay 

invested mainly in the Roman Catholic Chur& The distinct@ 

British version of colonial discourse promoted, by contrast, a set of 

secular and quasi-reügious ideals borrowed from the humanism of 

high culture: a narrow aristocracy, a muscular Christianity, the racial 

superiority of Anglo-Saxons, and, to use a phrase often invoked in 

parliament, "the tnisteeship of the weaker races." (114) 

In addition, 1 would identify British colonialism as a part of the larger 

design of the British Empire and see it, as does BeNta Pany, as "a specific, 



and the most spectacular, mode of imperialism's many and mutable states, 

one which preceded the mle of international finance capitalkm and whose 

formal ending imperiaüsm has survived" (Parry 34). Chandra Mohanty 

further clarifies when she describes colonialism as "a category of 

exploitative economic exchange" which "invariably implies a relation of 

struchual domination and a discursive or political suppression of the 

heterogeneity of the subjed(s) in question" (1%). 1 use the term "colonial" 

throughout this thesis to describe this relation of unequal power and the 

political, economic and discursive violence required to maintain that 

power. The works that 1 idenbfy as colonial are travel accounts written in a 

relatively narrow period of time, between 1774 and 1833. There are more 

accounts than 1 inchde in this study. My list is short because of 

considerations of space, because mvel writing by women before 1900 is a 

rather rare fom, and because it is even more rare when the subject is the 

Caribbead But I do not mean to suggest that because the accounts are in 

dose temporal proximity to one another, or befause I have identified each 

as a colonial work, that they share a single outlook on the colonial situation, 

on racial matters, or on "the trusteeship of the weaker races." To idenhfy 

colonial writing is neither to identify a stable set of tex& nor a monolithic 

system of representation. Colonial texts speak ambiguously, through the 

multiple and sometimes contradictory voices of the individual writer, 

institutional authority, and culturd ideology (Spurr 11). 

1 wodd also argue that a study of the various ways in which colonial 

discome is marked by both race and gender complicates the notion of a 

stable, self-identicai, monolithic set of texts. 1 begin from the premise that 

all writing is raced and gendered. I use the term race while recognizing its 

For a hrll listing of women travel writers, see Frawley, Lawrence and Müls 



problematic positionhg as an historical and as a scientific category. Henry 

Louis Gates explains: 

Race, as a meaningful criterion within the biological sciences, has 

long b e n  recognized as a fiction When we speak of "the white race" 

or "the bladc race," "the Jewish race" or "the Qan race," we speak in 

biological misnomers and, more generally, in metaphors (4). 

My understanding of race follows Gates, but unlike Gates 1 do not, while 

acknowledging the modern notion of race as a result of a dubious pseudo- 

science of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, place the term into 

quotation marks to signal its fictionai status. 1 employ the term to make 

reference to a changing historicai discourse of biological (but not always 

duomatic) difference, and also to more soual and psychological 

understandings of race as a otegory (in the manner of, for example, W. E. B. 

DuBois and Frantz Fanon). My understanding of raaal difference is that it 

is socially constructed, and that it continues to have social and cultural 

significance. The concept of race does not reflect an objective condition, but 

neither is it an illusion. I aim to attend to the "performative aspect of racer' 

(Omi and Winant 6) by identifying it as an ideologically charged construct 

that informs social reality, but not as a biological fa&. 

Race is not a special category that designates people of colour, although it 

is often deployed as a term to mark only non-whites as raced. The idea that 

whites are raceless or colourless implies that they are also without "racial 

subjectivities, interests and privileges" (Roman 71), a notion that I reject 

thr~ughout this work This study takes up Ruth Frankenberg's calI to look 

carefully at the "racialness of white experience" (1) and attempts to meet 

Toni Momson's challenge to examine "the impact of notions of racial 

hierarchy, racial exclusion, and racial vulnerability ... on non-blacks who 



held resisted, explored or altered those notions" (1992: 11). As a result, 1 

examine the ways in which whiteness is iinked to a number of ideologies 

and cultural praçtices that tend to be unmarked and unnamed. In other 

words, I pursue not only the ways in which whiteness functions as a r a d  

identity, a perceptud vantage, and a discursive practice, but also the ways in 

which it tends to be rendered invisible, uncoded, "natual." White writers, 

colonial or otherwise, tend not to speak of their own whiteness as a marked 

identity - it is the "othef' who is marked, coded, distinct, raced. 

Frankenberg argues that "naming 'whiteness' displaces it from the 

unmarked, unnamed stahis that is itself an effect of its dominance," and 

also that 

to speak of "the social construction of whiteness" asserts that there 

are locations, discourses, and material relations to which the term 

"whiteness8' applies .... [WJhiteness refea to a set of locations that are 

historically, socially, politically, and cuitUr* produced and, 

moreover, are intnnsically linked to unfolding relations of 

domination (6). 

To argue that British colonialisrn, a f o m  of domination imposed in the 

Caribbean by a white minority on a non-white majority, is a raced concept 

seems to be a rather simple assertion That colonialism and whiteness have 

something to do with one another is readily accepted and underçtood by 

colonial and post-colonial writers and schoIars. But that whiteness as a 

racial identity and as a rhetorical figure deployed in colonial discourse is 

"understood" to have significance does not mean that its significance is 

regularly and ngorously pursued. Tt is often subsumed under the term 

"colonialism," and its workings, though generally unmarked, are supposed 

to be seif-evident. &cause of this, whiteness continues to be viewed as the 



racial nom, while to be non-white is, as Vmn Ware argues, "to occupy a 

racial category with ail its attendant meanings" (Ware 18). Diana Fuss 

observes that whiteness as the invisible norm "draws its ideological power 

h m  its proclaimed transparency, from its self-elevation over the very 

category of 'race'" (22). Coco Fusco agrees, arguing that to "ignore white 

ethnicity is to redouble its hegemony by naturalizing it" (in hooks 171). In 

this study, 1 mark whiteness by identlfyuig how writers construd 

themselves as whites within a soaal landwpe dominated by imported 

bladc African slave labour. My intent is to make visible that privileged 

marker, so that its discursive and social operations of power can be probed, 

analyzed, deconstmcîed. 

Like coionialism, however, the notion of whiteness and its relation to 

the concept of race is neither historically nor textually stable: ît signifies 

differently at different times and at the same time in different texts. 

Theodore W. Allen in his study The Invention of the White Race (1994) has 

traced the invocation of race as a biological category badc to the Anglo- 

Norman invasion of Ireland in 1169, and suggests even earlier political 

manifestations of disco urses of racial difference. Men's principal argument 

is that the Normans, and later the English, supported their colonial 

endeavoun through a carehilly established opposition between "Christian" 

and %arbarianfN or "civilized" and "savage," and that raaal difference was 

constituted in such terms. Conaiding d e s  of inheritance, of succession, of 

mamage forms, of criminal justice, and of land use led the English to view 

and represent the Irish as "Barbarians" and "savages." As Barbariam, the 

Irish were understood to belong, and understood thernselves as belonging, 

to a different race than the English, but the status of the word "race" is 

difficult to detennine. In 1317, Irish chieftains led by Donal O'Neill, King of 



Tyrone, charged that the kings of England had practiced genocide against 

the Irish "enacting for the extermination of o u .  race most pemiaous laws" 

(in M e n  34). Race may mean here what we would c d  a people or nation, 

or it may be understood as a marker of biological difference, or a 

combination of these and perhaps other meanings. Almost Eive hundred 

years later, in 1792, Edmund Burke, an Irish-bom British statesman, 

observed that the English continue to regard the Irish "as enemies to God 

and man, and indeed, as a race of savages who [are] a disgrace to human 

nature" (in Allen 31). 

The history of English colonial expansion in Ireland suggests that race 

itself is an historical concept whose meaning and deployment have changed 

over the centuries. While 1 wodd argue that the distinction between a 

"avilized" and "savage" race permeates and informs tater conceptions of 

race as a term to designate physiological (and therefore value) differences, 

the examples that 1 have ~ t e d  do not make reference to differences in 

physical traits, such as body size, head shape, pigmentation, and so on. But 

this is not to say that there was, or is, a single prevailing notion of race 

within the history of British imperidkm Nancy Stepan argues that the 

idea of race in Britain has always been historically unstable, changing 

meaning from time to time but also differing in definition within any one 

historical period. Race as a concept has in British scienüfic and popular 

discourses been used to refer to "cultural, religious, national, linguistic, 

ethnic and geographicd groups of human beings," and has denoted such 

groups as  Jews, Celts, Irish, Negroes, Hottentots, Chinese, Anglo-saxons, 

Eumpeans, Aryans and Spanish Americans (Stepan xvii). Stepan also 

argues that until European involvement in the African slave trade, starting 

in the fifteenth century, slave systems (such as those in Greek and Roman 



societies) were not based on distinguishable raaal differences between 

masters and slaves. In fact, the absence of racially distinguishing marks in 

slaves made the use of artificial signs s u d i  as shaved heads. tattoos or 

mutilations necessary to identify the slave (Stepan xi). By the eighteenth 

century, three hundred years into, and at the height of, the Eutopean slave 

trade in M c a ,  slavery waç "almost entirely black" and blackness itself 

"came to be associated negatively with the degraded condition of slavery" 

(Stepan xii). Whiie it is possible to argue with Stepan as to what came k t ,  

the AErican slave trade or "negative" associations with blackness, her main 

argument is that until the eighteenth century colour and race were not 

n e c e s d y  Lùiked, or at least not exdusively ünked. AM Laura Stoler 

similu@ argues that race is a "discourse of vacillationsm which "operates at 

different levels and moves not only between different political projectç but 

seizes upon different elements of earlier discourses reworked for new 

poli t id endsf* (72). And Michael Banton states that "race, dass and nation 

are political ideas that arise from underlying economic and political 

structures" (4). 

One of the "new political ends" that Stepan identifies as produchg 

remarkable change in saentific racial discourse between the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries is that of the abolition movement in England. 

Saentific racism grew as "religious and moral foundations of slavery began 

to be contested" (Stepan xü). The period of "high abolitionismJ8 £rom the 

1770s to the 1830s also marked a period of transition in the human sciences 

€rom monogenisrn (the belief that ail varieties of humans belong to one 

group, type or species) to polygenism (the beiief that different varieties of 

humans constitute separate species). In this new polygenistic view, not 

only are different humans seen to belong to different racial categories, but 



those categories by the end of the eighteenth century are increasingly based 

upon colour difference. Edward Long, a Jamaican planter of the Iate 

eighteenth century, reflectç this new distinction by invoking colour as one 

marker of the difference between the British colonials and the African slave 

labour force in the Caribbean Long argues in 1774 that "there are extremely 

potent reasons for believing that the White and the Negro are two distinct 

speaes" (II, 336). It is signuicant that Long establishes here an opposition 

not between Christian and Barbarian, English and Afncan, or master and 

slave, but instead between white and black, although at other points he 

invokes alternate distinctions. If the notion was circulating in the late 

eighteenth century not only that Afncans and Britons were different races, 

but that racial differences could be understood to be physiological, and 

especially colour-coded, by the mid-nineteenth century the conneaion 

between race and colour was a proven scientific "fad."z 

This fact was supported by theories of racial typography. The notion of 

"type" was dominant in the scientific racism of the nineteenth century and 

was employed to draw h m  distinctions between different races. Banton 

explains that the notion of type was "a convenient one because it was not 

tied to any particular classificatory level in zoo1ogy, so that it was eaçy to 

refer to the physical types characteristic of partidar natiom, to 'types of 

cranid conformation,' or to say that a s k d  'approximates to the Negro type8 

without having to establiçh just what that type was" (28). Both type and race 

depended upon a tautology: the Negro skull represents a certain type, and 

that type is Negro. Comte de Gobineau, an infiuential nineteenth-centq 

academic and racial typologist, divided the people of the world into three 

See Young for a detailed study of the many forms of nineteenth cenhuy "sQentifcw racial 
discoz~~e~. 
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races - the white, the yeilow and the black - whom he considered different 

species. Like other thinkea of the time, Gobineau believed, and 

scientifidy "proved," that avilized peoples were of the white race, that the 

yellow race was ody partly capable of civilbation, and the bladc not at al l  

(Young 69). Ideas about civilkation and savagery were by the eighteenth 

c e n t .  incorporateci into thiç new raaal discourse which held that different 

coloured people were different races because they were different types, and 

that the difference between races was of the same order as the difference 

between species.3 As mention4 above, in 1774 Edward Long divideci the 

races not solely according to ideas about nationality (England-France) or 

civilityl barbarity (England-Ireland), but instead privileged physicd 

differences between "White" and "Negro." Long's discourse incorporates 

ideas about civiüty and savagery into his division based on colour, as do 

later white citizens of the Caribbean, such as the travel writers that 1 discuss 

in Chapter One. 

It is not within the scope of this work to trace au of the movements 

within and between historical racial d i s c o ~ s .  While race as a concept is 

unstable and changeable, and has been used to mark national differences 

(between the English and the Irish) or differences within the English 

population (such as class differences, as 1 d iscw below), my principal 

contention is that the "modemff understanding of race, which is based on 

colour difference and other p hysiological attributes more than any other 

single factor, was an accepted idea by end of the eighteenth century. This is 

not to say that in racial discourses of the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries the notion of colour entirely displaced or superseded those of 

- -- 

Michael Banton remarks that in this discome "much turneci on the definition of species, 
which was problematic" (31). Like "race," "species" as a concept was deployed in a rather 
elastic fashion and denoted any number of perceiveci diffepences between huinans. 
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nation or genealogy or civility, but that these earlier distinctions were both 

maintaineci and reworked in a new politid dimate - a dimate that by the 

mid-nineteenth century was marked by a belief in progr-, reason, science, 

capitalism and bourgeois values (Hobsbawm 3). The eighteenth and 

nineteenth century colonial in the Caribbean saw his or her racial identity 

in part as colour coded - as "white" as opposed to '%la&" or "negror' - and 
also saw whiteness as a normal and natural corollary of superiority and 

privilege, although this privilege tended to be assumeci rather than 

explicitly stated. By focusing on whiteness as a powerful ideology and as an 

"invisibIe1' marker of power and privilege in writings by colonial wornen, 1 

attempt in this study to trace the different meanings attacheci to a discourse 

that was named "white" in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. By the 

time that Janet Schaw, the h t  writer to be considered in this work, traveled 

to the Caribbean from her home in Scotland in 1774, the white race had 

already invented itself. 

I have said that colonial discourse is marked by gender. The subjecî of this 

study is not just colonialism and whiteness, but the intersedion of those 

two soaal practices with gender. Specihcaily, 1 am interested in the 

relationship between gender formation and colonial ideology, or the ways 

in which race and colonialism inforrn gender socialization. In other words, 

how is whiteness, within colonialist discourse, a gendered social identity 

and practice? Certainly there is a long and complex &tory of the 

construction of white womanhood within colonialist discourse. For 

example, when the white Vidorian woman is seen as the locus of home 

(whether at "home" or abroad), cleanliness, purity and angelic ministration, 

her very construction and maintenance as such demand that the relations 
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between the races be highly regulated so as to prevent her "spoilation-" This 

iç not to say that the "ministering angel" was the only subject position 

avaüable to su& women, but rather that there exists a dominant historical 

discourse that identifies the Vidorian white woman in thoçe terms. 

Reading whiteness in colonial texts entails reading gender as weii. 

Whiteness does not signify in some essential way; ideas about masculini.~ 

and fefnininity construd and are constructed through ideas about race, 

colour, and the colonial enterprise. 

It is worthy of note that until the 19805, gender as an analytical and 

critical category was virtually absent from Literary academic studies. Just as 

whiteness continues to represent itself as an unmarked category, the 

masculine forrn (in the structure of Ianguage itself, and in linguistic 

representations) has enjoyed a long history of invisibiiity. While the 

masdine often renders itself as universal, generic, the norm, the ferninine 

is viewed as marked, different, the exception to the d e .  As Elaine 

Showalter says, the introduction of gender into the field of literary studies 

made possible "an investigation of the ways that ail reading and writing, by 

men as weU as by women, is marked by gendef' (2). And, lüce race, gender 

is not only a question of difference, which assumes that the sexes are 

separate and equal, but of po wer (Showalter 4): asymmetry, inequaüty and 

dominance diaracterize both racial and gender difference. Ln gender studies, 

the critic seeks to probe, question, and reveal power differentials, to 

understand what it means to have a gendered identity, and to make visible 

the apparently natural, transparent and unproblematic masculine n o m  In 

this study, 1 add to this gender project the idea of raaal difference, and - 

especially the notion of an unproblematic white norm - a n o m  of white 

reading, and a norm of white writing. The issue is one of visibility. While 



it has Long been argued that femininity and/or a "coloured" skin render the 

subject invisible in literary studies as well as in political and social 

discourse,4 I would argue that whiteness as a social n o m  renders its own 

operations of power invisible. This study, therefore, interseds in many 

ways with gender studies and studies of racism in iiterature and literary 

aiticism. Because the white fende  colonial writer belongs to both 

historicaily marked (femini~ty) and unmarked (whiteness) social 

categories, she is simultaneously visible and invisibie, inside and outside, 

colonizer and colonized. 

Because of this unstable identity, the white feemale colonial writer 

disrupts the neat binary of colonizerl colonized. In many ways the female 

writer is herself a product of colonialism, rather than merely its instigator. 

She is both a support to and a subject of colonial d e .  While the colonizing 

project tends to be viewed as "officidly" male, it certainly had its female- 

centred praaices, especially on the domestic front. The colonial woman 

writer occupies a subordinate place in patriarchy (and in literary canons), but 

a racially dominant position in the colonies. This places her in a rather 

complex locale, allied with both white colonial nile and the blacks who are 

d e d ,  and as a result her writing (in the texts that I present) tends to both 

echo and subvert colonial discourse. Of course, this means that colonial 

discouse maintains within it both its dominant operations of power, and 

challenges to that power. ln other words, colonial discourse is not an 

Fr- Fanon argues in Block Skin, White Masks that black men are feminized by white 
men - that blackness as a racial identity turns men into women in the eyes of European white 
men - and that they therefore disappear as subjects in coloniaüsm. For Fanon, whose readings 
of kmininity within coloniaüst discourse verge on being misogynist, and whose readings of 
homosexuality are outright hetemsexist and homophobiç the feminization of masculinity 
within coloniaiism is the ultimate homr. The value of Fanon here is that he links two 
ve&ons of invisibiiity (femininity and "colour") together, and that he names and 
interrogates whiteness as a coded cuihrral identity . 



exdusively male domain, nor is it a stable set of soaal or discursive practices 

that represent a soiid wall of power. There are inconsistencies, and 

challenges to it, within its own boundaries. The writings of white colonial 

and white creole women are fascinating for their complex explorations of 

privilege without power, dominance mixed with oppression, and dienation 

from both pahiarchal hegemony and black fok culture. 

The wntea whom 1 iden* as colonial were bom and raised in the 

British Isles, ventured out to the "colonies" for either a short visit or a long 

stay, viewed England or Scotland as "home," and eventudy rehimed there. 

hto this category I have placed Janet S h a w  and Mrs. Carmichael. While 

there are distinct differences between these writers (as wiil be explored in 

Chapter One), they share a "passing thmugh" approach to the Caribbean as 

they are travel writers. Janet Schaw's Iournal of a Lady of Qtuzlity is an 

account of Schaw's travels kom Scotland to the West Indies, North 

Carolina, and Portugal, in the years 1774 to 1776. Mrs. Camiichael weighed 

anchor by the island of St. Vincent in 1820. She was met on the boat by 

"several of our own peoplegr (S), by which she meant slaves, and stayed in 

the Caribbean for approxirnately five years before embarking for London. 

Both Schaw and Carmichael considered themselves to be not just British 

subjects but permanent redents of the British Isles. For this reason, and 

for many othea that will be explored later, these writers are colonid in their 

social attitudes and outlook 

1 "oppose" the term c ro ie  to colonial (though as it will become apparent, 

these ternis b l e d  into one another in many ways). While the word creoIe 

means different things to different people, I am using it as Brathwaite does, 

as an Anglicization of the Spanish criollo, meaning one who is born in, 

native to, the West Indies, regardless of "race" or skin colour (Brathwaite 
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1971: xv). Brathwaite c d s  cultural and political institutions creole if they do 

not merely replicate institutions from "home" but have developed their 

own character out of the specific historîcal, soaal, linguistic and other 

identities of any one Caribbean region. So, for example, Brathwaite sees the 

Jamaican Assembly in the eighteenth century as a creole institution, as it 

gave expression to sp&caiIy Jamaican aspirations and interests and was 

composed of planters, doctors, merchants and lawyen whose best interests 

lay on the island (1971: 40-41). By contrast, the Governor of Jamaica 

represents a colonial political force, since he exists to serve and protect the 

interests of the British parliament When Brathwaite views institutions as 

creole, he suggests that a creole identity is less a matter of birthplace and 

more a state of mind or a soaal practice. For example, one could view the 

idea of "going native" as an indication of a fear of creoiization. Lady 

Nugent, who resided in Jamaica as Governor's wife in the early nineteenth 

century and kept a journal for the purpose of noüng all who came to and 

went from King's House in that time, views Lord Balcarres, the Governor of 

Jamaica who precedes her husband, as dirty, lazy, and immoral. Balcarres 

was British born, and Britain b o n d  by 1805, but in Lady Nugent's eyes he 

was in danger of becoming creole, of losing the habits of thought and the 

manners associated with Englishness - cleanliness, a Protestant work ethic, 

and moral uprightness. While 1 tend to use the term creole to designate 

those who are bom in the Caribbean, 1 also recognize the discouae of 

creolization and the notion that a creole can be made, as well as born. 

[f the colonial white woman is alienated from both dominant patriardiy 

and the culture of the bladc majority, the creole white wornen is even 

further a figure of alienation. She is a produd of two cultures, both 

European and African, but belongs to neither and is often denied and 
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despised by both. As Lady Nugent's thoughts on Lord Balcarres indicate, the 

white creoie tends to be viewed by the colonial as lazy, stupid, vufgar, 

sexually Ioose, and undereducated - an inauthentic or failed white who has 

not successfully upheld true white, British, colonial values and pradices. 

The speech, dress and social rituals of creoles are different h m  those of 

colonials8 and also of course different from those of the black majority. The 

conception of the creole has changed over time, and dianges from text to 

text, but there are some consistenaes in representation. How the creoie is 

represented by the colonial, and how she represents herself and her d t u r e ,  

is explored throughout this study. 

1 should note at this point that ideas about European, creole and 

raaaüred (black/white) identities were and continue to be bound up with 

ideas about dass. The inauthentic white is also the white who betrays his or 

her class, or who abandons traditionai dass consciousness. Stoler sees 

colonialism not as about "the importation of rniddle-dass sensibilities to the 

colo~es,  but about the making of themt' (Stoler 98). In her view, European 

identity was protean and dependent upon a social taxonomy that equated 

Europeanness and bourgeois civilities, so that "what sustained racial 

membership was a middle-class morality, nationalist sentiments, bourgeois 

sensibilities, normalized sexuality, and a carefully circumsaibed 'milieu' in 

school and home" (105). In other words, an identity as Eumpean or white 

could be gained or lost if certain social practices or civilities were adopted or 

abandoned. That ideas about race and aviiity are linked has already been 

suggested by the history of English-Irish relations, but Stoier adds to this the 

notion that colour and civility are interdependent. Thus, whiteness is  both 

a "real" physical condition and an abstracî idea. Whites are not "white" if 

they Iack the class background or cultural accoutrements that make them 



truly European and therefore fit to d e  (Stoler 106). Creoles, poor whites 

and light-skinned atizens of mixed European and African heritage in the 

Caribbean constituted a problem for the ruling elite, for while their skins 

were white their sensibilities often were not, and they were not considered 

to be appropriate or adequate representatives of colonial d e .  Roperty 

ownership and an orderty family life were understood in the colonies not 

just as belonging to the middle class but as having a racial component as 

weil (Stoler 128). The white underclass in the colonies, as in England, was 

viewed as undy, lackirtg civiiity and unable to form orderly farnily UN&, 

ail of which coded it as a distinct race. As Eric Hobsbawm explains, 

the bourgeois was, if not a different species, then at le& the member of a 

niperior race, a higher stage in human evolution, distinct from the 

lower orders who remained in the historical or cultual equivalent of 

àiüdhood or adolescence. From master to master-race was thus only a 

short-step. (247-48) 

Hobsbawm links class and race membership, suggesting that the two 

discourses overiapped. Just as the INh were viewed as an alien race, so too 

were the lower orders of Britain. Edmund Morgan makes a similar 

argument about dass, positing that in seventeenth and eighteenth century 

Britain the poor were viewed by the rnoneyed as "vile and bmtish" and as 

bearing "many of the marks of an &en race" (325-26). 

1 have briefiy introduced the issue of class here to suggest that when 

white writers in the Caribbean speak of manners, civilities, custom, form, 

and so on, the language that they adopt is not just a language of dass but 

one of race as well. White colonials occasionally differentiate between both 

classes and races by similar criteria. As noted above, this creates a problem 

for the white aeole who is not, by some definitions, white or European ai 



ali. The white creole is an uneasy figure in colonial texts. If she is wealthy 

but adopts local social practices that do not meet nrling-dass colonial 

standards (for example, if she lets her diildren be raised by blacks af ter the 

age of four, or if she does not send them abroad to school by the age of 

twelve), then she risks losing both her dass and her race identity as they 

have been prescfibed by the metropole. If she abides by the rules set by the 

metrople and the colonial elite but speaks English with a creole "drawl" 

she again risks being socially ranked by the goveming elite as a lower form 

of life. Linguistic "cornpetence" is but one criterion of the middle or upper 

classes and of racial identity as weU, and it is also one frequently not met by 

white creoles. 

Writea that 1 identify as white aeoles indude Eliot B k ,  Phyllis Shand 

AlUrey and Jean Rhys. B b s  was born in J&ca in 1903, the daughter of an 

army officer in the West India Regiments She was raised in Jamaica untü 

her early teens, educated in convents in England, and then returned to 

Jamaica in 1923. Bliss wrote two novels, Sa raband, published in 1931, and 

Luminous Isle, published in 1934. Allfrey was born in Dorninica in 1915. 

Her father was Franas Shand, Crown Attorney of Dominica. Allfrey was 

educated privately in Dominica, then later left to study in England, 

Belgium, Germany and France. She returned to DoIIUnica in 1954 and 

began a long history in local (Dominican) and federal (West Indian) politics. 

Her novel, The Olchid House, was published in 1953. An analysis of the 

works of Bliss and AUfrey comprise Chapter Three. Rhys was born in 

Dorninica in 1890, the daughter of a Welsh doctor and a white creole 

It is always the occupations of fathem who provide the explanation for a Me Lved in the 
West indies. Th& professions tie them to th& region The mothers are rarely discussed in 
intflodudim to editions or 0th- aitical w& and liffle tends to be known about th- otha 
then their positions as wives of professionai men. 
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mother. At sixteen, she left Dominica and stayed away (in England and in 

France) for most of her life. in Chapter Four, 1 discuss her unfinished 

autobiography, Srnile Please (1979). In these three texts I examine the 

construction of a creole identity that is raced (white) and gendered (female), 

what that identity means to the different writers, and how its significations 

within the texts relate to the history of colonialism. 

In offering a brief outline of what te* make up this study, 1 have thus 

far skipped over the contents of Chapter Two. This is because in Chapter 

Two 1 discw a number of Caribbean writers who fit neither into the 

category of colonial, nor into that of awle. 1 have aiready suggested that 

colonial and creole as identities are not always distinct, that they are not 

simply opposed t e m  with stable meanings. 1 employ these temis because 

they are linked to an historical discowe and because 1 think that they mean 

something in the speafic works that 1 analyze, though that something shifts 

from text to text The works that 1 discuss in Chapter Two offer a challenge 

to any attempt even to provisionally d y  them with either colonial or creole 

sensibilities. In a sense, dl of the works that 1 discw offer this challenge 

and defy any simple definition, but the problerns that the texts in Chapter 

Two offer are unique. For example, while none of the writers covered in 

this thesis have received any sustaùied critical attention (with the exception 

of Jean Rhys), the authors studied in Chapter Two are virtuaily unknown. 

There is no scholarly work available on Esther Hyman/Chapman and on& 

a few brief references, within texts devoted to other writers, to Phyllis 

Bottome. 

Hyman's and Bottome's novels deal with the intersection between race, 

gender and colonialism, but more specif~cally the subject of this chapter is 

one particular kind of intersection, namely miscegenation The term 
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miscegenation is, like race, a scientific fiction and a misnomer. The word 

literaily means the mixture (from the Latin rn iscere) of races or species 

(gen us). The Shwter Ox@d English Dictionnry defines miscegenation as 

"m.ixture of races; espeaally the sexual union of whites with negroes," and 

the Merriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionmy defines it as "a muhw of 

races, especially marriage or cohabitation between a white person and a 

member of another race." Both definitions emphasize the "mixture" of 

whit es with other races, whidi suggests the kind of anxiety of 

contamination or mongrelization that the term encompasses. Since there 

are no racial boundarîes between peoples of different colours, ethnicities or 

nationalities, the term miscegenation must be recognized as fundarnentally 

problematic The races can neither be mixed nor pure. But both Hyman 

and Bottome represent miscegenation as resulting in racial contamination, 

and represent the mulatta as a threat to racial purity. In Chapter Two 1 trace 

a history of the representation of this "spurious and degenerate breed" 

(Schaw 112) within Anglo-Carïbbean discourse, and mark the ways in whidi 

Hyman and Bottome engage with the discourse of racial degeneration. 

Before delving into the major concems of this work, it is important to 

indicate the general state of critical work on West Indian iiterature. There 

are to date less than a dozen major works on West Indian writing, and 

within the majority of these works there has been little attention paid to the 

writings of women in generai, and of white women in particular. Kenneth 

Ramchand's The West Irzdian N d  and its Background, originally 

published in 1970, is considered a classic work of West lndian literary 

criticism. Ramchand describes the focus of his book: 



The concern in this book is with prose fiction, mauily novels, written by 

people who were born or who grew up in the West Indies .... The books 

have all been written in the twentieth century; and their native West 

indian authors include descendants of Europeans, descendants of 

African slaves. descendants of indentured labourers from India, and 

various mixtures from these (3). 

Ramchand refers to this mix of texts as "West Indian raw material" (3); 

another way of categorizing such writers is to cal4 them creole. Ramchand's 

study of creole writen is an historicdy important work, and his attempt to 

"reinstate White West indian writers" (x) into the literary canon was, in 

1970, d e r  20 years of bladc nationalism "concemed with Wessing the 

balance of centuries of British colonial exploitation and its concomitant 

raami" (WCallaghan 20), perhaps a bold and unfashionable move. It is 

cerGiinly a move that has not k e n  systematically followed up on. But what 

has proved to be a pattern in West indian iiterary criticism can also be 

identified in Ramchand's early work, narneiy the invisibility of women 

writers, and especiaily white women writers, in such sdiolariy critical 

overviews of the region's literature. 

Ramchand indudes the requisite section on Jean Rhys in a chapter 

devoted to white writing entitled 'Terri£ied Consciousness." Ln this 

chapter, Ramchand discwes four novels written by four white West 

Indians of Eiuopean descent.6 Two of the four writers are women, and 

between them Ramdiand devotes twelve pages (out of a book total of 273) to 

their works. Rarnchand is not the only critic who disregards the Caribbean 

literature produced by white women. In Michael Gilkes' The West Indian 

- 

Jean Rhys, Wide Smgasso Sea (1966); Phyiiis Shand Aiifiey, 'Trie Orchid House (1953); 
Geoilfrey Drayton, Chrislopher (1959); and J. B. Emtage, B r m  Sugar (1W). 



N o  v e 1 (1981), womenf s writing receives minimal attention, and white 

women's writing none at all. Similarly, in Frank Birbalsingh's Passion and 

E d e :  Essays in Caribbean Literature (1988) there is no andysis of white 

women's 'WTiting, despite the stated concem of the study with "major 

novelists of the £irst half-century of the existence of anglophone Caribbean 

literature" (11). In fad, no women writers at a i l  make it into Birbalsingh's 

study. In the coilection of essays edited by Bruce King entitled West lndinn 

Literature (2nd edition; 1995), there is one chapter devoted to Jean Rhys, and 

one chapter entitled "Contemporary Women Writers." There are also brief 

and scattered references to Lady Nugent, Esther Chapman and Phyllis Shand 

AWey, but there is no sustained schotarly attention paid to either early 

(eighteenth and nineteenth century ), recent (early twentieth cenhuy ) or 

conternporary Wnting by white women 

There are obviously two different, but related, omissions in these aitical 

o v e ~ e w s  of West Indian literature. The first is the scarcity of attention 

paid to women m e r s  as an undifferentiated gmup (undifferentiated from 

each other, but differentiated from male writers as a group), and the second 

is the lads of any attempt to address systematically the range of women's 

writing and the many differences among d t ing  practices (diaries, journals, 

poetqr, novels, plays), as well as the historical and cultural differences 

among different women writing in/about different places at different times. 

Some recent crit id works have attempted to address these gaps in 

Caribbean scholarship. Two 1990 coilections - Out of the Kumbla: Wbbeun  

Women and Literature, edited by Carole Boyce Davies and Elaine Savory 

Fido, and Caribbean Women Writers, edited by Selwyn R Cudjoe - cover a 

broad range of topics related to womenfs writing. This study is indebted to 

both of these works, but also diverges from them in historical scope and 
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subjed matter, as there is in these collections neither a lengthy and detaiied 

study of early colonial women writers, nor a study of twentieth century 

novelists such as those covered in Chapters Two, Three and Four of this 

work Evelyn (Y Callaghan's book, Woman Version (1993), develops 

theoretical approaches to West Indian fidion by wornen O'Callaghan 

devotes a chapter to early white writing by women, but also acknowledges 

how Liffle scholarly work has been done in this field. This study takes 

O'CailagWs work as its starting point but also differs from it markedly, as 

WCallaghan does not approach the subjects of whiteness or gender in the 

manner that I have outlined above. 

Ln many ways, Brathwaite's conception of white culture in the Caribbean 

remains in place today. Literary critics seem to share in his condusion that, 

apart h m  Rhys, whites have created no literary documents worthy of 

study. While Davies and Fido seek to address the voiceiessness and 

historical absence of women writers within literary histories of the West 

hdies, and recognize that the works of early and contempcmry colonial and 

creole white women are "important to an understanding of Caribbean 

iiterary history" (14), the contributors to their collection do not explore this 

particular literary-historical thread. The stated concem of the collection is 

with a "specifically fernale" (1) history; mine is with an even more specific 

history, namely the literary productions of white women in the Caribbean. 

It is that particular exclusion from the critical dialogue that this study aims 

to address, in the hopes of expanding the bondaries of Caribbean Literary 

discourse. 



CHAFi'ER ONE 

Tavel Writing: Janet Schaw and Mrs Carmichael 

Only in the last few yean have Ml-length critical works devoted to 

women's travel writing been written. In f a 4  it is only in recent yean that 

travel writing as a genre has been studied with anything like the same 

critical senousness as that of the more mainstream literary genres (the 

novel and the poem). Because travel writing has long been viewed as a 

popular and recreational product, rather than a serious art form, it has 

tended to be relegated to the status of second best, or of "minof writing. 

But as Maria Frawley argues, to examine the place of travel w-riting in 

general, and women's travel writing in particular, is "necessarily to consider 

how certain documents corne to be privileged as representative of a literary 

period, a social history, a dass, or a gender" (15). In reference to gender, 

dass, and, 1 would add, race, travel documents that occupy a privileged place 

in bterary studies tend to be those produced by white men, and specificdy 

by those members of society most free to roam the world for work or leinire 

- scientists, explorers, bureaucrats, traders, missionaries, and moneyed 

(middle or upper class) men of leisure. But white women also frequently 

traveled, occasionally as missionaries or govemesses but prirnarily as wives 

and daughterç of those bureaucrats, traders, and so on Frawley also argues 

that travel writing, as a nondomestic genre, is an unusual and nsky choice 

for women but that it was a way to gain a kind of authority to write about 

culture: it gave women "the symbolic capital with which to compete in the 

culture market of [society] and to appeal to institutionally recognized powers 

- the periodical presses and publishing houses" (29). In this sense, travel 

writing was, for women, empowering whiie it also represented a kind of 



risk in relation to women's identity as feminine. Frawley notes that "the 

idea of a woman traveler was partidarly troublesome because the qualities 

that identified her as an adventurer seemed also to compromise those 

ostensibly 'natural' quaiities that made her a woman" (103). While 1 would 

agree that travel was for many women a risk to the* identity as "female," 

and that writing was a route to asserting cultural, and colonial, authority, 1 

would argue that the so-cdled nondomestic nature of the genre needs to be 

reconsidered in a number of ways. As I discuss below, many women when 

they traveled (in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries) did not enter a 

nondomestic zone so much as redetine domesticity, alter its appearance, and 

take it with them. So, for example, when Lady Nugent (c 1800) travels she 

is accompanied by a large assembly of bladc servants and white assistants, 

frequently her husband and children, several carrïages and horses, and 

enormous tninks fiiled with clothing, books, kitchen-ware, and other 

househoid paraphernalia. It does not seem accurate to describe her travels, 

and her writing, as nondomestic, in general because of the social 

organization of her travel, and specificaily because the bulk of her journal 

entries are given over to recording who visited h g ' s  House (the 

governofs mansion in Jamaica) and on what social occasions. Many female 

travelers simultaneously leave home and resurrect it  along the jomey, 

whereas male writes frequently just leave, because custom, or the 

maintenance of a gendered soaal identity, allows them to move more easily 

outside the confines of home. 

While there emerged in the 1980s a few works devoted to travel writing 

by women, su& as Leo Hamalian's Ladies on the Loose: Women Travelers 

of the 18th and 19th Centuries (1981), Mary Russell's 7he Blesszngs of n 

Good Thick Skirt: Women Travelers and Their Wodd (l986), and Dea 



BirkeW s Spinsters Abroad: Victorian Lady Explorers (1989), these texts range 

from samples of writings by women travelers (Hamaban), to biographies of, 

and tributes to, "the complex spirit known as the explorer" (Russell 14). to 

studies which aim to introduce to the reader a "a gallery of strong, 

independent, wïilfd women" (Birkett ix). Each of these books contributes 

to the vastly under-researched area of women's travel writing by providing 

biographical information on the travelers and offering descriptions of their 

many and varied accounts. But they are of limited use to the reader who is 

interested in pursuing the intersections of race, gender and colonialism in 

travel writing, since they either seem unaware of the possibilities of reading 

that these subjeds enable (Birkett), or they conxiously eschew such 

"theoreticai" issues altogether 

This book is less concerned with theories than with the reasons offered 

by wornen themselves as to why they soar off into the d a m  skies, trudge 

across deserts, sail into uncharted waters or c h g  pedously to the peaks 

of snowbound mountains. (Russell 15) 

Fair enough but when Russell concludes that women traveled "to find 

their true identity" (20) and did so by making use of "the energy and drive 

that characterized the great days of the British EmpireJ' (23), she does not 

consider the relationship between subjed-formation and writing, the 

politics of kmale identity and authorship in the Victonan period, or the 

relations of power vrhich constitute that celebrated imperid drive. 

Birkett begins on a more promising note. On the subject of women 

taking up travel, she writes: 

Often finding their inclusion as wornen in their male heritage uneasy 

and unsatisfying, these women discovered a more attractive, inclusive 



history as white people in an age of increasing European intervention in 

and colonization of distant lands. (19) 

It is an interesting hypothesis that women travelers gained an insider 

identity as "white" by leaving England for the colonies, and that this 

identity literdy opened up avenues for them to explore. Whiteness as a 

liberating identity is only reaily possible when there is an Other who is both 

non-white and subjugated, and it is access to this Other in the colonies that 

helped to mold an identity as not just (for example) Victorian and female 

and middle-class, but also as white. However, Birkett does not explore this 

idea any M e r  in her work Instead, she offers biographical information 

on a number of travelers, gloses their texts, and describes the paths taken in 

detail. Birkett, like Russell, does not look at travel writing as an extension 

of and support to colonial discourse, nor does she consider the ways in 

which such a discourse is gendered. As Sara Mi& notes, scholars like 

Birkett and Russell tend to treat these writers "as if they traveled simply as 

individuals and were not part of coloniaiism as a whole" (29). 

Sara Milk belongs to a group of four writers on women travelers whose 

interests overlap with my own: Mills herself, Mary Louise Pratt, Karen 

Lawrence and Maria Frawley. These writers see travel accounts by both men 

and women as marked by gender, as belonging to a larger colonialist 

discourse, and to some degree as r a d .  1 Say to some degree because racial 

issues, while not entirely absent, tend to be subsumed under colonialist 

concerm, explored in depth only when the travelers corne face to face with 

the racial Other, or "hidden" within apparently straight-forward assertions. 

So, for an example of the latter tendency, in Mills's text the phrase 

"women's travel writing" is understood to mean "white womenrs travel 

writing," although that distinction is never made and as a result the raced 



nature of that gendered paradigm is not Wly explored. It is an important 

distinction, and not only because women of colour, such as Mary Seacole, 

also wrote travel accounts. The assumption within MilIs's text is 

problematic in itself because it establishes a raaally exclusive category that 

hides its own exdusivity by rendering natural and normal a white racial 

identity. I make this point not to undermine Mills's very fine work on 

travel writing, to whidi 1 am indebted, but to offer a simple illustration of 

one way in whidt a white racial identity is both assumed in and effaced 

from aitical works on colonial texts To name whiteness, and to privilege 

its rnatenal and discursive dimensions, is to give a cultural and racial 

specificity to white writing in order to uncover the strudured invisibiliw of 

whiteness as a site of dominance. 

Karen Lawrence is the only writer of the four mentioned above to 

specifically name whiteness as one of the cultural identities of the women 

that she studies: 

[This book is not] a comparative study of travel by women of various 

raaal, class, and national statuses; my examples are aii travel narratives 

written by white, aristocratic or middle-class Englishwomen, whose race 

and class inform their expectations of mobility as thoroughly as thqr 

inform their domestic ideoiogies. (xii) 

Lawrence does not dwell on the various rneanings of whiteness as 

thoroughly as she does on those of gender, but an awareness of race as 

constituting identity and as enabling travel in the first place remains at least 

in the background of her work None of Frawley, Mills, or Pratt explicitly 

take up ideas about race as in part constituting the discursive parameters of 

white women's travel writing. M a t  and how women wrote about travel 

had something to do with the circulation of ideas about gender (especially 



feminuiity), class, nation, colonialism and race. An awareness of historical 

conceptions of race in general, and whiteness in particular, allows the reader 

of travel accounts to understand what it was possible to Say about race, or 

what racial discourses were available to women writers, and how those 

discounes intersed with ideas about gender, class, nationality, and so o n  

The subject of race - especially, how whiteness is both articulated and 

rendered invisible in the two travel accounts that I study - will be explored 

throughout thiç chapter. For now, 1 want briefly to elaborate on the ways in 

which travel writing and issues surrounding gender corne together. 

Travel writing is a gendered paradigm. As noted above, travelers 

themselves, and critics who read travel writing, tend to view travel and its 

texts as a masculine domain, and have1 writing by women as an exception, 

an oddity, even a freakish occurrence. The journey plot, as Karen Lawrence 

explains, has been understood to be exdusively male, with the very absence 

of women "establishg the world of the journey as a realm in which man 

confronts the 'foreign'" (1). Not only is woman's place at home, but "she in 

effect is home itself, for the female body is traditionally assoaated with 

earth, shelter, enclosure" (1). Lawrence takes the Odysseus/ Peneiope mode1 

as the dominant paradigm for most thinking about travel writing: Odysseus 

travels, Penelope waits. It is the male traveler who crosses boundaries and 

penetrates spaces, and the female body which remairs both a figure of 

home, and an emblem of that foreign space. Thus, the ferninine is 

conveniently constructed as both domestic (home, homeland, Mother 

Country) and foreign (unknown, the Other, to be explored and penetrated). 

It is both that which is to be escaped from, and that which is to be 

discovered, explored, mapped, and contained in "new" temtories. ln his 

book The Adven turer, Paul Zweig identifies the adventure story, which is 



also a travel narrative, as a "flight into danger" and a "flight from women" 

(61). Locating his paradigm of adventure and travel in The Odyssey, Zweig 

then finds that throughout literary history travel represents the "essential 

escape from the domains of women into the unconfined spaces" (71). But 

how usefùl is this paradigm when that literary history is not the exclusive 

province of male Mi ten  and travelea? 

As Lawrence observes, most studies of the journey and of travel 

Literature faii to theorize a place for woman as traveling subject In Charles 

L. Batten Jr.'s Pleasurable Instruction: Fonn and Convention in Eighteenth- 

Centuy Travel Literature the works of female travel writers do not 

contribute in any significant manner to the uncovering of those eighteenth- 

century conventions. Batten argues that "travel literature of the eighteenth 

cenhuy provides an important key to the intellectual, cultural and Iiterary 

history of the Engfish peopleJf (6), but he does not consider how female 

writers have contributed to that history.1 Because of this oversight, Batten 

rnakes claims for the conventions of eighteenth century travel writing that 

camot be supporteci when women's texts are under study. For example, 

Batten argues thaï some distinguishlng charaderistics of the eighteenth 

century account are that it l a c h  "anecdotal and autobiographicd material" 

(13), that it admits of only the "barest hint of a narrative sequence" (47), and 

that it avoids "trifles" (49). Janet Schaw's and Lady Nugent's accounts 

contradict these daims again and again, and Schaw's text also (as I am sure 

do many other accounts) problematizes Batten's daim that eighteenth 

An4 iike many other xholars of travel writing (see Zweig and Adams), Batten also 
c~nstructs the reading subject as exdusively male. He describes, for example, how the travel 
account 'bpened up the world to the man who for one reason or another could not vint places 
iike the Hdy Land, America, or even the shores of the Mediterranean" (7). Percy Adams in 
Trmel Literature m d  the Evolution of the Nwel  argues that have1 accounts "were a source 
of information and pleanire for the sedentary by his fireside or sometimes the mgnet that 
pded him h m  his &air and ont0 ships and highways" (67). 



century accounts contain "honest descriptions," rather than "fabulous 

narratives," and are therefore "factually accurate" (7). Similarly, in Ride of 

Darkness: British Litmature and Imperialisrn, 18304924, Patrick Brantlinger 

maps out the developrnent of imperîalist ideology over a period of eighty- 

five years without offering a reading of British women's writing, and the 

relationçhip of that writing to imperialism. Further, Brantlinger does not 

identify gender as a material or discursive system intertwined with 

imperiaiism. For example, Brantlinger's list of elements of impenalist 

ideology is: advocacy of territorial expansion; chauvinism based on loydty 

to the Empire; advocacy of the use of rnilitary force to settle issues of foreign 

poky; glorification of the miütary and of war; racial superiority of white 

Europeans; and the civiking mission of the British (8). Not o d y  is agency 

missing from this list (whose advocacy? whose glorification?) but the 

meaning of gender is unexplored. How, for example, is "racial superiority" 

a gendered subject position? How can the different powers and privileges of 

white men and women be articulated within imperialist ideology? 

Brantlinger continues to summarize the primary activity of imperialism: 

... the "benighted" regions of the world, occupied by mere natives, offer 

brilliantly chansmatic realms of adventure for white heroes, usually free 

from the complexities of relations with white women. (11) 

Brantlingefs "white hero" is clearly maie, and specifically a maie seeking to 

escape the entanglements of materna1 ties and/ or romantic heterosexual 

bonds. In Brantlingeis study, the traveler is unproblematically posited as 

white, male and heterosexual. 

Brantlinger, like Frawley, alço bases his study upon the assumption that 

the travel or adventure tale is specifically non- or anti-domestic The travel 

tale, says Brantlinger, belo&s to the modes of adventure and realism, which 



are opposed to "dornestic" and "romantic" modes of t e k g  (12). Percy 

Adams, in Trmel Literature and the Eaulution of the Nuvel, dso argues 

that the "dornestic narrative" and the "adventure narrative" are 

diametricaliv opposed, the former being "static" and the latter "dynamic" 

(148). Adams identifies the "Lure of excitement" and the "fascination of 

travel" as the "Ulysses factor" (151) or the Yshmael theme" (152), therefore 

identifying adventure, movement and excitement with masculinity and 

stasis with femininity. This is a common asçumption among critia of 

travel writing, and yet the woman traveler challenges such assumptions. 

Her writing is frequently both domestic and adventurouç, both realist and 

romantic - if those oppositions can even be maintained. The female travel 

writers that I discuss traveled both in the Company of family memben and 

alone, alternately or simultaneously maintaining and leaving behind the 

domestic realm. Brantlinger and others oppose the "imperial adventure 

tale" to the "tame, rnonotonous r e a h  of domestic routines and 

responsibüities" (Brantlinger 12), but this is dearly not the case for many 

women travefers who wrote another kind of imperiai adventure tale. Not 

oniy can the Zweig-Brantlinger-Adams paradigm not account for the kind 

of travel writing covered in this chapter, but these cntics also support Sara 

MiW criticism that "women as individuals and as writers are always seen 

to be marginal to the process of coloniaiism" (3). While women's 

involvement in coloniaiism may have been different in most cases from 

men's, a certain gender-blindness in critical writing about empire and travel 

suggests that women remained outside the colonial enterprise. In following 

the Zweig-Brantlinger-Adams approach, one misses the opportunity to 

investigate the relation beîween gender (both masculinity and femininity) 

and colonialism, and women's contribution to imperialist ideology. 



These masculinist approaches also implicitly support the man-as- 

colonizer, woman-as-colonized opposition. In other words, the white 

European woman is not an agent of impenalism but rather its object, in 

addition to those "natives" in need of subduing. In this study, 1 view 

gender as both a marker of difference and as "a site of conflicting subjective 

processes ... [whichl makes it impossible to ignore the contradictory social 

positioning of white, middie-class women as both colonized patnardial 

objecîs and colonizing race-privileged subjects" (Donaldson 6).  My 

argument is that the travel account is aiso a site of conflicting subjective 

processes that can neither be reduced to the notion of the woman as 

colonized objed nor to the mode1 of the white heterosexual male escaping 

dornesticity and the complexities of male-fernale relations. Travel writing 

by women not oniy both supports and contests domestic ideologies, thus 

preventing the reader from assigning to the female travel writer the simple 

subjed position of victim of patriarchy or colo~aiism, but it ais0 highlights 

the ways in which travel itself carries ideological significance. Does the 

woman travel to escape domesticity, when domestiaty is in many ways tied 

to both ferninine social practices and the hrnale body itself (as "home")? 

Clearly, theories of travel need to accommodate gendered social practices, 

and discourses of masculuUty and fernininity, in order to engage in readings 

which extend beyond the "flight from women" model. 

It bears repeating that women travel writers, like men, p r i d y  

belonged to the middle and upper classes.2 The writers whom I discuss 

This is not to Say that the white population in the colonies was made up primanly of the 
middle and upper classes. It is a popular misconception that all whites in the West indies 
during slavery were rich merchants or land-owners. Edward Kamau Brathwaite divides the 
white population of Jaaaica in the nineteenth century into five major groups: Royd 
administrators (Covemors, Admirais, Generais); m e r h t s ;  planten; British hoop; and 
petit blancs (servants, derks, housekeepers, preachers, teachers, hotel and tavem keepers, 
tradesmen). An 1820 census in Jamaica, whch totals the white population at 30,000, iists 



below are of middle-class backgrounds, and while they traveled for different 

reasons they occupied similar positions in the upper econornic segment of 

society. 1 wodd also like to note again that the discourse of class that 

permeates these texts is not entirely divorced from that of race, that racial 

identity and dass identity are dosely intertwined, and that whiteness, as I 

suggest in the Introduction, is as much about colour as it is about soaal 

practices and civilities. Class distinctions are often articulated in terms of 

racial differences. To illustrate this point, as weli as my earlier contention 

that the discourse of race in the eighteenth century was one of vacillations, 1 

want briefly to look at Edward Long's 1774 text, The History of lamica. 

Long at different moments refen to the people of England, to orangutans, 

and to white servants as distinct races (II 442, II 363, II 283) and as distinct 

classes of men (the oranguian he sees as more civilized, more human, than 

black Africans). He also employs the same language to describe bladcs and 

the servant class in England, thus suggesting that dass similarities (the 

working poor, whether free or enslaved) are shared racial charaderistics 

For example, the white servant's charader is one of "wilfd waste, idleness, 

profligacy, ingratitude of disposition, and il1 behaviour in general" (11 282), 

and similarly the black man is "idle and profligate" (II 323). The question of 

profligacy is interesting in that Long freely admits - even describes at length 

- how utterly common a practice it is for white planters to have several 

black mistresses at any one time, either in place of or in addition to a white 

colonial or creole wife. European men, says Long, "give a loose to every 

kind of sensual delight" in the colonies (TI 328), enjoy a "loose [Le. 

- -- 

1200 men of property, 6000 merchants plus their farmlies, 3ûûû British troops, and 5000 
servants. That teaves 18,000 whites unaccounted for, which added to the 5000 servants 
indicates a massive under-class of about 23,000 persons, or 77% of the white population 
(Brathwaite 106-135). 



unrestrainedj attachment to Blacks and Mulattoes" (II 250) and "are not 

always the most chaste and faithful of husbands" (U 265). They are not, 

however, ever described as profligate. Long demonstrates that "sexual 

promiscuity or restraint were not abstrad characteristics attached to any 

persons who exhibited those behaviours, but as often post-hoc 

interpretations contingent on the racialized dass and gender categories to 

which individu& were dready assigned" (Stoler 115). The deadly sin of 

lust is reserved for bladcs, both free and enslaved, and the white servant 

class, because for Long the charge of lust is not based upon measurable 

sexual relations but rather upon social position.3 Further, Long does not 

read idleness as a resistance strategy or as a rejeaion of the status quo on the 

part of the underclass within the British class system or the colonial 

plantation economy, but sees it instead as a racial, that is natural and not 

learned, characteristic comrnon to both poor whites and poor blacks. Long 

seems to beüeve, in common with the eighteenth century European 

travelers to South Afnca, that idleness is u ~ a t u r a l  to ùvilized man, who 

views work as "the fundamental divine edict, an edict that all men must 

obey to atone for Adam's fall" (Coetzee 20) and indolence as the province of 

the animais. 

My purpose in citing Long on the subjects of profligav and idleness is 

not merely to point to his hypocrisy in the case of the former, and his short- 

sightedness in the case of the political value of the latter, but to indicate that 

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries there was not always a rigid 

boundary maintained between discourses of race and dass. In terms of 

marking distinctions between both class and race categories, much depends 

3 This is not true of al1 colonial historians. in later chapters I explore the charge of 
Licentiousness laid against white creoie men by colonial writers. 



upon the absence or presence of bourgeois sensibilities, perhaps most 

importantly a work ethic and notions of normalized semiality. Idleness 

offends post-Reformation religious and moral sensibilities, while the 

practice of European men taking bladc women for sexual pleasure is vîewed 

as a normal expression of manly appetites.' Any sustained practice that 

contravenes middle-class civiiities is viewed as a disqualification for status 

as "white."5 Alternativeiy, a black or mulatto can obtain honourary white 

status if he (and it can only be a "he") rneets certain aiteria: 

... [I]n al1 cases where the tather, having no legitimate kin to whom he 

may be willing to give his property, where that propew is large, and his 

iilegitimate chiid may be, by the polish of a good education, and moral 

principles, found well deserving to possess it; there can be no question, 

but he might be made legitimate and capable of inheriting, by the power 

of an a d  of assembly. (Long II 326) 

Acts of assembly have the power to make a slave free, and to confer upon 

that ex-slave "the same rights and privileges with other English subjects 

born of white parents, except that they might not be of the counul nor 

In fact, Long blames white women for the sexual excesses of white men, arguing that were 
white wornen to acquire the appropnate "graces and polish whidi are to be attained in 
genteel company" they would by "the force of their pleasing attractions" (II 250) soon draw 
their men away from the "goatish embraces" of their bladc slave women (U 328). Long 
recommends that white women groom themselves more thoroughly, and divest themselves 
more fully of the influences of black slave culture that resul t, for example, in "whining, 
languid and diüdish speech" or a white head "muffled up with two or three handkerchiefsP* 
(il 279), in order to lure white men "into the more rational and happy commmw of nuptial 
union" (11 250). The white woman who partakes too much of bladc culture (in her adoption of 
patois or African headdress) is not in fact white according to the criteria established by Long. 
She is, rather, idle ("loüing almost the whole day upon beds or settees" (II 2791) and 
profligate ('* ... her dress loose, without stays" [II Dg]), which are according to Long the two 
main characteristics of a sub-spe&s (the orang-outang, or the black) or sutdass (the 
servant), neither of which is M y  civilùed, Mly rational, or hUy white. I d i s w s  the 
representation of the whte  -le more fully in Chapter Three. 

For example, when a white woman mames a black mm, she often loses her "place" in 
white soaety and becomes for aii intents and purposes an honoraxy black. This idea wili be 
expiored hrther in Chapter Two. 



assemblv; nor judges in any of the courts, nor in the public offices, nor 

jurymen" (Long II 320). In other words, an ex-slave c m  be given, by an a d  

of assembly, the status of an unpropertied white or petit bknc and can 

hinction as white within the community. Edward Kamau Brathwaite has 

uncovered some civil documents that show that in Jamaica these privileged 

free blacks (rnost of whom were "coloured" rather than "black") occasionally 

married poor white women, whose identity as "white" is already 

compromised by their econornic statu& Although as 1 state in the 

Introduction, the "naturai" link between race and colour is acknowledged by 

Long and will soon becorne a dominant concern in the nineteenth century, 

these textual examples indicate that racial identities are more fluid in the 

eighteenth century than many late twentieth cenhiry readers might assume, 

and that they are frequently determined by the adherence to or 

appropriation of middle-class cïvilities. 

In this chapter I analyze travet accounts written by Janet Schaw (writing 

from 1774 to 1776) and Mrs Carmidiael (writing circa 1830). The ways in 

which issues of gender, race and colonialism intersed and occasionally 

coUide in these texts make up the subject of this chapter. In commenting on 

Schaw's text I emphasize how both the discourses of sensibility and of the 

white, female, middle-class body support colonial and gender ideologies, but 

also how Schaw attempts to contest gender ideologies through a re-reading 

of white privilege. In CaTDhichael's text I punue the idea of how that s e  

called exdusively masculine privilege of looking-as-possesçing is both 

Brathwaite does not look at the records for ail parishes within Jamaica. He takes the 
parish of St Elizabeth as an example, and cites evidence that between 1780 and 1815, 
fourteen inter-racial marriages were noted in the church records. Six marriages were of white 
men to coloured women, and eight were of white women to coloured men. 



contested and supported by the femaie imperid eye, and also how 

Carmichaei's discourse of colonial mimicry undermines her daim to a 

stable, self-identical, natural white identity. In both texts, colonial discourse 

is represented as frachwd, at once asserting its absolute authority (based 

upon racial and class privilege) and, through textual ambivalence, exposing 

how contingent and cornpromised is that authority. 

Janet Schaw's 10 uma l 

In her 1921 introduction to Janet Shaw's [oiirml of a Lady of Qiiality (1774 

to 1776), Evangeline Waker Andrews compares the discovery of an 

unknown manuscript with that of an unknown land: 

The finding of an interesting manuscript is much like the sighting of an 

unexpected island by a mariner sailing in strange seas, for the 

exploration of either, whatever may be the ultimate value of the 

discovery, affords al1 the excitement that accompanies an adventure into 

the unknown. (1) 

Janet Shaw's manuscript was stumbled upon accidentally in search for 

other material, just as the West Indies were stumbled upon by Columbus in 

his search for the East Indies. Andrews makes much of this felicitous error, 

referring to the Journal as a buried "treasure" and hastening to apprise the 

reader of the "genuineness" of it (1). Xlready the "ultimate value of the 

discovery" is asserted - it is genuine, not false, treasure - and as such will 

enrich the reader who takes the time to replay the scene of discovery that 

engaged Columbus and the editon of this text alike. 

What is interesting in this neo-imperialist scene of discovery however is 

the gendering of this treasure and its producer. Andrews simultaneously 

acknowledges the restrictions that exist in piecing together the biographical 



details of many women's lives, and at the same thne restricts the scope of 

the Iournal itself through her assumptions about gender. Andrews writes, 

after recounting the "meagre fa& of the Life of ou. charming Lady of 

QUaüty1': 

Had she, like her brother Alexander or her relative John Rutherford, 

held positions of public trust, or, like her brother Robert and the 

Rutherford children, owned land on the Cape Fear, public records would 

have been available for her history as they have been for the history of 

these othea; but she, the most important person connected with the 

\olrrnal, remains for the most part unrecorded. Nor is the elusive lady 

to be caught anywhere it seems, for as far as we know she did not marry; 

and having made her contribution to history and letter, she passes on - 

what women but wdi envy her! - without date, ageless, just Janet Sdiaw, 

the author of 'The Journal of a Lady of Quality." (10-11) 

While Andrews ernphasizes the unrecorded nature of so many women's 

iives, she also suggests thaï Schaw, a capriaous figure, is partiy responsible 

for her own historical erasure, and that she is a truly "ferninine" woman 

(even though she did not many) because she has managed to disguise her 

age for all time. Throughout the Introduction, the language that Andrews 

uses to describe Schaw keeps her in her "womanly" place. Schaw is 

"charming," "genial," "sociable," "the candid, warm-hearted, qui&-witted 

woman of the worldff (14), while Schads brother Alexander is, by contrast, 

"the educated, intelligent man of affaia, prompt in action, impatient of 

brutality and injustice, resourcefd in emergenaes both on land and at sea" 

(24). Janet is quick-witted, Alexander is intelligent; Janet is warm-hearted, 

Alexander is impatient of brutality and injustice. Janet demonstrates 

throughout her \ournnl that she is weli-read in literature and philosophy, 



that she knows at least three languages, and that at one point she has 

accurately calculated during the sea journey how far from land the ship is 

(the captain of the ship loses a bet with her on the subject). It is also 

interesting to note that on the seven week voyage from Scotland to 

Antigua, Janet is never sea-sick while Alexander is so ill he is not as prompt 

in action or resourceful as Andrews would have us believe. 

But the point is not just that "fa&" from the [oiirnal do not support 

Andrews' reading of the differences between brother and sister. Also of 

intecest is Andrews' need to produce Schaw as a conventiondy femuiine 

writer and traveler with conventiondy ferninine attributes - that is, a 

traveler who is domestic and not adventurous, and who is genteel and 

somehow therefore not a colonizing subjed. It is Alexander who a& in the 

realm of politics (his concem with justice) and Janet who passively 

commands the personal realm (her warm-heartedness). Andrews' reading 

is a support to the traditional split between domesticity and adventure, 

stasis and movement, femininity and masdinity. She does not read 

Schaw as a conflicted site of domestic, racial and dass ideologies, nor does 

she consider the ways in which Schaw's so-called ferninine approach to her 

material - her emphasis on sensibility - is as mudi a bourgeois form of 

authority as the more traditionally masculine sàentific treatises of the 

eighteenth century (Pratt 5).7 Andrews depoliticizes the act of writing, the 

mode of writing, and the manner of writing a colonial self, which is not 

coincidentallv a self that is rniddle-class, fernale, and white. 

And it is not an exdusively "ferninine'* attribute or mode of expression, as Andrews' reading 
of Schaw's journal seems to suggest. The susceptibility to the sorrows of others was a Literary 
staple (or posture) of both male and female writers in the eighteenth century. The "Man of 
Feeiing" was a familiar figure to the eighteenth cenhiry reader, and a figure who 
anticipateci the romantic poets. 



Despite what Batten says about the eighteenth century travel account, 

Schaw constructs her \orunal as a narrative sequence with a cast of 

recognizable (and someümes stock) charaders. Shaw travels to Antigua 

and S t  Christopher from Scotiand in the Company of "the best of brothers" 

(21) and three children of John Rutherford, a famiiy hiend who lives in 

North Carolina. Schaw's primary role is as escort of the children, who are 

returning home after being educated abroad, and presumably her ticket and 

expenses are being paid for by John Rutherford. Schaw, a respectable 

middle-class woman, is, in effect, a paid travel companion for two small 

boys, John and Biliy, and a young woman, Fanny. Unlike the dominant 

mode1 of the maie traveler who traveled for the sake of it (for leisure, to 

gather "experience," to see the world), the fernale traveler wrote about her 

travels within a number of constraints that tended not to inhibit male 

travelea to the same degree (Mills 21). Her very gender and the purpose of 

her journey placed restrictions on her movement. Schaw is not "free" to 

roam where she wil. She must rnaintain her role as escort and in addition 

to that restriction is subject to the desires of her brother Alexander, whom 

she accompanies or does not accompany as he requests. Schaw is dependent 

upon her brother for maintenance and perhaps upon s d a r  services to the 

one she is executing for John Rutherford, since she could not have 

inherited much money, if any, from her father. Schaw's father, deceased 

two years before the joumey in 1774, had been a supervisor of customs in 

Scotland, and then a collecter of customs, then assistant in Scotland to the 

register-general in England (Schaw 107). His salary, though respectable, was 

not large. Schaw presumably accepts the responsibility of chaperoning the 

Rutherford children because Alexander, her "best of brothers," is to take up 

the position of searcher of customs in St. Christopher. 



My reading of Schaw's text revolves around three distinct but inter- 

related concerns: the discourse of sensibility, the management of the white, 

middle-class, fernale body, and the adoption of a strategy of "conter- 

identification" in an attempt to contest creole gender ideologies. I have 

chosen these three areas because 1 think that they meaningfully illustrate 

the ideological and discursive workings of whiteness as a signifier. This is 

not to say, however, that this signifier within Schalis work is unified or 

consistent There are a number of ways, discussed below, that Schaw 

contradicts herself or undermines her own construction as a "white" 

colonial woman with the attendant restrictions and pnvileges. In fact, 

Schaw antiapates the changeable nature of her text and her seif when, early 

in the ~otcrnal,  she writes: "My opinions and descriptions will depend on 

the health and humour of the Moment, in whidi I write; from which cause 

my Sentiments will often appear to differ on the same subject" (20). Ln the 

Introduction 1 state that a colonial attitude does not manifest itself in a 

monolithic system of representation. Schaw herseif acknowledges th is  fact 

in the opening pages of the lottrnal. 

Sensibility and Colonial Politics 

Markman Ellis argues that it is "not possible to legislate between the closely 

allied terms 'sensibility' and 'sentimental' in the mid eighteenth century" 

(7-S), explaining that the two terms "do not share a single unitary meaning, 

but rather, they amalgamate and mu< freely a large number of varied 

discourses" (8). Throughout this section, I use both terms to refer to "the 

faculty of feeling, the capacity for extremely refined emotion and a quickness 

to dispiay compassion for suffering" (Todd 7) - or, to be more precise, the 

representation of that faculty - that is frequently to be found in mid and late 



eighteenth century texts, such as Shaw's \oiirnal. S h a w  writes within the 

mode of sensibility, which can be thought of as an "aesthetia of moral 

sensitivity" (Markley 211) or a "moral and physical susceptibiiity" (Todd 8). 

ui other words, fine or intense feeling is perceived as, or represented to be, 

allied with a strong moral sense: he or she who has a superior capacity for 

feeling has also a superior moral capacity. 

The writer of sewibility does not merely seek to represent, she also seeks 

to elicit the emotions of the reader in order to d o w  the reader to develop, 

and acknowledge, her own superior moral potential. But both the capaaty 

to feel, and the highly deveioped morality that attends feeling, are marked 

by gender and dass. EUis describes the discourse of sensibiiity as a "distinctiy 

ferninine field of knowledge, which, although available to both men and 

women, was particulariy associated with the behaviour and experience of 

women" (24). The "Man of Feeling" for example, is a "feminized" man, 

marked by female-coded behaviourç, such as s ighg,  weeping, loss of (or 

loss of control of) language, body, and mùid, as a result of the 

ovenvhelming power of emotion. There is some debate in eighteenth 

century studies as to whether the emergence of large numbers of women 

writers in the eighteenth century encoumged the development of this 

discourse, or whether the deveiopment of this discourse opened the doors 

for women writers. Whatever the case, the rise of sensibility and the rise of 

the femaie writer as a dominant Literary figure (and the female reader as a 

dominant consumer) are coterminous. Also closely linked to the "new 

culture of sentimentalism" (Ellis 5) are "narrowly consewative and 

essentialist views of class relations" (Markiey 212). As will be seen in 

Schaw's \oimzal, the ideology of sensibility is a rniddle-class ideology. Not 

onlv is sensibility, as a literary movement and a capacity for feeling, largely 



the privilege of the middle-dass, it is also a politics of representation that 

refuses to aduiowledge its own operations of power. It is not, however, an 

apolitical discourse, for that very act of refusal is a political act. Further, 

scenes of sensibiiity in Schaw's text are always, if obliquely, involved in the 

politia of race, dass, gender and colonialism. 

Schaw describes herself as "a sensible mind (21) and her susceptibility to 

tender feeling is establiçhed early in the narrative. Just a few days into the 

seven week voyage, Schaw discovers to her dismay that her Little group is 

not the only one aboard the lamaka Packet with passenger status. While 

they had been prornised by the owner of the vesse1 that they would be 

traveling alone, Schaw k d s  herself confronted by "a Cargo of Dean SwifYs 

Yahoos" and exdaims that "never did my eyes behold so wretched, so 

disgusting a sight" (28). Sdiaw discovers that they are a group of Scots 

emigrants smuggled aboard by the owner for a heaithy profit. She resolves 

"no more to encounter these wretched human beings" (30) and turns back 

to her writing. But when Schaw l e a m  that these emigrants were forced 

fkom their homes by a greedy landlord, and suffered temble hardship before 

selling themselves as indentured servants to the owner of the ship in 

return for their passage to the West ïndies, she suddenly sees them through 

"a feeling heart" (33). Evidence of the emigrants' suffering ignites Schaw's 

tender feeling, expressed in an apostrophe to the greedy landlord:8 

Hard-hearted, little Tyrant of yonder rough domains, could you have 

remained unmoved, had you beheld the victims of your avarice, as 1 

-- 

The dixourse of sensibility rnakes habitua1 use of highly formuiaiç even clidiéd, modes of 
expression. Janet Todd describes the vocabuiary of sensibility as "conventionai, repetitive, 
mannered. and overchargd," and also "hyperboiic" (5). The apostrophe, a tumùig away 
h m  present diaaders to address an absent figure, is a highiy conventional fonn and lends 
itself to extremes of expression. For an example of repetition, S&aw never refers to her 
brother Alexander by name, but rather hyperbolically as "the best of Brothers" (21). 



have done, with souk free from guilt, yet suffering al1 the pangs of 

banished villains; oh! had you seen them, their hands dasped in silent 

and unutterable anguish, their streaming eyes raised to heaven in mute 

ejaculations, calling down blessings, and pouring the last benedidions of 

a broken heart on the dear soil that gave them being; perhaps even a 

prayer for the cruel Author of all their woes mixed in this pious 

moment. (34) 

While Schaw feels a bond with the ernigrants based on a shared capacity for 

intense feeling, a dear distinction is drawn between the sensible emigrants 

and the sensible Schaw, for it is only Schaw who can articulate the value of 

thiç portrait of silent, unutterable, mute feeling. It is, of course, an 

eighteenth century convention to become so overwhelrned with feeling 

that Ioss of tanguage is present or  immanent, but for the writer language 

cannot be lost for long. In fact, it is never truly lost befause what is 

substituted for the exact description of the response to beauty or misery 

"beyond words" is the description of the la& of language itself or markers, 

such as asterisks and dashes, that speak of this la& On arriving in Antigua, 

Schaw announces that "it is out of my power to paint the beauty and the 

Novelty of the scene" (74), and then of course does preasely that for the next 

few pages. 

Schaw's aestheticization of misery is a cornmon rhetoricd strategy in her 

lorrrnal. In order to encourage the reader to join in her empathetic project, 

she picks from the large number of emigrants one figure upon whom the 

reader's eye may settle and the imagination may dweU: 

In this general group of Sorrow, there was one figure that more 

particularly engaged my attention. I t  was that of a fernale, who 

supported with one a m ,  an Infant about a month old, which she 



suckled at her breast; her head rested on the other, and her hand shaded 

her face, while the tears that streamed from under it bedewed her breast 

and the face of the infant, who was endeavouring to draw a scanty 

nourishment from it. At her knee hung a little Chemb about two yeas 

old, who looked smiling up into her face, as if courting her notice, and 

endeavouring to draw her from her melancholy Reflexions; while a 

most beautiful girl about eight years old stood by, and wepi ai the sight of 

her Motheis tears. (35) 

One of the most notable elements of this Virgin With Children tableau is 

again the silence of the aesthetiàzed object. The balance of the portrait is 

&O remarkable - Mrs. Lawson (for so we leam she is called) holds her baby 

in one hand, and her head in the other. Her tears are balanced by those of 

the eight year old girl, while the two year old offers emotional and visual 

contrast through laughter. The mothefs body is bent down; the laughing 

child looks up. The Yahoos "have been transformed into a Company of the 

most respectable sufferers" (36), respectable, in fact, beca use of their 

suffering, because of a demonstation of intense feeling. Fine feeling links 

Schaw to the fate of working dass in this scene, although the difference 

between them is also strikuig. The silent spectacle of suffering becomes the 

subjed of Schads narrative. In a sense, Schaw owns, through 

representation, Mrs. Lawson's suffering in a way that Mrs. Lawson henelf 

does not. Mrs. Lawson cannot represent henelf; she must be represented. 

The reader is not moved by Mrs. Lawson's suffering, but rather by Schaw's 

highiy mannered artistic rendering of the scene. Further, the reader is not 

moved by the inequities of the class system. As Anne Shea remarks, 

"sentimentality assuages and maintains social relations, and as such is 

antithetical to revolutionary change" (27). In this case, it is the figure of 



Mrs. Lawson as an individual that is sentimentalized and divested of 

context and therefore political analysis. The villain in the passage is not the 

class system but rather a single tyrant; the subject of the portrait is not dass 

oppression but rather the plight of one woman. Robert Markley similarly 

argues that the discourse of sensibility depends upon the suppression of the 

"reader's recognition of the social and economic inequalities upon which 

this discourse of seemingly transcendent virtue is based" (2111, and that it 

defuses "dass confiid by sentimentalizing its victims" (212). It is a discoune 

that does not seek to understand or alter the sofio-economic injustices that 

it takes as its subjed 

I have suggested one way in whidi the rhetoric of sensibility is in 

Schads text marked by dass. Mrs. Lawson is transformed by the d e s  of the 

game from an historical subject to an aesthetic object that is mute, blind and 

immobile. When Mrs. Lawson sees Schaw watdiing her, she stands up and 

curtsies, and waits to be spoken to - again dent ,  again motionless. Schaw 

makes a note of Mrs. Lawson's "civility" (35) and then asks to be told her 

story. Schaw writes, "1 wish to learn the history of this woman, which I wili 

easily do" (36). Schaw does not reaprocate and tell Mrs. Lawson her own 

story; .Mn. Lawson is to sewe Schaw, and not vice versa. Lnstead, Schaw 

tells her own story in her \O ilrnal which is destined for a literate, middle- 

dass audience, and is therefore not accessible to working-dass figures sudi 

as Mrs. Lawson Civility is the oniy arena where reaprocity is the d e .  Mrs. 

Lawson curtsies to Schaw, and Schaw "returned her avility" (35). Schaw 

continues to retum it by emphasizing that it is her "duty and inchation to 

comfort" (36) those in need. She performs this duty by giving apples to the 

small Rutherford children to hand out to the emigrants, thus positioning 

henelf as beneficent mistress of the ship and indicating her "natural" 



(economicalIy based) benevolent feelings to the reader. She does not, 

however, regard the emigrants as one undifferentiated mass of suffering 

and fine feeling. S h a w  marks hfrs. Lawson as "superior to the rest of the 

companyJf (37) and therefore worthy of the portrait and of Schaw's attention 

to her particular story of woe. Intense f e e h g  connects the two women of 

different dasses, but "true" sensibility, which cannot be severed from 

representation or artistic rendering - from the apostrophe or the mannered 

vocabulav - belongs to Schaw and then, through her /O urnal, to her 

middle-class world. 

David Spurr argues that when "the picturesque and the melodramatic 

are given prominence, they displace the historical dimension, isolating the 

story as  story from the relations of political and economic power that 

provide a more meaningful context for understanding poverty" (48). While 

it is true that Schaw's apostrophe to the Iandlord does not provide mudi in 

the way of politicai or economic analysis - nor does it point to the manner 

in which S h a w  herself is interpolatecl into the class system - I would argue 

in disagreement with Spurr that Schaw's use of the convention of 

sensibility does not remove her from relations of political and economic 

power. My argument is that the discouse of sensibility is a politicized 

discourse that indirectly says much about the relations of power w i t h  a 

soaal milieu mflected by dass, gender and race. As Anne Shea observes, 

Schaw "engages in political arguments indirectly through the rhetoric of 

aesthetics and morality" (10). Schaw employs the discourse of sensibility to 

divide the right sort of people from the w o n g  sort, asserting that sensibifity 

is not just an aesthetic capacity but aiso a moral and political category. 

Those who feel, or who are represented to feel, both tenderly and intensely, 

are the characters who occupy the moral high gmund in Schaw's lozirnal. 



For example, Colonel Martin, a prominent land-owner in Antigua, is a man 

whose capaciiy for feeling is diredly equated by Shaw with his political 

leanings and moral qualities. Martin is the "revered father of Antigua" 

(103) whose "large troop of healthy Negroes ... cheerfdly perfom the labour 

imposed upon them," and in their treatment "they appear the subjects of a 

good prince, not the slaves of a planter" (104). Martin is a "good prince" not 

because of his advantageous economic position but because he is a man of 

feeling. He greets Schaw and her entourage (none of whom he has met 

before) "with the embraces of a fond father" (104), speaks leehgly of lost 

chîldren, sighs aloud when he looks upon Fanny whom he addresses as 

"my a d ,  my little darling" (106), and so on. Schaw rornanticizes the 

charader of this patriarch, but again this romantickation is not necessady 

apolitical. Schaw employs and valorizes the rhetoric of sensibility in her 

portrait of Martin, and in so doing endorses his political objectives. One of 

those objectives is to refrain from anv participation in the slave trade, 

although the trade in 1774 was stiil a legal business? The effects of Martin's 

kindnesses toward his slaves is 

a daily increase of riches by the slaves bom to him on his own 

plantation. He toid me he had not bought in a slave for upwards of 

twenty years, and that he had the rnornuig of our amval got the return 

of the state of his plantations, on which there were no less than fiY. two 

wenches who were pregnant. These slaves, born on the spot and used to 

the Climate, are by far the most valuable. . . . (104) 
Schaw represents plantation society as a society "stnichired by liberty and 

reciprocal attachment, rather than violence, forced labour, and racial 

oppression" (Shea 1). Further, the argument here is that Martin's fine 

It was not legally abolished by the British Parhament untii 1808. 



feehg is directly reiated to his success as a planter, and has therefore vastly 

contributed to his wealth. Schaw, through her avowed love of this revered 

father, endorses Martin's economic and political objectives without issuing 

a direct statement about the slave trade or the preferred manner of nvlning 

a sugar estate. Throughout her \ournal, Schaw speaks indiredly of poütical 

matten and marks her own political position through a discourse of 

sensibility . 
While intensity of feeling might not be a uniquely middle- or upper- 

dass experience (though Schaw is careful to suggest that such feeling is rare 

among labourers - Mrs. Lawson is an exception to her dass), it is within the 

\oimznl a uniquely white attribute. Schaw clearly demonstrates that bladc 

West indians are essentially divided from whites because blacks simply 

canot feel with any kind of intensity. Of corporal punishment, Schaw 

cornments: 

But however dreadful this must appear to a humane European, 1 will do 

the creoles the justice to Say, they would be as averse to it as we are, could 

it be avoided, which has often been tried to no purpose. When one 

cornes to be better acquainted with the nature of the Negroes, the 

horrour of it must Wear off. It is the suffering of the human mind that 

constitutes the greatest misery of punishment, but with them it is merely 

corporeal. As to the brutes it f i c t s  no wounds on their mind, whose 

Natures seem made to bear it, and whose sufferings are not attended 

with shame or pain beyond the present moment. (127) 

Udike the white emigrants, who ruminate upon their unfortunate 

condition, the black slaves do not suffer. If the pain does not last beyond 

the moment, there can be no feeling mind said to exist in a state of mental 

hardship. Here the perceived lack of fine feeling in the slaves separates 



them, as a race, from whites, and contributes to the production of an 

ideology of whiteness. Since whiteness as a discourse is parasitical upon 

ideas of blackness, a perceived lacis of feeling in the slave produces the white 

subjed as white, in inverse relation to blackness. Sensibility is a privilege of 

a white skin, and as such lends to the construction within the \ournnl of a 

white sense of self. The discourse of sensibility is diredly related to the 

discursive workings of whiteness within the \otcrnal. 

For Schaw, the scopic sign of delicate feeling is a white skin, and this 

equation has direct, if somew hat paradoxical, political manifestations. 

Schaw urges the "humane Europeanf' to understand and accept the 

necessity of corporeal punishrnent and to, by extension, stifle or overcome 

any significant emotional response to this scene of brutality. In other words, 

the humane European, also a figure of sensibility, ought to feel nothing 

when confronted with this scene, because the blacks themselves feel 

nothing. Fine feeling can only be expended upon those who themselves 

can feel, such as the emigrants. In this scene, sensibility is not a 

requirement of the reader, and is not an appropriate response to the scene 

described. There are a l e s  within the discourse of sensibility marked by 

colonialism, and those rules describe a discourse with political ends. Of 

course, the d e s  are contradiciory: Colonel Martin, a man of fine feeling 

who does not whip his slaves, is a mode1 of economic success, but when the 

slaves need whipping there can be no place for empathy, compassion or 

undestanding, feelings that Martin exemplifies, simply because the slaves 

themselves la& these qualities. Shaw does not directly comment on her 

construction of a contradictory white identity, but she does seem to be 

bothered by her representation on some level. In words immediately 

following the appeaï for a suppression of fine feeling (for where there is no 



suffering there is no çnielty), Schaw offers this description of the slaves' 

work: 

When they are regularly ranged, each has a little basket, which he c d e s  

up the hiil filled with the manure and returns with a load of canes to the 

Mill. They go up at a trot, and return at a gallop, and did you not know 

the cruel necessity of this alertness, you would believe them the merriest 

people in the world. (127-8) 

Suddeniy, the earlier portraits of happy labour on the part of the slaves are 

cailed into question. Could there even be a cruel necessity to the 

cheerfulness of Colonel Martin's slaves and "the love they bear him" (los)? 
Schaw finds herself in the difficult position of defending both Martin's 

delicate feeling and an apparent la& of feeling on the part of other slave- 

owners. And when she argues that a la& of feeling must prevail on the 

part of whites in regard to corporeal punishment, she implicitly establishes 

a basic connedion, rather then opposition, between bladc and white. If the 

blacks do not feel, then neither should the whites. Hence, both races are 

united in the spectade of punishment through their absence of "feeling." 

Schaw has inadvertently posited a similarity, and not a difference, between 

the races, undemùning her sustained equation between whiteness and 

sensibility and her desire to constmd whiteness as an inversion of 

blackness. 

Despite this contradiction, however, Schaw continues to link sensibility 

and whiteness, for though whites may la& or even ought to la& feeling 

under specific circumstances, they still maintain the capacity for this fine 

feeling. Schaw's argument is that this capacity must be engaged only under 

certain circumstances. The circumstances themselves indicate the political 

dimension of sensibility, the presence or absence of which can conveniently 



be read as an argument in favour of slavery and empire. And, both the 

presence and absence of sensibility under specific conditions contributes to 

the maintenance of a racial identity. Schaw deploys the seemingly apolitical 

discourse of sensibility to nomtalize siavery and to, as  AM^ Shea says in 

another context, naturaiize the material and ideological distinctions 

between black and white (13). Sdiaw ùidirectly articulates one of the 

meanings of whiteness by isolating a cultural practice and literary 

convention - sensibility - which functions as a perceptual vantage of 

educated whites but which is aiso urmamed and rendered as natual. There 

is no treatise upon sensibility in Schaw's text, but as a dominant mode of 

expression it organizes Schaw's representation of race and empire. 

"Naturai" superiority, and relations of both dass and race domination, are 

communicated through a rhetoric of sensibility. 

But there are also moments when Schaw suggests that the white 

working-class and the black slaves share characteristics that separate both 

groups from the white middle-class, and she cornes dose to making a case 

for the shared racial identity of both disenfrandrised groups. For example, 

Schaw uses the word "wench" in reference to the black fernale slaves who 

reproduce so well for Colonel Martin. Wench is a common, if derogatory, 

term for a white rustic working-class woman or female servant, and is used 

to mark the class difference that exists between the writer (and reader) and 

the character. Schaw's use of this term renders slavery as a speafic 

economic system invisible, suggesting that bladc women are working-class 

citizens rather than property. In fact, throughout her ~ o u r n n l  Schaw rarely 

uses the word slave at all. In the following passage, Schaw's tenninology 

further effaces the materiai reality of slavery from the West Indian 

economic scene: 



We met the Negroes in joyful troops on the way to town with their 

'vferchandize. It was one of the most beautifd sights I ever saw. They 

were universaiiy dad in white Muslin: the men in loose drawea and 

waistcoats, the women in jackets and petticoats; the men wore black caps, 

the women had handkerduek of gawe or si&, which they wore in the 

fashion of turbans. Both men and women carried neat white wicker- 

baskets on their heads, which they balanced as Our Milk maids do thek 

pails. (107-8) 

The market is populated by Negroes, men, women, and mikmaids, but 

never slaves. Anne Shea offers an extended reading of this scene, observing 

that Schaw lyricizes the market scene by drawing on pastoral language 

(often employed by the elite to write the lower classes), and that she "masks 

slave women as labourers" and "abstracts them into artful imagesJ' (17). 1 

agree with Shea that obscurhg labour obscures the materiai conditions of 

slavery, and this is consistent with my earlier reading of Schaw as 

supporting, and not condemning, the dass systern that produces Mrs. 

Lawson's rnisery and in tum produces Schaw's arthi portrait. I would add, 

however, that this market day scene also establishes Schaw's desire to draw 

comections between the white working poor and the bladc slaves. Both are 

romanticked and distanced froom the reader through aesthetic conventions 

such as the tableau or the pastoral panorama, and these conventions should 

be recogrüzed as forms of white rniddle-das authority. Like Long, S h a w  

suggests that poor whites and biacks are a single racial type based on their 

lack of "white" values and attributes. 



The White, Middle-Cluss Body 

Speaking of political matters through an apparentiy apoütical discourse is a 

dominant mode of communication Ui Schaw's lournal. But there are 

subjects upon which Schaw speaks directly, subjects that wodd be 

considered the province of a woman writer and therefore approachable 

more diredly than slavery or colonial politics and practices. n e s e  subjects 

are civiiity, duty, hygiene, dothing, and domestic order and, Iike everythmg 

in Sdiaw's \ou mal ,  they are tied to ideas about race, class and gender. In 

short, the presence of these quaüties mark a subject as white and middle- 

dass, and their absence marks the object against which the subject constructs 

itself. So, for example, no slave is avil, convinced of his or her own duty 

(to work for the master), dean, decently dothed or a member of an orderly 

dornestic unit These middle-dass values are represented as white ratid 

attributes rather than cultural or economic differences either adopted by or 

imposed upon the disadvantaged group. When Schaw describes the market 

scene, her Ianguage ("men" and "women") suggests that the slaves are free 

ciüzens who operate according to their own innate racial codes, rather than 

oppressed persons who struggle to maintain a cultural identity and who 

will adopt any number of "racial" habits to survive. hitiaiiy, the "Yahoos" 

were also of this lower order (dirty, poorly dothed, disordered) until they 

were redeemed by s u f f e ~ g ,  a sign of humanity and cowequentiy of 

whiteness. Schaw frequently writes of the avility (also courtesy, deconun, 

manners and gentility) of the colonial and creole planter class, exclaiming 

during one visit to a plantation that with her hosts 'every hour is rendered 

agreeable by new marks of civiiity, kindness and hospi tality" (92). 

Summarizing her assessrnent of white West Indians, Schaw dwells upon 

"the numberless civilities we have received from every individual" (1 10). 



Civiiity is not just a sign of class; it is a sign of race as weu. With the 

exception of Mrs. Lawson, Schaw only uses this t e m  to describe the 

"character" of the white West Indiah Her aim here is, again, political. Mrs. 

Lawson's avility elevates her from a conunon working-class figure into a 

superior subject worthy of portraiture, who offers an occasion for Schaw to 

demonstrate her empathy for less fortunate others but ais0 her authorïty as 

a white, rniddle-ciass womah In the case of the white West indians, the 

Svility angle argues in favour of a dass of people often castigated in the 

press and in literature but with whom Sdiaw has dose ties, as she has 

numerous Scottish acquaintances among the West Indians, and her brother 

Alexander is about to join this dass of people and take up permanent 

residence in S t Christop her. 

Anne Shea argues that the female middle-dass body represents a 

parfidar coding of hygiene, dothes, sexuality, health and space (5). Susan 

Bordo explains that the body, "far from being some fundamentally stable, 

acu1tura.L constant" is constantiy "in the grip . . . of cultural practices" (90). 

There is no "naturai" body; bodies are, rather, Okonstituted by dhw" 

(Bordo 90). DisQpiinary practices, such as codes of hygiene, clothing and 

sexuality, represent part of the process by which the ideal ferninine body is 

produced. Sandra Lee Bartky argues that these disdpiinary practices are 

adopted by a "seif-poliang subject, a self committed to a relentles self- 

surveillance," and that s h e is under surveillance in ways that h e is not (81). 

SchaMs extensive comments upon bodily regdations indicate the degree to 

which she submits herself to relentless self-surveillance. She is carefui to 

establish for the reader her own standards in boddy discipline. For example, 

when she cornplains on boarding the \arnica Packet that "nothing can be 

less cleanly than Our Cabin" and assures herself and her reader that once at 



sea "au wou'd be neat during the voyage" (19), or when she explains the 

elaborate ritual involved in the ladies' daily bathing on the deck, during 

whidi time the de& must be cleared of all ship personnel (69). Schaw 

indicates the degree to which her sense of self - her femininity - is tied to 

notions of disciplined deanjiness. The emigrants do not have any bathing 

facilities, and their resuiting physical undeanness is con€irmed by Shaw 

when she calls them Yahoos, before she reassesses their cultural value and 

elevates them to the status of "white" based on their suffering. Schaw also 

emphasizes d o t h g  rituals and habits of dress, which are an extension of 

notions of hygiene. Proper hygiene and proper dress designate the proper 

body, so Schaw is carehil to note, for example, that once when land is 

sighted after retirement to their bedroom, the ladies "presently slipt on our 

wrapping gowns and with great joy went on de& (60). The propriety of 

this act is seen especidy when, later in the \ournnl, Schaw comments that 

the "bladc wonte- Wear Little or no dothuig, nothing on their bodies, and 

they are hardly prevailed on to Wear a petticoat" (87). This cultural 

difference is represented as a racial characteristic, as though it is a racial fact 

that "the black woman" is incapabie of Dnaintaining her body as a private 

space. As a result of this disorderly public display she loses, as Anne Shea 

puts it, her "status as Woman with a complex interior self" (6). The middle- 

dass body, which is also a white body, is private (hidden beneath dothes), 

dean and weU-ordered, and as a natural consequence its acceptabie social 

milieu is also a private one of order and deanüness. The white, middle- 

dass woman's body belongs in domestic spaces. 

The srnibure of Schaw's travel is that of the social visitation, and during 

each visitation Schaw cornments upon the domestic orderliness of the 

household. Schaw's landscapes, described at length. are for the most part 



interiors or interior views of the outdoors. Her science is a domestic 

science, just as her landscapes are domestic landscapes: 

We have had a sound sleep in an excellent bed chamber, in which were 

two beds covered with thin lawn curtains, which are here called 

musquetoe Nets, but we found it so cool, that we occupied but one bed. 

A single very fine Holland sheet was a l l  our covering. . . . My bed- 

chamber, to render it more airy, has a door whidi opens into a parterre 

of flowen. that glow with colours, which only the western sun is able to 

raise into such richness, while every breeze is hagrant with perfumes 

that modc the poor imitations to be produced by art. . . . This hall and 

everything in it is superbly fine; the roof lofty and ornamented in a high 

degree. It is between Mty and sixty feet long has eight windows and 

three door all glazed; it is finished in mahogany very weU wrought, and 

the panels finished in with mirrors. . . . (86,90,124) 
It is interesting to note that while Schaw occasionaUy uses the plural 

pronoun "we" in her descriptions, she rarely names who are her 

cornpanions and never indudes their comments, conversation or 

observations. The reader is often faced with a "we" and no subjects with 

which to affix the pronoun - and seardiing back a few pages does not 

answer, for Schaw has never, during one visit or another, explained in 

whose Company she has traveled. The effect is one of solitude or privacy, 

although Schaw is invariably in "reality" situated within a largely populated 

social scene. Mary Louise Pratt comments on the absence of family figures 

or friends in the description of interiors in other women's travel accountç, 

suggesting that the writer transforms a busy domestic scene into "a private 

place in which the lone subjectivity collects itself" (159). Pratt also argues 

that "the predictable fad that domestic settings have a much more 



prominent presence in the women's travel accounts than in the men's . . . is 
a matter not just of differing spheres of interest or expertise, then, but of 

modes of constituting knowledge and subjectivity," because if "the men's 

job was to collect and possess everythmg else, these women travelers sought 

b t  and foremost to coued and possess themselves" (15960). I would 

quahfy this observation by adding that Schaw colle& knowl edge about 

herseü as a way of possessing herself. Schaw's emphases on hygiene, on 

dothing, on domestic spaces, and so on, produce the knowledge that she is a 

white, middle-dass colonial woman with the attendant privileges. This is 

the "indusive history" (Birkett 19) that Schaw discovers or has reaffirmed 

in the West Indies, where her status as "white" is much more meaningful 

than it is in Scotland. 

Counter-ldentijhfion: Schaw as a "rebel to custorn" 

Thus far 1 have mauily discussed the means by which Schaw has negotiated 

what Stoler c a b  the "problematic political semantics of whiteness" (98), 

while ai the same time addressing the confiiding demands of discourses of 

femininity. But in addition to her perhaps c o d c t e d  support of colonial 

ideology in the form of a self-effacing politics of sensibility, and her support 

of traditional gender politics in her emphasis on the management of the 

white female body, Schaw also construds herseü as a female colonial "rebeF 

to ferninine creole "custom" (81). When Schaw fust amves in Antigua, she 

describes the local habits of the creole ladies: 

1 obsewed the young ladies drank nothing but Lime-juice and water. 

They told me it was a11 the women drank in general. Our good landlady 

strongly advised us not to follow so bad an example - that Madeira and 

water would do no body harm, and that it was owing to their method of 



living, that they were such spiritless and indolent creatures. The ladies 

smiling replied that the men indeed said so, but it was custom and every 

body did it in spite of the advices thqr were d d y  getang. What a tyrant 

is custom in every part of the world. . . . I was resolved to shew 1 was to 

be a rebel to a astom that did not appear founded on reason . . . (80-1) 
It is interesthg that Schaw has the Landlady pronounce the creole ladies to 

be "spiritiess and indolent," and that this assertion is also attributed to the 

creole men. Nowhere in the [ournnl does Schaw criticize the habits or 

appearances of aeole ladies, describing them ather as the "most amiable 

creatures in the world," as "modest, genteel, reserved, and temperate" (113), 

and with skui "pure as the lily'' (114). But Schaw does inditectly suggest that 

their amiability lacks spirit, and their resewation verges on indolence. The 

custom that Schaw rebels against is a mole custom supported by neither 

Scots emigrants (the Landlady) nor colonial/ creole men. Through her 

rebeiiïon, Schaw establiçhes her identity as colonial, and also adoptç a 

masculine code. AU this happens in the name of "reason," which is 

generah understood as the antithesis of sensibility and even " femininity," 

and undencores Schads ability to move between different discourses 

depending upon her purpose. 

Schaw's "rebellion" here c m  be read as a critique of aeole femininity 

and a support of colonial maMers and male custoa As such, it does not 

represent a coherent attadc on either gendered or colonial social identities. 

Schaw can maintain her position as a l a d y  of quaüty" and st i l l  bu& creole 

custoa But there is another moment in her Iournal that complicates 

Schaw's production of herself as a gendered white colonial subject against a 

background of white and black creole femininity. In fad, Schaw sets up both 

Famy Rutherford and the creole ladies as foils to her own deviant version 



of colonial femininity. F a ~ y ,  who has been described during the sea 

journey as "Aiabaster, so white, so cold, and so patient" (30). and who on 

land is by the creole ladies "prevailed on to Wear a mask" (114) to proted her 

whiteness, offea a contrast to Schaw, who writes, "1 always set my face to 

the weather. . . . 1 hope you have no quarrel at brown beauty" (115). There 

are a number of interesting issues raised by these remarks. The mole 

emphasis upon iiterai whiteness suggests an anxiety regarding racial pmty 

- an anxiety felt throughout the colonies where miçcegenation is common 

and '%rownf' ofkpring numerous.10 Schaw lends a supportive voice to the 

creole concern with genealogy when she describes the ladiesf skin as "pure 

as the My," and at no other place in the text is brownness praised or a daim 

for brownness made by Schaw. In fa&, only three pages before her reference 

to her own bruwnness, Schaw refers to "mulattoesf' as a "spurious and 

degenerate breed" (112). In Scha+s text, literai colour someümes does not 

correlate with racial characteristics, and Schaw, as a visiting colonial, is not 

under any pressure to establish through the punty of her skin tone her 

racial identity. 

There is another brown beauty in Schaw's text, a ''mulatto girl not above 

five years old" whom Schaw's friend Lady Isabelia "retains as a pet" (124). 

Shaw wmites, "[tlhis brown beauty was dressed out iike an infant Sultana, 

and is a fine contrast to the delicate complexion of her Lady" (124). in 

calling herself a "brown beauty," Sdiaw identifies herseif with this little girl, 

perhaps because she sees her own liberties mirrored in the freedoms with 

Io Lady Nugent makes severai references to the "browwn ladies," daughters of wealthy and 
prominent West indian men and slave women, whom she entertained in her private quarters 
(65,66,69,78). While she could not invite them to public functim at King's House, or meet 
them publidy during her tour of Jamaica, she was fdly aware of her duty as Govemor's wife 
to make time for these ladies, al1 of whom Lived "weUm and wodd ULherit substantial sums of 
money upon their fathers' deaths. 



which this pcvfidar liffle girl is indulged. Anne Shea argues that thiç 

"appropriation of the position of the cultural M e r "  allowed English 

women traveiing in the colonies to "occupy the position of the Other 

woman to create their own Liberation" (9). But Schaw does not adopt the 

position of the other womn n, who is in the Iournal a figure of 

iicentiousness, degeneracy and insolence (112), but rather of the five year- 

old mulatta "pet" who is indulged and exoticized. Sara Milis describes this 

phenornenon as "counter-identity," a fom of identity which rejects the 

terms of subpctivity which have been proposed (16). Not only does Schaw 

rejed what whiteness signifies in a creole context ( r a d  purity and 

indolence) without accepting what blackness s i m e s  (degeneracy), she 

appropriates the subject position of a M d  whose foibles are excused, whose 

desires are indulged, and whose sexuai innocence is unquestioned. This last 

point is important, for if the source of Schaw's Liberation is her brown body, 

she corne dangerously dose to forrning an alliance with those other brown 

bodies who are coded as iîcentious. In order to adopt the position of the 

Other, but represent her body as appropriately regulated (ie., white), Schaw 

designates the little girl as her Other, as her iiberating identity. in so douig, 

she avoids making herself symbolicdy available to the white men who 

have sexual access to their pure white creole wives, and who also engage in 

"unnatural amours" (1 12) with coioured women. 

While it may seem problematic to read the symbolic infantakation of a 

woman's body as liberating, Sdiaw achieves through this rhetorical move 

the positioning of her body outside the sexual economy of the colonies, and 

is therefore free of the restrictions that that economy demands. The 

appropriation and misrepresentation of what it means to be "brown" in the 

West Indies is a part of this semantic move, as is the paradox that this 



brown identity shores up S d i a d s  ideologicaf position as a white colonial 

woman Toni Momson asks, "in what ways does the imaginative 

encounter with Africanism enable white writers to think about 

themselves?" (51). Schaw here uses the mufatta girl as a "surrogate and 

enabler" (Momson 51) and thereby demonstrates what Morrison c a b  the 

"parasitical nature of white freedom" (57). White freedom is dependent 

upon a subjugated M e r  who is an "ideologiûil construct designed to 

uphold and to consolidate imperialist definitions of selfhood" ( F w  22-3). 

Schaw's construction of herself as a free white/ brown subjed depends upon 

the subjugation and la& of freedom of the bladc and brown "background" to 

her story. Schaw is free of the restrictions placed upon both white and black 

femùiinity as she represents them within her text. Her brownness 

represents her desire to escape both aeole convention and masculine 

control, even though the historical reality of a brown skin contradids 

Schads assertion of what a bmwn identity enables. 

Sdiaw's flaunting of creole codes of femininityll may not represent a 

sustained U e n g e  to a gendered creole identity, but her adoption of a 

subject position that marks her body as outside the province of male sexual 

control cm be read as a challenge to that identity. Through a strategy of 

counter-identification, Schaw, while sustainhg the system of regdations 

that manage the white, middle-class, female body, also rebels against the 

accepted sotial custom that a woman's body is ultimately regulated by the 

demands of male sexual desire and laws of property-ownership. Through 

the adoption of a "rebellious" bmwn identity, S&w resists gender ideology 

but reinscribes colonial ideology. Her freedom is enabled by exploitative 

She also takes short but physically demanding walks around town and upm her various 
properties, and is supporteci in her endeavoias by the men but opposed by the m i e  

womm (83,125). 



economic exchange and structural domination. Her critique of and escape 

from conventions of creole femininity is dependent upon the support of 

colonial power. 

MIS Carmichael's Domestic Manners 

M i s  CarmichaeYs Domestic Manners and Social Condition of the White, 

Coloured and Negro Population of the West Indies (1833) greatly differs 

£rom Schaw's journal both in structure and in content Whereas Schaw 

tells the story of her voyage and sojoum in the West hdies through the use 

of duonology, character and cause-effed events, Carmichael depends upon 

a classificatory structure and almost entirely avoids a narrative approach to 

her subject. Of a total of twenty-five &apte=, only one full düipter (the 

h t )  and fragments of two other diapters (the fourteenth and twenty-fifth) 

are rendered in narrative style. She also depends heavily upon anecdote (a 

kind of mini-narrative) and "dialogue" (more on this later) to support her 

dassifications. The rest of the text is comprised of chapters devoted to the 

description and analysis of subjecb, such as "A West India Bd," "Creole 

Children," "Negro Dress," "Negro Food," and so on. In this respect, 

Carmichael belongs to a long tradition of travel writing devoted to the 

description (frequently in minute detail) of foreign lands, whose aim is to 

instruct and please a reading audience. Carmichel's aim is almost entirely 

didacüc - her purpose is to teil the "tnitfi" about the West Indies and in so 

doing defend the mudi maiigned West Indian planter, who is "more 

calumniated" (1 16) than any other class of men Carmichael alço provides 

long and detailed descriptions of exotic West Indian foods, plants, 

topography, and domestic social mannes. 



In her overaU structure, CarmichaeI's text approximates Edward Long's 

more than Janet Schaw's, since Long aiço divides his two-volume work into 

sections such as "Freed Biacks and M-dattoes" and "Creole Slaves." Like 

Long, Carmichael writes an expliat and spiriteci defense of the colonial 

worid,l2 hquently refemng to the "misconceptions" and "errors in 

judgement" (1 53,154) of the general British public Those errors are &O 

attributed to femde aboütionists whose "delicate sensibility has been so 

much affected by the bare name of West hdia slavery," but who would alter 

their political beliefs '%ad they found thernselves placed upon a A d  West 

Indian estate . . . watdiing over a young family . . . smunded by domestic 

slaves" (1 58). Not that Carmichael sees herseli as penning a defertse of 

slavery. While she offen dozens of anecdotes to support her contention 

that commissioners of inque ,  sent to the colonies to examine West Indian 

&airs, caused more problerns between slave and master than there had 

ever been in previous history, Carmichael explains that 

. . . it is not my intention to reprobate inquiry, still les, to defend slavery. 

But 1 could not be dent as to the unfortunate resuits of the injudicious 

harangues made in pariiament from time to time, and the support given 

to irnpraciicable theories - dangerous alike to the slave and the colonist 

- on the part of the Society for the Suppression of Slavery. Deeply have 

the colonies suffered from the promulgation of wrong-headed plans, and 

l2 There are also a number of subjects upon which Long and Camiichael disagree. To offer but 
one example, Cannichael is insistent that "exces and luxury " is "unknown among plantes'' (1 
181, and that thedore sexual irnpropnety (that is, white men's access to black women's 
baiies) is also &own among colonial men of good economic standing. Only "the lower orders 
of white people" consort with blacks and thereby becorne "white negrw(s)" (I 59). It is 
interrsting here that, as in S c h a d s  account, whites lose their status as w hites and become 
"negroes" when they fail to uphold middldass values, which indicates again the 
interreiatedness of discourses of race and class. 



from the intemperate zeai and mistake~ kindness of the abolitionists. (1 

249-50) 

Carmichael seeks to oppose "intemperate zeal" with her own rational 

d y s i s  and objective presentation of facts, the "results of five years' 

experience and observation in St. Vincent and Trinidad" (1 14). 

Carmidiael's own objectivity, based upon actual experience, is the oft- 

repeated refrain of her work She frequently remuids the reader that no one 

who has not "personally experienced and witnessed" (1 26) life in the West 

Indies can undeatand slavety, the black mind, or the white colonid 

stniggle (with the abolitionists and with the blacks) for a decent and moral 

West Indian soaety. In fact, Carmichael sets herself up as a surrogate of 

sorts for the reader when she emphasizes her own past prejudices and 

errors in judgement which she held before a "long residence" led to a 

"juster conclusion" (1 55) regardhg colonial Me. Carmichael frequently 

refers to her previous la& of knowledge of the "real state of Negro 

civiiization" (1 53). for example, and then seeks to educate and correct the 

reader, as she herself was correded, through "very minute in@ry" (II 19). 

Camichael promises to record only "fa&, to the truth of which I pledge 

myself' (II 23), and through this method the reader is encouraged to adopt a 

rational understanding of West Indian affairs. The aim is to position the 

reader as "eye-witnessf' (1 323) to the real West Indies, and the effect is very 

different Erom Schaw's ernphasis upon immediate feeling and the humour 

of the moment. Of course, by the 18%, when much of Carmidiael's text 

was written, sensibility as a form of expression was no longer fashionable. 

Carnichael emphasizes that her approach is based upon observation and 

experience, and thus allies herself with the scientific discounes of the 



nineteenth century that will produce the raaal genealogies and typologies 

discussed in the htroduc-tion 

Although there are sorne obvious differences, 1 want also bnefly to draw 

out some prelimùiary pardels between the works of Schaw and 

Carmichael. In both te&, the construction of white femhhity plays what 

Vron Ware in another context calls "a pivotal role in negotiating and 

maintaining concepts of raaal and cultural difference" (4). When, for 

example, Carmichael asks the female abolitionist to imagine herself on a 

plantation populated by black slaves, or when she constructs a scenario 

where a planter is off on mîlitary duty and his wife is therefore "surrounded 

on all sides by negroesff (1 57). she is not construding an exclusively female 

reading audience so much as she is holding up the threat of white female 

rape, and the bladc male rapist, to a middle-dass white reading public. Vron 

Ware argues that in the Empire "gender played a crucial role in organizing 

ideas of 'race' and 'civilizationf" (37), and that "protecting the virtue of 

white women was the pretext for instituthg draconian measures" (38) 

against non-white populations. Carmichael frequently, if obliquely, refers to 

her own fear of sexual or other violent assault in her scenarios of the lone 

white female, in her descriptions of the "savage" and "licentiousf' nature of 

the blacks, in her assertion that bladc men prefer white wives (II 178), and in 

her horror of cannibalisrn (II 171-2). While Shaw does not refer to fears of 

sexual assault or la& of "personal sedty ' '  (II 334) to the extent that 

Carmichael does, in both texts the concem - even obsession - with 

undothed bodies and unregulated sexuality marks a shared ideological 

temtory. Carmichael writes frequently and at length on the subject of 

clothed and unclothed bodies. She asserts that her own slaves are well- 

dressed (1 5), that ail slaves are "abundantly supplied by theu masters" (1 84) 



with doth, and that therefore any state of iii-dress or nudity on the part of 

the blacks is a "disgusting" (1 10) sign of savagery. Carmichael's own body is 

extremely weil-regulated, and the reader is frequently offered a description 

of the suitable dress for every soaal occasion or reaeational adivity. As in 

Sdiaw's text, Carmichael's imperialist adventure tale reveals how whiteness 

as a discourse is construded through and intersects with discomes of 

femininity and colonialism. 

Carmichaei's travels in the West hdies are also similar to SchaMs, in 

that Carmichaei's movements are, like those of the travelers studied by 

Pratt, "emplotted in a centripetal fashion around places of residence" (157). 

She visits neighbouring plantations or, when in t o m ,  neighbouring houses 

and, as does Schaw, differentiates herself from the aeole women through 

her mobility and their self-imposed restrictions upon movement. The 

spaces that she occupies are reguiated, dtivated, domestic park or interiors 

- the gardens, not the wildernesses, of the West indies. For Carmidiael, 

cultivated space is a marker of civility, and so part of her argument "not . . . 
to defend slaveqf' involves raisirtg in the readers' m u i d s  the horrible 

spectre of uncultivated land, since bla& are by nature "idle" (Il 270) and 

therefore would not work as free persons for wages (II 1934). Motik or 

signs of cultivation and of enclosure are dominant in Carmichaei's text, in 

the form of gardens, plantations, and the island itself as a contained space. 

The figure of the house, so dominant in Schads and CarmichaePs te*, is 

an insular space and as such a kind of island within the island, the ultimate 

figure of enclosure and control. The house is also represented as a ferninine 

space (inhabited and managed by women), and as a white space, since blacks 

Iive behind or away from the house, and may only enter it as servants 

under the domestic authority of the white wornan. Island discourse, 



Irequently reproduced in domestic contexts, is a "primary expression of 

coloniality" and of the "European abüity to manage space through 

knowledge" (Lane 4, 10). The relationship between space (domestic, 

landsape) and discourses of race, dasq gender and colonialism represents a 

dominant ideological project within Carmidiael's Domestic Manners. 

lsland Discourse and the Impoial Eye 

Dorothy F. Lane writes that the island as a figure in colonial discourse is a 

space that "awaits the arrivai of the coloniser, and it then becomes the site 

for his reproduction, self-replication, and self-discovery" (14). The 

masculine pronoun is not genenc, but specificdy masculine: in Lane's 

argument, the coloniser is a "rational male who penetrates female space" 

(15) by way of 4 ' r e ~ n  and saence" (2). Whüe Lanefs theorizing of the 

fundion of island space is a usefui paradigm for thinking about colonial 

strategis of management and control, the gendered nature of the paradigm 

reproduces masculinist readings of colonial history. Constmcting the island 

as an ideological space, and mapping it (literally or figuratively) in order to 

daim ownership of that space, is not art exdusively masculine act of 

proprietorçhip or self-discovery, though it has, of course, been presented as 

such by male travelers and also by masculinist accounts of colonialisn 

The "imperial eye" is not necessarily a male eye, although it is an eye 

actively engaged in the imperiaüst activity of looking-aspossessing. The 

imperid eye belongs to the viewing subject who constructs herself as "the 

mon& of al1 I sunrey" (Pratt 201). This emphasis on the eye 

acknowledges the power and the ideology of the gaze - how looking can 

enter into the colonial economy, which is, as David Spurr observes, an 

econorny of uneven exchange (14). The colonizer, like the voyeur, prefen 



to look without being seen, whether the object of that gaze is the panoramic 

vista or the body of the colonized. Spurr links the ideology of the 

commanding view to saentific research, military intelligence and police 

surveillance, as well as to the more artistic activities of landscape painting 

and architecturai design And, like landscape painting and architectural 

design, the commandirig view "offers aesthetic pleasure on one hand, 

information and authority on the other. . . . For the observer, sight confers 

power; for the observed, visibility is a trap" (15-16). 

In the Brantlinger/Batten paradigm, the colonial woman is placed in the 

position of objed upon whom political and historical forces work, and not 

as a subject who furthers the projects of imperialist exploration and 

colonialist regirnes. She is &O theorized as the obpct of the maie gaze. 

Other colonial critics such as Lane argue that the white colonial male 

exercises his imperialist, masculine power to make his own ail that is 

encompassed within his commanding view - land and labour, white wife 

and black mistress. But the commanding view as a device of colonialist 

discourse in generai, and travel WLiting in partidar, is not the exclusive 

province of the white male h i e r .  Both Schaw and Carmidiael incorporate 

into their travel accounts different versions of the commanding view, 

offering both aesthetic pleasure and information to the reader. Here are the 

k t  words of Cannichael's text 

I beheld the West Indies for the first time when, at sun-rise, on the last 

day of December 1820, we anchored in the lonely Bay of Calliaqua, in the 

içland of St. Vincent 1 am not about to enlarge in the way of description; 

- man, rather than nature, is my object; but I may be permitted to Say, 

that the scene which rose before me that morning with the Sun, was of 

the most captivating kind. 1 saw a succession of srnail valleys, covered 



with canes and pasturage, intemiingled with slight elevations in the 

fore-ground, upon which here and there a dwelling-house could be 

disthguished, while the prospect was terminatecl by mountain heaped 

upon mountain, in that wild confusion that told of those awfd 

convulsions of nature to which these tropical regions have b e n  subject. 

The sea, too, - such a sea as in the temperate latitudes is rarely seen, held 

the i s h d  like a gem in its pure bosom . . . . (3-4) 

Carmidiael's sweeping visuai mastery of the scene imposes "spatial order 

from a Lived point of view" (Spurr 17) and establishes Carmichael as the 

monarch of aU she surveys. Ratt identifies three strategies of this rhetorical 

convention: the landscape is firçt aesthetiked, then it is invested with a 

density of meaning intended to convey its material and symbolic nchness, 

and finally it is described so as to subordinate it to the power of the speaker 

(204). Carmidiael ordea the landscape in a manner that is pleasing to the 

eye (pasturage and dwellings in the fore and middle grounds, and 

mountains in the background - order recedes into chaos), and in doing so 

ties the story of coionization to the "nahiral" order of things and daims the 

temtory under sweillance as her O- The tropical regîons, wild and 

awful convulsions of nature, become tamed, beautiful and useful to 

humanity d e r  coionization and cultivation. The same could be said, and 

indeed is frequently said by Carmichael, about the slaves, who are 

conçtniaed as wild in Africa but tame, usefui, and as a resdt someümes 

even beautihil &er transportation to, and creolization in, the Caribbean 

The commanding eye, the imperial eye, can be a femuiine eye, through 

the appropriation of what has been traditionaily assumed to be a masculine 

subject position: looking as possessing. But masculinity is not the only 

source of authority within colonialist discourse; whiteness confen authority 



upon the kmaIe coIonial eye. The white colonial woman ordea the 

landscape (nahual and human) and invests it with meaning, in part by the 

authority of her whiteness. This authority is obliquely present on the next 

page of CarmichaeYs text when she describes how her family, while stiU 

upon the ship at anchor, was "speedily visited by several of our own people, 

who came on board to see us" (5). The phrase "our own people" is often 

w d  to designate people of one's own race or dass, but in this case 

Carmihael üterally means the peuple that her f a d y  owns. "Our own 

people" is Carmichael's way of saying "our slaves" without having to refer 

expkitly to colour or economic relations, just as Schaw refea to slaves at 

the market as miik-maids. In referring to her slaves as "our people," 

Carmichael simultaneousiy effaces and privileges colour difference. She 

effaces it by eliminating any chromatic references, but calls it up through the 

possessive pronoun. Owning slaves is largely the privilege of free 

propertied whites. "Our own people" is a dass and race idlected expression 

which seeks to render invisibie, through the euphemistic language of the 

familial bond, its own power relations. I would &O add that the plural 

form of the possessive - our - irnplicates the white reader in the raaal 

politics of slavery. Carmichael suggests to such a reader that slavery is as 

natural as the familial bond, is a matter of reciprocal attadunent rather than 

coercion, and invites the reader to daim her place as a white ùi the colonial 

order of things. 

In this excerpt from Carmichaei's text, whiteness functions as a 

perceptual vantage, a position of privilege not only assurned by the Iooker 

but confimed by nature itself, which rises before her vexy gaze. It also 

hnctions to support the possessive pronoun and al1 that it implies about 

racial and economic advantage. I would alço argue that these two textual 



fagments speak from and about, a gendered social identity. In the 

commanding view of St. Vincent, the land rises up before Mrs Carmidiael's 

eyes, is terminated by convulsions, and then is held by the sea in its bosom. 

The semai, and specifldy heterosexual, energy in this portrait is striking. 

Carmichael reverses the male explorefs typicd gendering of the island as 

feminine (to be penetrated, tarned, controlled) by rendering it not only as 

mascuüne but as an emblem of male sexual potency. Further, Carmichaei's 

position as subject, rather then object, of the gaze contradicts and implicitly 

questions a number of assumptions about coloniaîist discourse, such as that 

within the colonial paradigm the landscape and the "natives" alüce are 

feminized, or that the landscape is consistently represented as opening itself 

up to the male explorer in a posture of fernaie sexual submission, asking to 

be penetrated and conquered. Carmichael, as m o w c h  of a l l  she surveys, is 

placed in an interesthg position in relation to the masculinized island: 

fernale visual mastery and male sexual potency coexist in this commanding 

view. 

W e  Carmidiael is capable of producing a sexualized portrait that 

reverses, escapes or challenges mascuiinist constnictions of possessing and 

penetrating, she also adopts the dominant discourse of looking in some 

panoramic descriptions. She notes, for example, h m  atop a hill looking 

down, that "a prospect of singular beauty opened before usff (1 43). This 

vocabulary of opening and unfolding (depth) is unlike the earlier emphasis 

upon vertical elevations (height), even though in the second more 

conventional, feminized description the prospect is, as in the first scene, 

layered with different textures and "terminated in the lofty mountain of St 

AndreW' (1 44). Although the topography is similar, one difference between 

the two scenes that may account for the shift in gendering the landscape is 



the construction of the looking subject. In the k t ,  Carmidiaei is an '7," 

and in the second her pronoun is plural, "we" and "us." In both cases, 

Carniichael is in company, but the first view is presented as singular and the 

second as collective. Speaking as a collective figure, Carmichaei loses her 

uniquely feminine eye as a source of colonial authority, as she does when 

she writes that "we" were met on the ship by "our own people." I have 

already indicated how this description effaces the material reality of slavery, 

but it &O speaks to the material position of Carmichael herself. Carmichael 

always refers to the slaves as "ouf rather than "my," for the simple reason 

that she does not own the slaves or the plantation or the capital gains 

produced by both. The plural pronoun points to Carmidiael's economidly 

subordinate position as planter's wife, and consequently when she speaks as 

a plural "we" she adopts a genericdy masculine speaking position. As an 

"Y Carmichael does not depict the island as a feminine space awaiting 

penetration, does not depend upon a masculine eye to confer authority, but 

rather finds the authority for visual mastery in her identity as white and 

colonial. 

The commanding view, as "an originating gesture of colonization itself" 

(Spurr 16), is one rhetorical strategy in isiand discourse. Related to this 

strategy of domination and position of organizational privilege is the 

representation of foreign coloniai space as domestic landscape. The 

Caribbean island is established as a reflection or repetition of that "original" 

island, England. In island discourse England becomes a kind of 

transcendentd signihed - the island - and therefore a site of absolute 

meaning and signification (Lane 12). Imitation is, of course, a fonn of 

flattery - the more the island is like "home" the better - so Carmidiael pays 

a compliment to Trinidad, her second island residence, when she asserts 



that one plantation "is a very English-looking place, and extremely 

beautilul," or that the "view at the ford of Tacariqua river, is decidedly 

Engiish scenery" (II 110). Her insistence upon the "picfuresque" quaüty of 

many of the panoramic scenes &O speaks of the imitative nature of the 

island. Coetzee explains that landscape is "picturesque when it composes 

itself, or is composed by the viewer, in receding planes according to the 

Claudian scheme: a dark coulisse on one side shadowing the foreground; a 

middle plane with a large central fea tw such as a dump of trees" and a 

"plane of luminous distancer' (39). Carmichael manges her portrait of St 

Vincent in the first pages of her text dong these lines, and also repeats the 

formula on other occasions: 

The view from the house in front was, for a land view, very extensive: 

there was a good deal of dtivation, and beyond that a dark, thick forest, 

many parts of which I understood had never been hodden by the foot of 

man. The landscape terminateci by the mountain of Tumana to the 

south-east: this mountain is generaily the refuge of run-a-way negroes. 

(II 115) 

Coetzee explains that by 1800 "the picturesque had ceased to be a living force 

in English aesthetic thought" (40), but that it continued to be in the eariy 

nineteenth century "in wide currency among educated peopleff (41). 

Carmichaei's eye is certainly trained in this European tradition, noting 

wherever she finds "the most perfect style of picturesque beauty" (II 116). 

The discovery of the picturesque is one method for asserting and placing 

value upon the imitative nature of the Caribbean island. The picturesque is 

also a form of appropriationf of "claiming the temtory suweyed as the 

colonizer's own" (Spurr 281, or of asserting the European ability to manage 

space through (aesthetic) knowledge. As su&, it enacts a "repeatable 



celebration of the Empire's origin" (Lane 10). The assertion that Trinidadian 

topography is pichiresque, "English-lookhg" and as a consequence 

extremely beautiful not ody ceiebrates England as the origin of beauty and 

value and Trinidad as an excellent copy, but also celebrates imitation or 

mimicry itself as a colonial achievement. Homi Bhabha argues that 

"mimicry emerges as one of the most elusive and effective stategies of 

colonial power and knowledge" (85). The discourse of rnimicry "is a desire 

for a reformed, recognizable Other, as a subject of a difference that is alrnost 

the same, but not quite" (86). Carmidiael marks the difference that is 

atmost the same through the reference to Trinidadian land never "trodden 

by the foot of man," and to the mountain refuge for ninaways. It is a copy of 

the English piduresque, but marked as a copy through these references to 

differences in the use made (or not made) of the land. In landscape 

passages, Caribbean topography fundons as the Other that mimics the real 

Empire, but Carmichaeh discourse of mimicry also extends to the Other 

that is white but not quite - the black object that mimia (and thereby s igds  

its difference fiom) the white subject. 

Miminy: White Presence and Black Smblance 

In his essay "Of Mimiay and Man," Homi Bhabha argues that the discourse 

of mimicry is constructed around an ambivalence and "stricken by an 

indeterminacy" (86). This indeterminacy is the result of the double 

artidation of mimicry, which is both "a complex strategy of reform, 

regulation and discipline, whidi 'appropriates' the Other as it visuahes 

powef' and also "the sign of the inappropriate . . . a difference or 

recalcitrance which coheres the dominant strategic function of colonial 

power, intensifies surveillance, and poses an immanent threat to both 



'normalized' knowledges and disapluiary powersfr (86). In other words, 

mimicry is both a strategy of colonial regulation and a threat to that 

regulation, because the site of the repetition with difference (for example, 

the "native") is simultaneously like (the same) and unlike (different from, 

and therefore a threat to) the original colonial subject The Other cannot be 

fully contained through a discourse of mimiay, since its status as a copy or 

imitation or as "in excess of" the origrnal marks it as different to that whidi 

it tnimics. Bhabha therefore sees mimicxy as an ambivalent discourse since 

it is both a support and a threat to the authority of colonial discourse. The 

ambivalence of mimicry does not merely rupture colonial discourse, but 

"becornes tansformed into an uncertainty which fixes the colonial subject 

as a 'partial' presence . . . both 'incomplete' and 'vimial"' (86). So, the 

difference of the mimic man or womanl3 marks the colonial subject also as 

different, as provisionai, or as incomplete. Mimiay, as a result, is at once 

"resemblance and menace" (86). 

Carmidiael's ambivalent attitude toward mimicry in the "nativefr 

gestures toward the ambivalence within the discourse of mimicry. Whiie 

Carmichael is approving of the ways in which the island repeats the master 

discourse of the island, she is at once both contemptuous and approving of 

"imitation" whites within the slave economy. Carmichael notes that the 

l3 The colonid subjed in Bhabha's colledion of essays iize L d m  of Culhrre is a masculine 
subjecî, despite the occasional assertion that gender make a difference. One pattern of 
argument in Bhabha's coliection is the introduction to the colonial subject matked by race and 
sex (Bhabha does not explain what he means by "wrual dioterienœ")r and then the g a d d  
effacement of sexuai or gender difference as the essay progresses. So, for example, in 'The 
B e r  Question" Bhabha begins by tallang about the "cuitural/ historiai/ racial" (66) 
diffemce that marks the OUier, then for a paragraph or two refers to "racial and sexud" 
(67) difference, then retunis to "mciaI/cultural/ histoticai" (67) difference again. Çexual or 
gender ciifference is not a serious concem for Bhabha in the colonial construction of the Other. 
Despite this, 1 believe that Bhabha's work is of some value to the study of the gendeTed 
colonial su* or objed (white or black). 1 make use of his concept of rnimicry hae, although 
his aiiniic is a man. I also beiieve, however, that it is important to note Bhabha's 
ümitations on the relationship between gender and coloniaiisa 



ability "to rnimid' is a "talent whidi is conspicuous in negroes" (1 25), and 

offers numerous anecdotes which attest to this fact. On the subject of 

dothing, for example, Carmidiael notes on attending a private bail crowded 

with bladc servants, "1 was very much amused by observing what 

connaisseurs the negro women are of dress, - standing near me, at one 

tirne, 1 heard them criticize every thing 1 wore, both in the materials and 

make" (1 46). Carmichael is amused at the manner in which a bladc woman, 

and a slave, appropriates the prlvilege of a white Engfish lady in criticivng 

another white lady. Later, Carmichael describes the habits of dress of the 

female coloured population: 

Generally speaking, the coloured women have an insatiable passion for 

showy dresses and jewels, and are decked out, not in gorgeous, but in 

costly artides of thiç description. The highest dass of f e d e s  dress more 

showily and far more expensively than European ladies. (1 75) 

Again, Carmichael is amused by this show of excess that signals both 

sameness and ciifference. Here, M c r y  is a source of amusement and is 

non-threatening, becaw the copy so exceeds the ori@ as to mark it as 

more different than the same. This is an instance of a "flawed colonial 

mimesis, in which to be Anglicized is emphatically not to be English" 

(Bhabha 87). 

What Carmidiael fails to recognize in these amusing portraits is the 

subversive potential of parody. Parody, as exaggerated imitation, produces a 

distorted mirror image of the objed of parody and as such hctions as a 

critique. What is potentially subversive about parody in the colonial 

context is that it refuses to be representative or representational, and it 

therebre "conceals no presence or identity behind its mask" (Bhabha 88). 

As a masking of identity, parody prevents the colonial subjed from 



knowing the "native," and it k knowiedge that confea colonial power. If, 

in looking at the native, the colonial subject sees a distorted image of 

herself, then she is barred from access to an Other identity, prevented from 

plundering that identity or feeduig off of it parasitically in order to 

understand and assert the ideological meaning of whiteness. This is not, of 

course, Carmichaei's view. She prefers the biadc who rnimics because that is 

a black who is well-dothed, polite and mannerly. What she does not 

understand is that these parodic performances of whiteness reveai the myth 

of the "whole white body" (Bhabha 92). Whiteness as an identity is a 

performance. That it can be performed ill accordhg to the metropolitm 

colonial subject means, even more significantly, that it can also be 

performed well - that it is performed weU by that very subjeh Carmichael's 

amused responses to '%ad" white performances only confllm that whiteness 

is in fact a matter of performance, just as drag performances "dramatize the 

signifymg gestures through which gender itself is established" (Butler viü). 

Lf gender is a kind of "persistent impersonation thnt passes as the reai" 

(Butler viiî), then so is race 1 have already argued that race tends to be 

identified in colonial te- with parficular civiiities or behaviours generally 

associated with the middle or upper dasses, rather than exdusively with 

biological markers such as skin colour. Black or coloured penons can 

sometimes "pass" as white if they meet dass aiteria - if they, for example, 

own property and are weU-educated. In these excerpts, Carmichael 

underscores the fragile, impermanent nature of racial identity. Those bladc 

bodies mimicking and parodying white custom denaturaiize white culture 

and privilege. Black semblance radically questions white presence. 

Other scenes of mimicry within Carmichaei's text raise similar questions 

about myths of a "natural" and stable white identity. In a number of 



passages, Carmichael asks blacks to speak about their conditions as slaves, 

their opinion on slavery, and their mernories of ALrica. While Carmichael 

avers again and again that blacks are deceitful(I25), artfui (I 85), and that 

their "testimony is worthlessff (1 301, she devotes an enfire chapter (and 

fragments of other chapters) to "Conversations with Native Afncans," in 

which she relates "Caithfully what was told to me by the negroes 

themselves" on those subjects listed above (1 299). (Carmichael is not 

bothered by the contradiction inherent in gaining the tnith £rom a people 

who cannot teil the truth) Carmichael asks F., an African slave, what 

happened to her mother in Africa after a tribal war: 

"Well, misses, they take me mamma too; she be once nice nigger, fat so; 

they take her, kill her, boil her, fry her, yam her (eat her) every bit alk dey 

bringed her heart to me, and force me yam a piece of it . .". T i d  you 

know you were going to be sold to a white man?" "Yes, misses, me 

happy at dat; nigger massa bad too much, white massa him better far, 

Africa no good place, me glad too much to corne to white man's 

country." (1 304) 

Carmichael asks P., a "fernale field negro, a good charader upon the whole," 

similar questions: 

"Would you like to go back to your country?" "Eh, misses, me no like 

dat St Vincent Line country - good white massa dey." "Were you slave 

or free in Africa?" "Misses, me one üme slave, one time free, just as our 

grandee massa Cight (beat) next grande massa." "And you would rather 

be here?" "Yes, misses, I no like me country at d." (1 307) 

And so it continues. Each convenation invariably ends with the assertion 

that "me glad too much, when me sent a coast O' Guinea for a Buckra to buy 

us" (1 314), thus confirrning the official colonial story that the British saved 



the Africans from a temble existence as slaves in their own countnes, and 

are offering them a better Life as slaves in the West M e s .  

These extraordinarily monologic dialogues appear to present a unified 

picture of Africa and slavery in the "new" world, but what is t d y  

extraordmary about them is how fractured and indeterminate these 

exdianges really are. Cannichael re-presents for the reader "faitliful" 

transcriptions of bfack testimony and putois, and in so doing preçentç a 

scene of double mimicry. Cannichael mimia slave mimicry. The 

responses that Carmichael receives to her questions are parodies of what a 

white colonial woman believes or desires to be the truth about slavery. Her 

own colonial desires are reproduced for her by the slaves in an exaggerated 

and distorted form. Carmichaei is unable to read mimiay as parody, and 

parody as subversion, and nor does she acknowledge the role of discourse 

(racial, colonial, gender) in the construction of the slave and the "Misses." 

In a n s w e ~ g  her questions as they dof the blacks impersonate the " g d  

negro" who is polite and civil and who is thankful for the institution of 

slavery run by whites. Through this impemnation, the "good negro" is 

revealed to be as much a construction of colonial discourse and a 

manifestation of colonial desire as the "bad negro," therefore revealing how 

colonial discourse hctions to naturalize categories such as good and bad, 

biack and white. The biack rnimic resembles what colonial discourse calls 

black; she also cak attention to how whiteness resembles what colonial 

discourse calls white and how, in the end, both are discursive constructions 

with shifting parameters. Black semblance reveais white presence to be 

partial and incomplete. 



In both Schads and Carmidiael's travel accounts, an ideology of whiteness 

is constructed out of discourses of race, gender and empire, which are 

themselves dependent upon the construction of blackness as not-white. 

While both d t e n  attempt in different ways to challenge restrictive gender 

codes, they both fall badc on colonial ideology as a method of escaping 

gender restrictions. Ea& woman, as wife or sister/ cornpanion, is in a 

position of econornic dependence within a patriarchd order, but also asserts 

the power and privilege of her identity as white in the colonies. In their 

conkadictory social positionhg as fernale (economically disadvantaged) and 

white (race privileged), Schaw and Carmichaei devote much of their 

differing accounts to the assertion of whiteness as a site of dominance. 

Whiteness offers them both an inclusive history and insider status in the 

empire. However, the5 discourses of whiteness reveal fractures and 

inconsistencies that neither can afford to acknowledge, for to adrnowledge 

them would mean accepting that white presence as a "red" condition is a 

colonial myth constructed out of the myth of bladc absence. It is a powerful, 

and destructive, myth - as is the "fa& of race itself - but it is also a 

discursive formation subject to contradiction, instability and deconstruction. 
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Miscegenation and the Mulattola: Esther Hyman and Phyllis Bottome 

Compared with the vital matter of pure Blood, ail other matters, as of 

tanff, of currency, of subsidies, of civil senrice, of labour and capital, of 

education, of forestry, of saence and art, and even of religion, sink into 

insignificance. 

- William Benjamin Smith, 1905. 

The history of miscegenation - as an idea and as a social/ sexual practice - 
predates the term itself, which was introduced in 1864 by the American 

authors of a pamphlet entitied Miscegenation: The 77zwry of the Blending 

of the Races, Applied to the A m e n  White Man and Negro. The 

pamphlet was published anonymously, but it is now known that the 

authors, Demoaat journalists David Goodman Croly and George 

Wakeman, intendeci to blacken the Republican image on the eve of the 1864 

election by posing as a Republican abolitionist author, and then suggesting 

in the pamphlet that the party was "pro-amalgarnation." The Democrat 

strategy, e x p l a h  Robert Young, was to "claim that the subtext and secret 

agenda of Lincoln's two prinaples of amalgamating the North and the 

South, and emancipating the slaves, was to bring about racial amalgamation 

between bladc and white" (146). Before this publication, "amalgamation" 

was the preferred t e m  for the mixing of the races as a result of sexuai 

union, but "amalgamation" historically refers to the combining of metals, 

and it was also in current use as a term for the restoration of the Union. 

Croly and Wakeman seem to have believed that a second term was needed 



by which to differentiate between politicai and sexual unions of unlike 

bodies, and so the notion of miscegenation hinctioned for them as a 

grotesque substitute, a metonymic figure, for politid amalgamation. And, 

given the satincal tone and intent of the pamphlet - to expose and discredit 

Lincoln's foUy - miscegenation d v e d  as a term that is both "scientific" 

(from the Latin m iscere and gen us, and based in nineteenth century racial 

theories) and in the senice of racial apartheid. It is a term that belongs to 

the history of racial discourse and that, in its original form, speaks loudy 

about white aiuriety tegarding political power and racial-sexual boundaries. 

Early in the pamphlet Croly and Wakeman adopt the posture that the 

union of races is a natural human phenomenon, and that "a people, to 

become great, must become composite" (1). The equaüty of black and white 

under the same advantages of education and condition is prodaimed, and 

then European history is examined to prove that miscegenetic races (the 

result of the e n g  of the "diverse bloods" (91 of Slavs, Teutons and 

Saxons) are the most powerful. The rhetorical strategy is to start s d ,  by 

reproducing commonly held liberal beliefs, and then to follow the Iogical 

progression of these beliefs to the inevitable condusion that "ail that is 

needed to make us the finest race on earth is to engraft upon our stock the 

negro element" (11). Croiy and Wakeman take aim at welI-known 

abolitionists and implicitly suggest that the abolition of slavery is the first 

step toward a M y  miscegenetic society: 

The sympathy Mr. Greeley, Mr. Phillips, and Mr. Tilton feel for the 

Negro is the love which the blonde bears for the bladc; it is a love of race, 

a sympathy stronger to them than the love they bear to woman. It is 

founded upon natural law. W e  love Our opposites .... Nor is it alone 

mie that the blonde love the black. The biack also love their opposites ... . 
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Our police courts give painful evidence that the passion of the colored 

races for the white is often so uncontrollable as to overcorne the terror of 

the law. It has k e n  so, too, upon the southem plantations. The only 

remedy for this is legitimate melaleuketic mamage. (27-8) 

The spectre of black violence against whites is raised to argue in "favour" of 

legalizing bladc-white relations, while the authors simultaneously suggest 

that this "uncontrollable" passion of blacks for whites will not be subject to 

any law. As the argument progresses, the satire is more directly aimed at 

the South: 

It is a notorious fact, however, that, for three generations back, the 

wealthy, educated, goveming dass of the South have rningled their 

blood with the enslaved race. These iiliat unions, though sanctioned 

neither by law nor conscience, and which, therefore, are degrading 

mordy, have helped to strengthen the vitaiity and add to the mental 

force of the Southemer. (41) 

Later SM the image of the white woman is cded up in "support" of 

abolition and legal miscegenation: 

î h e  mothers and daughters of the aristocratie slaveholden are thrilled 

with a strange delight by daily contact with their dusky male servitors. ... 
And this is the secret of the strange infatuation of the Southem woman 

with the hideous barbarism of slavery. Freedom, she knows, would 

separate her forever from the colored man, while slavery retains him by 

her side. It is idle for the Southem woman to deny it; she loves the black 

man, and the raiment she dothes herself with is to please hia (43) 

These statements ironically address the comrnon argument made by 

Southem slave-holders (and slave-holders in the West Indies) that "keeing 

the slaves would bring about senial pandemonium between black men and 
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white women" (Young 145). The sly suggestion here is that the most taboo 

of sexual relations, those between bladc men and white women, already 

exists in the South - so why not sanction such relations by law? Croly and 

Wakeman have already insinuated that the abolition movement is 

motivated by a desire for sexual access to bladc bodies. These arguments 

point to the fact that the question of race is hindamentdy a question of sex, 

and that racial, sexual, gendered and even national identities are 

intertwined to the point where taLking about one means dways tallcing 

about the others. Peggy Pascoe notes that miscegenation is not just an issue 

of race relations or racial hierarchies, but that it is also an issue of gender or 

gender hierarchies (6). For example, the delicate "pure" white woman 

("pure" because "white"), who requires the guardianship of white men, 

must be sexuaiiy regulated for her own protection and for the protection of 

the entire white race. Sexual access to white women is reserved for white 

men, as it represents not ody raaal supremacy but male privilege. 

My aim in these introductory remarks is to give some sense of the historical 

context for the term mis~egenation~ the term which 1 shall use throughout 

this work, and which continues to dominate as a description of the mixture 

of races. Its roots are tied to questions of national, racial, sexual and 

gendered identities, and while it in some way "neutrally" refers to a 

recognized social-sexual ad, it is not, of couse, a politically neutral term. It 

is a problernatic tem, as problematic as "raceff itselt, for as 1 suggest in the 

Introduction, if "racer' is a saentific fiction then so must be the notion of 

racemixing. A "race" can be neither mixed nor pure, and yet the discourses 

of racial purity and racial contamination are pewasive and powerful. Like 

race, the concept of miscegenation is socially constructed and continues to 



have social and cultural significance. The question is not so much what 

does the term mean, but what dws the need for s u c h  a te= mean? And, 

within the context of this study, what does its depioyment Say about white 

identity, white aruciety, white hegemony? The fact that miscegenation was a 

powerful idea during the American elections of 1û64 suggests that the big 

issues - the union of North and South, and slavery - were tied to questions 

of white identity as much as to ideas of democracy, freedom, and economic 

and agridtural reform. 

Before miscegenation, as 1 have mentioned, there was amalgamation, 

and before amalgamation any term or phrase thaï suggested the mixture of 

two dissimilar objects. Edward Long, in 1774, makes reference to 

"heterogeneous mixture" (II 274) and "iilicit connections" (II 330) to desaibe 

cross-racial unions. Also in 1774, Janet Schaw briefly makes a note of the 

"lïcentious and unnaturai amours" (112) of a select group of white men, and 

does not have to speafy that the amours are interracial. Lady Nugent (c. 

1804) refers more frequently to the produds of interracial sexual unions - 

"yeliow chiidren," (29) "brown and yeliow ladies," (65) and "M-black 

progeny" (214) - than to the act itself, but she does casuaily make note of the 

"improper connections" (173) of young soldiers. Although interracial 

semal contact was a colonial tradition and a subject of veiied discussion for 

centuries, it was only during the nineteenth century, in the glory days of 

Arnerican saentific racism and abolitionist debate, that a specific term was 

deployed to designate this pracîice. The invention of the term is linked to 

contemporary saentific discourses of racial puity (such as the division of 

the world into biack, yellow and white), and reveals white fears of racial 

contamination with the abolition of American slavery on the horizon. 

As a tenn, "mulattoJr has a longer history than either amalgamation (in 
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a soaai/culturai, rather than a metaliurgic, sense) or miscegenation Its 

English use has been traced to the late sixteenth century, when it was 

borrowed from the Spanish who had derived the tem hom the Latin 

mulus ( G i h a n  226). The mdatto, as a hybnd cross between what was 

understood to be two different species (white and black), was also originally 

believed to be sterile, lüce the mule. Edward Long both articulates and 

slightly amends this belief when he discusses the social habits of the 

"Mulattoes": 

Some few of them have intermarried here with those of their own 

complexion; but such matches have generaily been defedive and barren. 

They seem in this respect to be actudy of the mulekind, and not so 

capable of producing h m  one another as h m  a commerce with a 

distinct White or Black. (II 335) 

This is an example of the power of a cultural idea in the face of contradictory 

evidence. The muiatto/a is not sterile, and reproduced, as far as parish 

records are able to show, at the sarne rate as any other raaal "type" in any 

combination.1 In fact, Long himseü states only a few pages further on in his 

History of [amuica that both blacks and mulattos "increase very fast," and he 

provides census figures to support this observation (II 337). Long attempts 

to account for this contradiction by asserting that mulattas who have 

successful bVths within mamage to a mulatto must "have privately 

intrigued with another man, a White perhaps?" (II 336). Long and his 

contemporaries, through this stubborn discourse of sterility, exhibit a desùe 

to mark the muIatto/ a as distindy no t white. This is dearly a primary 

Edward Brathwaite has coiiected c- data on the d o d  population in Jamaica in the 
nineteenth century: 23,ûûû in 1603; 35,ûûû in 1823; 6ûfûûû in 1830; almost 70,000 in 1 W  (168). 
Of course? it is not possible to know what the raciai make-up of this population was accorduig 
to the "scientific" categories of the day (i.e, sambo, mulatto, mustee? quintoon, o c t o r q  and 
so on), but the evidence before Long's eyes was of a fast growing community. 



concem, given that light skinned mulatto/as look just the same as dark 

skinned whites. John Mencke explains that the ultimate "horror" for the 

white "is the inability to see on the surface (the skin) the moral degradation 

of the negro raceJ' (221). If the mulatto/a is not marked extemally as 

"having" race (as opposed to being raceless, or white) then there must be 

found some hidden, secret code written within the body that denotes a 

distinct racial identity. The comfort to whites that this discourse of sterility 

provides is that the mdattola body - a disruptive, excessive, threatening, 

white-like body - is progammed for extinction. 

The contradictions within Long's text raise a central question: what 

exactly is the idea of the mulatto/a in white Caribbean writing? What are its 

athibutes, its social and culturd hrnctions, its status as a "type," and most 

important for this study, what does thiç figure Say about cultural 

constructions of whiteness? Needless to Say, the mulatto/a takes on varied 

forms in different texts (sociological, political, fictional) and at different 

times, but it is possible to trace out a racial discourse devoted to this 

d t u r d y  and racially hybrid figure. 1 want to trace fonvard, h m  Long, a 

brief history of representation in both nonfictional and fictional texts 

mainly within the tradition of white WTiting in the Caribbean, although 

some Amencan constructions of the mulattol a are also considered. As 1 

have already suggested, the mulatto/ a is a figure of excess who by definition 

crosses boundaries and deconstructs binary racial coding. Its function in 

tex6 by white writers is multiple, but it in some way seems always to be 

about whiteness. To paraphrase Toni Morrison, in what way does the 

imaginative encounter with the muIatto/ a enable white writers to think 

about themselves? 



The Mulatto/n as a Ua&l "Type" 

Hortense J. Spillers investigates what she caiis the "invention of the 

mulatto" and argues that both the "mulatto/al' and the "niggef' teil us 

"little or nothing about the subjed buried beneath them, but quite a great 

deal more concerning the psychic and cultural reflexes that invent and 

invoke them" (166). The mulatto/a, as a literary device, articulates and 

negotiates racial and senial tensions both within a text and within a culture, 

and one way to access and analyze those tensions is to explore issues of 

representation - how the mulatto/a is presented as a "racial typeff in 

various hkto r id  writings on the British Caribbean. The most common 

representations found in wrîtings by Edward Long (1774). Janet Schaw 

(1776), Bryan Edwards (Mg), and Mrs. Carmichael(1830) are: the mulatto/a 

is pmud and disdainful, vain and haughty, owing to his/ her "amended 

blood" (Long II 329,335: Carmichael 1 70); the mulatto/a is humble, 

submissive and unassuming (Edwards II 25); the free mulatto is a cruel and 

vicious slave-owner, because he needs to assert his superiority over the 

degraded king he once was and now Legdy owns (Edwards LI 25; 

Carmichael 123); the mulatto/ a is more "artful" and deceitful than the black 

(Carmichael 1 83); the mulatto/a is physicaiiy attractive with straight 

"white" feahues and a %rownff s h  (Long II 335; Schaw 124); the mulatto/ a 

is a "spurious and degenerate breed" lacking in decent moral habits; the 

mulatta is especiaily licentious and lures white men into indecent relations 

(Schaw 112; Long 11 328; Cannichael 1 70); and, mulattas are modest and 

reserved (Edwards II 25). There is, obviously, disagreement here, and the 

disagreement generally can be found on the subject of the mulatta. She is 

seen as either a superior racial type to the black woman, because she is 

moraliy and physically one step closer to being white, or she is constnicted 
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as more degraded than the bladc woman because her blood has been 

contaminated through raaal mixing. This second constniction seems to be 

based on the notion that a lack of racial purity translates into a la& of moral 

or sental purity, so that the mulatta is said to be even more of a sexual 

creature than the "Mi blooded" bladc woman - and that is saying a lot, 

given the pervasive racist / colonialist stereotype of the over-sexualized 

"native" female. 

In the Amencan context, the mdatto/a as a racial type fares woae than 

in British Caribbean writings.2 A brief selection of the typical characteristics 

of the mulatto/a according to American race writers of the late nineteenth 

and eariy twentieth c e n t -  indude the notion that the mulatto/ a is a 

mongrel, "deficient in physical and mental energy," and thus belongs to a 

"degeneate, depraved people" (Spring 73-4); that the mulatto/ a "has 

produced a wonderfui amount of evil in the world" and "is a destroyer" of 

whites (Quuiby 393); that the "mental type" of the "average mulatto is 

nearer to the type of the more advanced than it is to that of the more 

backward race," possibly because "it is usually to the higher race that the 

d e  parent belongs" (Bryce 21,24); and that the mulatto/ a is "more 

criminal than either pure bladc or white" (Shannon 394). None of these 

descriptions are new to raaalist writing, but it is interesting how much 

consensus there is among American writers. Again and again, from 1863 to 

1925, American racialist writers attest to the vicious and degraded nature of 

the mulatto/a with Whiaiiy no change in theory or supporting evidence. 

2 It  is worth mentioning in passing the recent (nineteenth and eariy hventieth century) 
history of raaalist "saentific" or sociological writing in the United States? because of the 
geognphical proximity of the West indies to North Amexica (and the d t a n t  movement of 
peoples between the two areas), because of a shared British cuihual heritage behveen the 
United States and the Engiish speaking West indiest and because American ideology 
dominates global cdhiral capital in the twentieth œntury. 
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John David Smith argues that the fear of miscegenation permeates virtually 

dl of the racialist literature of post-Civil War America (xxvi). 1 would not 

suggest that this fear is absent in British Caribbean writing - quite the 

contrary - but it is worthy of note that anti-miscegenation laws in the 

United States reach as far badc as 1662 and continue to exkt (though largely 

ignored) in some states today (Kinney 5).3 In the British West Indies, there 

was only one law passed prohibiting "Carnail Coppdation between 

Christian and Heathen," in seventeenth century Antigua (Enriques 93).4 

Mencke argues that the mulatto/a in the West Indies was viewed as an ally 

by whites as much as a threat, given the overwhelniing black majorïty and 

the resdting white anxieties regarding control and safety, while in the 

United States the mulatto/a was not "needed" by whites as a safety zone as 

they fomed the majority population (45).5 Long in 1774 offea support for 

this observation when he proposes to establish the mulatto at the "centre of 

connexion between two extremes, producing a reguiar establishment of 

three ranks of men, dependent on each other, and rising in a proper climax 

of subordination, in which the whites would hold the highest placet8 (Long 

3 The famous Loving V. Virginia case of 1959 challenged the anti-miscegenation laws of that 
state, with the result that the judge d e d  against the Lovings' right to be legdy married in 
Virginia. In his trial opinion the judge stated: "Almighty God created the races white, 
black, yellow, rnaiay, and red, and he plaad them on separate continents. And but for the 
intederence with His arrangement there wodd be no cause for such marriages. The fad that 
He separateci the races shows that He did not intend for the races to rnix" (Wques 25). In 
1%5, again in Georga, another judge upheld the anti-mkegenation law because "Our daily 
observation shows us that the offspring of these unnahiral connections are generaiiy siddy, 
effeminate, and that they are inferior to the full-blooded of either race in physicai 
deveiopment and strength" (Washington 86). 

Rathec than pass anti-miscegenation laws, the general d e  in the Caribbean was to focus on 
economic control over infieritances. So, for example, in Jarnaica in 1748 a law was passed to 
limit the amount of property to El20 sterling which codd be inherited by a non-white spouse 
or diild (Enriques 101). This Law codd be overhrnied, however, if the father had no white 
children and the mulatto M d  was educated and "found weii deserving to ~OSSSS" the 
father's foctune (Long II 326). 

To suggest the ratio of wlütes to non-whites in the eady nineteenth century: In Jamaica in 
1820 there were 170,000 slaves, 35,000 frPe coloured and 30,000 whites (Brathwaite 151,168, 
135). 
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D[ 333). Edwards adds in 1819 that the mulattos ought to "become a barrier 

against the designç of the black," though he does not eiaborate on what he 

means by designs (30). My point is not that the mulatto/a was better loved 

or respected in the West Indies than in the United States. Long's and 

Edward's cornments reveal fear of the loss of political/economic controt, 

and 1 wouid suggest that their relatively (compared to the American model) 

benevolent attitude ioward the mulatto/a is based in that fear, not love. I 

wish merely to suggest that the representation of the rnulatto/a in the socio- 

historical writings of eîghteenth and nineteenth century British colonials is 

more complex, fractured, and riddled with contradictions than that of 

nineteenth century Americans, espeaally on the subject of the mulatta. It is 

partly out of these contradictions that white Caribbean writers have 

constructed themselves as whites. 

The representation of the mulatto/ a in literature shares some temtory 

with hisl her sociological or "scientifid' counterpart. Abena Busia, in her 

study of colonial African novels, condudes that the fictional offspring of 

miscegenetic unions are the "mat morally degenerate of beings: villainous, 

treacherous, manipulative degenerates who, contrary to genetic laws of 

breeding, manage to inherit only the most repuisive physical and spiritual 

traits of their parents" (367). Judith Berzon in her study of American fidion, 

argues that the American mulattof a is frequently represented as one of two 

polar opposite types: either extremely beautiful, intelligent, sensitive and 

respectable, or ugly, vicious and degenerate (5459). The first type belongs to 

the tradition of the "tragic mdatto,'a," and is a sensitive being caught 

between two worlds and crushed by the inevitable racial and cultural 

tensions that s/ he literally embodies, white the second type hnctions 

simply as the villain of the fictional piece and is accordingiy destructive and 
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vengefuL The tragic type is almost always a female "almost-white character 

whose beauty, intelligence and purity are forever in confhct with the 'savage 

primitivism' inherited from his or her Negro ancestors" (Berzon 99). The 

tragic mulatta, frequently an outcasi and a wanderer, is a discordant 

individual, ai war with her "one &op" of black blood. One drop of bladc 

blood, explains Mencke, was "enough to band its possessor as a chiid of 

Africa, with all the connotations of savagery and sensuality whidi such a 

designation inherently involved in the white rnind" (61). 

A preoccupation with blood - pure or defiled - as the means by which 

fixed racial tendencies are transmitted c m  be found in both socio-historicd 

and fictional texts. James Anthony Froude, in his The English in the West 

Indics (1888), suggests that blood carries common language, soaal habits and 

cultural traditions (3). He aven that "pure" blacks "feel their blood as a 

degradation" (25). but he a h  argues that "a Negro of pure blood" could, 

with education, become a disthguished man (124). Froude's greatest fears, 

iike those of many of his predecesson and contemporaries. are of 

camibalisrn and "Hayti"6 (the terms generally hinction as synonyms), and 
- - -  - 

Xayti" refen to the slave revolt in St. Dominique in 1791. The revolt was initiateci by 
the white pianters, who demanded that the National Assembly of France refrain h m  
legislating on c o l d  rnatters unless invited to do so from the colonists. Despite this 
demand, the Assembly passed a deaee in May 1791 on the status of mulattos, allowing free 
persons of cdour to vote for the provinaal and colonial Asemblies. The white inhabitants 
viewed this as a threat to theV authority and rehised to obey the d m ,  and the governor 
refused to enforce it. There was tafk of secession from France, and the mulattos were atming 
themselves to fight the white colonists for their newly acqiured rights. Both whites and 
muiattos, preocaapied with their intepesfs, were taken by surprise when in August 1791 the 
northern slave population began to revolt. Whüe slaves revolted in the north, in the west 
whites and fiee mdattos were at war with one another. Eventuaily, the entire island was 
involved in revolt - aga- Francer against each other, against slaveiy. Toussaint 
L*Ouvemirer the nrsC in a series of ex-slave Haitian leadaq succe~shilly organized the ex- 
slaves into fighting troops and took on the Enghsh and the free mulattos (who would not 
support the anti-slavery movement). Aithough L'Ouverture was evenhrally kidnappe4 
shipped to France and executed, Haiti was never reciaimed by any colonial powa: The 
"example" of Haiti terrified colonists on oüier islands, and the ex-slaves who revolted 
were quiddy characterized as blood-thirsty cannibals acting out of inherent savage 
tendencies rather than fighhng for emancipation One hundred years later, "Hayti" stood 
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he hequently suggests that the black taste for blood, which is i n  the blood 

but has been suppressed by European instruction and example, "will be free 

to assert itself" were English authority to die away (126). Froude is here 

speaking indirectly of atavism, the notion that a "pure8' black or a "mixed" 

mulatto/a "who has attained a veneer of white civilization can, at any tirne, 

'revert' to the savage, primitivistic behaviour of the jungle from which his 

ancestors came and to which he is inextrifably tied" (Berzon 31). Atavism 

was considered a saentific fad in the nineteenth century. The idea was that 

black blood "always tek" (Dearborn 152), which is why late nineteenth 

century disthguished Amencan medical docton such as Josiah Nott 

devoted mu& of their lives' work to demonstrating that "the white race is 

deteriorated by every drop of bladc blood infiltrated into it" (17). In an 

interesthg variation on this theme. the American saentist William Smith 

states in 1905 that "we admit and deplore the fact that unchastity has poured 

a broad stream of white blood into black veins; but we deny, and perhaps 

no-one will affirm, that it has poured even the slenderest appreciable di of 

Negro blood into the veins of the whitesf8 (68). This "one-way" d e  defends 

white racial purity while it also articulates the "one-drop" mle: there m o t  

be black blood in white veins, because one drop of black blood renders the 

subject '%la&" 

The fear of blood contamination is also a fear of degeneration. Anne 

McClintock explains that the "image of bad blood was drawn from biology 

but degeneration was less a biological fad than it was a social figuref' (47). 

McClintock argues that raciaiîst discourses of contagion and degeneration 

associateci with the notion of bad blmd reveal a "paranoia about boundary 

for Froude as an example of the savage Negro nature that had ben, and must continue to be, 
tamed by British rule. 
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ordef' - bodily boundaries, raaal boundaries, politid boundaries - and 

also atternpt to jus* the policing of those boundaries between the ruiing 

elite and the J4contagious" classes (47). The discourse of bad blood provides a 

biologid basss for the soaal, political and economic exdusions necessary to 

support imperialisa Sexual contact between whites and people of colour is 

constructed as a biological battleground, and blackness figured as a 

contagious disease. McClintock equates ideas of contagion and degeneraq 

with masculine anxieties regarding white male and imperid potency (47), as 

does Anne Laura Stoler when she argues that "through sexual contact with 

women of color European men 'contracte& not oniy disease but debased 

sentiments, immoral prodivities and extreme susceptibility to deavilized 

states" (1991 78). As sexual contact provides the occasion for contagion, 

discourses of race and gender intersect when the female body is identified as 

the onginal site of contamination, or as a fados, for contagion Either the 

woman of colour infects the white man, or her body produces the ocuiar 

evidence of miscegenetic union, the mulatto/ a. The white woman's body, 

then, must be sexually regulated to prevent the contamination and 

degeneration of an entire race, since white women were kquently 

conshvcted not as individuals but as keepers of the race. The white woman 

in a sexual relationship with a black man cannot produce a white child, and 

thus her white family tree is tenninaied with henelf. The fear of racial 

contagion can be said to exceed its own racial boundaries, as the discourse of 

bad blood is as much about dass constructions of gender and sexuality (the 

stringently regdated female body) as it is about the "biology" of race. 

This fear of blood contamination can be found in West Indian literary 

texts as well as those historical works cited above. In Ada Quayle's novel 

The Mistress, published in 1957 and set in Jamaica in 1915, Neil, a white 
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land owner, is distressed that he has gotten some blood on himself during 

his whipping of Sammy Johnson, a black labourer who has been caught 

stealing. He c m o t  bear to wipe it off, so his neighbour Laura uses her 

handkerchiek 

'Take the kerchîef home and burn it," he said angnly. 

"No, it will wash" 

"Burn it, 1 Say. You can't never wash out blood. You'll leave 

something. 1 don? want the srneIl of nigger on me. Sometimes I so 

afraid 1 will get their blood on me - that it will go down my veins and 

spoil me. You know what my great-grandfather would do, Laura? He 

would kill Sammy Johnson for this." (53) 

Neii's fear of racial defilement carries semial overtones in this scene. The 

beating is described as an erotic spectacle that "exates" (50) Laura in its 

violence and in its display of Neil's "bare ... strong ... oiled (51) and blood- 

stained body. Neii's blood aversion is clearly a fear of raaal contamination, 

but as that contamination conventionally occurs through a semal act 

(miscegenation), his aversion to blood c m  also be read as a delayed response 

to, and rejection of, his erotic pleasure in laying hands on a bladc man's 

body. Sammy's body spiils and spreads blood as semen is spilied in the 

sexual a& "Neil brought the whip aaoss his face. The man's lips seemed to 

burst Blood poved out" (50). The discourse of blood, in racialist scientific 

discourses and in fiction concemed with raaal identity and miscegenation, 

is always also a discourse of sex, through metaphoric substitution (the bodily 

fluids blood and semen) and through the physical fact that "miscing-" blood 

(that is, races) requires a sexual ad. Neil's fear of blood-mixing is also a 

displaced fear of his own desire for a male body and a black body, and his 

anxiety over smelling like a "niggef' betrays the fear that, through sexual 
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contact, he will in fact become black and lose his status as white. J. M. 

Coetzee argues in M i t e  Writing that the "poetics of blood often hinctions 

as a displaced articulation of the "politics of race" (138). The ideology of 

racism is conveyed through the "tragedy of blood," (140) the tragedy being 

that doom is passed on in the blood, that suHering is geneticaily fated, and 

that the 'Jflaw" of black blood is "an inherited reminder of a fall from grace, 

the Pace of whiteness' (141). Neil fears exactly what tortures the mulatto 

character Van in another Caribbean novel, Too Much Summec A Nmel of 

Iarnaica (1953) by Esther Chapman, namely "the black blood that leaps about 

in m y  veins" (95), which "tells" of Van's self-loathing, masochistic, 

rniscegenetic identity. Van is a version of the tragic mulatto who is a victim 

of the flaw of his black blood ("it won? keep still" (951) and who is constantly 

reminded by that blood that he is a degraded, fallen, not quite white, man 

Neil's fear is that he might become, like Van, a contaminated man. 

Filth, defilement, taint: these terms describe both the act of 

miscegenation and the result of that a d  - the muIatto/a - within eighteenth 

and nineteenth century white Caribbean discourse, and within Ciuibbean 

novels by white writers in the early to rnid twentieth century. The dynamic 

of attraction/ repulsion, and the rhetonc of blood, with its attendant 

preoccupation with bodily fluids and shamefui senial acts, are integral partç 

of that discourse. This confluence of blood, semen, attraction, repulsion, 

filth and contamination suggest that the mulatto/a functions within white 

Canbbean discourse as the abject. Julia KNteva introduces the notion of the 

abject: 

There looms, within abjection, one of those violent, dark revolts of 

being, directed against a threat that seems to ernanate from an exorbitant 

outside or inside, ejected beyond the scope of the possible, the tolerable, 



the thinkable. It lies there, quite dose, but it cannot be assimilated. It 

beseeches, womes and fascinates desire, which, nevertheless, does not let 

itseif be seduced. Apprehensive, desire tums aside; sickened, it rejects .... 
And yet, from its place of banishment, the abject does not cease 

didenging its master. (1-2) 

Knsteva's abject is neither subject nor object. It does not have a place within 

the conventional colonial dynamic of subie&/ object, colonizer / colonized, 

self / other, Euopean/ native, white/ black as theorized by both colonial and 

post-colonial intellectuals. The mulatto/ a as abject represents the projedion 

of anxiety ont0 a racial and cultural other that is not "other" but "another," 

a third terni that "disturbs identity, system, order," that "does not respect 

borders, positions, des," and that is the "in-between, the ambiguous, the 

compositeff (Kristeva 4). The problem of the abject is that it is not simply 

outside the borden of the body, and nor is it inside, but instead it operates at 

the threshold of identity. Kristeva's examples are bodily by-products that, 

once they leave the body, are viewed as improper and unclean, such as 

vomit, feces, blood, semen. ïhey are not definable objects, the correlative of 

the self, but they do  not belong to the dean and proper self as conceived (or 

fantasized) by the self. Through the lem of abjection, Neil's blood aversion 

could be read as a necessary component of the constitution of the white self 

in a colonial context. McClintock explains that "in order to become social 

the self has to expunge certain elements that soaety deems impureff (70). To 

expel or to cast out is to define the self, though the expelleci elements can 

never be hilly obliterated. Neii Literally, through whipping, causes the 

expulsion of blood, and his simultaneous attraction to and repulsion of that 

blood constitutes himself as the subject nie  blood of a coloured man could 

be desaibed as doubly abject - the despised by-produd of an outcast body - 
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and this bloody scene a proof of Neil's identity as white, male, and colonial. 

The muiatto/ a occupies the position of the abject within white Caribbean 

discourse. The mulatto/a fascinates, attracts. repels, and is both self and 

other and ais0 neither. The rnulatto/a is artidated through a discourse of 

blood and defilement because that abject discourse best describes the 

inside / outside, impossible, intolerable, unthinkable position of the figure 

who is simultaneously neither / nor and bath/ and. David S p m  argues tha t 

the "obsessive debasement of the W e r  in colonial discourse arises not 

simply h m  fear and the recognition of difference but also, on another 

level, h m  a desire for an identification with the Other which must be 

resisted" (80). The debasement of the mulatto/ a as self/ other is related to 

th& coIonial dynamic, with the added feature that recognition of difference 

is also recognition of sameness. The problem of the mulattof a is that s/ he 

is kin to the white. S/ he cannot be conceived of or theorized as pure 

difference, and it is this absence of difference and purity that both threatens 

and constitutes a white sense of self which is constructed as the clean and 

the proper. The discourse of blood, contagion and defilement, whidi 

identifies the mulatto/ a, is also always a womed and embaîtled discouse of 

whiteness. 

There are a number of BritishlCaribbean women novelists of the early 

twentieth century who engage with, and contribute to, white A n g b  

Caribbean discourse. None of them have received any critical attention, and 

I would imagine that many students of literature would probably, were they 

to peruse the novels, assert that their writing does not deserve such 

attention. The authors to whom i refer - Mrs. Henry Lynch, Clarine 

Stephenson, Mary Gaunt, Esther Hyman, Alice Durie, Phylüs Bottome, and 
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Ada Quayle - have produced no works that would be considered "great" by 

iiterary historians. Mrs Henry Lynch's The Mountain Pas for (&ca 1908), for 

example, is comprised of rather tedious disconneded "tales" of white creole 

Jamaicans who are blessed by, or h d ,  God's love. It is a long sermon in the 

shape of a novel, and rather dull, but is of some interest for its literary 

constructions of creole identities in Jamaica around the turn of the century. 

Clarine Stephenson's novel Undine: An Experience (1911) tells the story of a 

"creole duld of wealth, reared in the midst of luxury and idlenessf' (13) who 

recklessly follows her heart, has it broken by an Englishman., dies a spiritual 

death, then dies in body too as she is confronted with a portrait of her 

former lover in the guise of Jesus Christ. It is a strange yet pedestrian story 

of the true soulful love of a aeole "girl" for an Engiish man, set against a 

Jamaican landscape, which is figured as England's garden and "jewel of the 

British crown" (32). It is a thoroughly colonial novel, and as such would be 

of interest to scholars engaged in colonial shidies. Gaunt's Hannony: A Tale 

of the Old Slave Days (1933), Durie's One Innuzicn Gd (1939). and Quayle's 

The Mistress (1957) are a b  interesting for their engagement (and often 

compliaty) with colonialist ideology. Quayleys novel is the most complex of 

them, and the only work mentioned here that adopts creole (Jamaican) 

english for all speaking charaders, white or black. Quayle also explores the 

psychological (and psycho-sexud) legacy of a slave economy in post- 

emancipation Jamaica (as the whipping scene discussed above suggests), in 

terms of its impact on both white and bladc communities. 

In the rest of this chapter I pursue the intenechg and co-creaüng 

discounes of blood, defilement, inbetwee~ess, and abjection in two novels 

written by white British women with Caribbean "connectionsf' - Esther 

Hyman's Study in Bronze (1928) and Phyllis Bottome's Under the Skin 
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mulatta. The eighteenth and nineteenth century raaal discourses of 

miscegenation and the mulatto/ a that 1 have briefly introduced inform 

these works in various ways. In both novels. the mulatta is construded as a 

racial "type" who cames within her body a dangerous, and sometimes 

deady, conflid between cultures. She is a hansgressive and threatening 

figure, a figure who crosses national, social, cultural, and racial boundaries 

in a manner that threatens white "eitherlof conceptions of racial identity. 

As a fende, she represents another kind of threat related to her body, 

namely her (hetero)sexual power as a seducer of white men, and her power 

to reproduce her own defiled nature. Her body is capable of passing on the 

"legacy of evil" (Coetzee 143) that is encoded in her blood. Hyman and 

Bottome approach the mulatta differently, but in both cases this figure 

negotiates racial and semai tensions and functions as a "psychic double for 

the white mind - a double with a difference," testing the boundaries of the 

white self (Dearbom 135). 

Esther Hyman 

At about twenty years of age, Esther Hyman deaded to leave her home of 

London, England, and consequently set about looking for "some not too 

complicated part of the world" in whidi to settle, "somewhere with a good 

dimate, where EngLish was spoken, where existence would offer some 

enjoyment" (1955: 19). Seeking a place with "an essential life of its own," 

and shunning "tourist resorts" and "pleasure hawits" (1955: 19), Hymen 

emigrated to Jamaica in 1925 and found work on the daily ]arnica Times. 

She intended to stay for two years, but remained in Jamaica almost al1 of her 

Me. In 1934, Hyman founded The West brdian Review, a monthly Iiterary 
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magazine intended to establish cultural Links across different West Indian 

regions, which boasted an entirely West Indian identity: "Every article is 

written, every picture taken, every block made, all printing done, within the 

West Indies, by people who are themselves West Indians or who have 

chosen to idenbfy themselves with these parts" (1934: 1). Hyman was &O 

editor of \amaica, a weekly news-magazine, and of a later annuai periodical 

by the same name. Throughout her Me, Hyman founded and belonged to 

many literary and cultural clubs, wrote for rnany local newspapers 

(induding lamica Daily Express), was the chair of a number of national arts 

cornmittees, and also wrote poetry, short stories, plays, and four novels. 

Two of her novels - Study in Bronze (1928) and Too Miich Srimmer (1953) - 
are set in Jamaica, and the earlier text, as the title suggests, explores the 

phenomenon of a mulatta identity. 

Study in Bronze tells the story of Lucea, a mulatta born in Kingston, 

Jamaica, at about the turn of the century. At the beginning of the novel, 

Lucea is seven, her mother has recently died, and she has been adopted by 

her white father whom she has never seen. Raised in a poor, urban 

environment, Lucea has had no persona1 contact with whites and her "new 

white daddy" (13) is a god in her eyes. Her father's projed is to get the chiid 

out of the yard, and the yard out of the chiid. He implores Lucea to "try to 

speak English.. get rid of that Negro twang" (151, and begins a course of 

instruction and improvement the purpose of which is to whiten Lucea's 

manners and habits. Caught one day in a childish Lie (she says she has not 

been bathhg in the ocean, which her father forbids, when in fact she has 

been), her father resolves to rid her of this "black" trait, informing Lucea 

that the vice of lying is "inhented h m  the other side" (34). The "other" 

side, which is also the mothefs side, hss other racial traits according to her 
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Luscious, oozing with emotionalism, despite their fatalism, moved to 

easy tears, wailings, weepings, demonstrations of affection ... And so 

Lucea's first lesson must be the suppressing of all those feelings which, 

he sensed, would corne w e h g  over ai the firçt opportunity. He would 

teadi her stoicism .... If he was to interest himself in her, no negro 

wallowing in emotionalism for hia (74) 

So Lucea Learns to suppress her "blackness" and her mother and pnvilege 

her "whiteness and her father. She grows to be a quiet reserved, poised 

young woman who, d e r  the death of her father, sails to England to become 

a poet England is to Lucea "the place where ail her perplexities should be 

solved; where men lived together in peace without regard for s u d i  petty 

considerations as the colour of one's skin; where one met dever people 

wherever one went-.." (93). In the course of the story, Lucea has a love affair 

with a ta, blonde, blue-eyed Englishman, writes a lot of promising but not 

extraordinary poetry, breaks off her relationship with her lover who cannot 

fully reconde himseif to her colour, h d s  England not to be the Land of 

fairness and goodness, and returns to Jamaica. At the end of the novel. 

Lucea is on the verge of writing her first great poem - not an interpretation 

of England "with new eyes" (91) as she had originally intended, but of her 

"native l a n d  (313) instead. 

The creation of art is the urufyuig idea of the novel. Lucea herself is 

positioned as an aesthetic object (the three parts of the novel are entitled 

'The Clay," ''The Modelling," and "The Cast"), and she is also an artiçt Her 

project is to wrestle control of her destiny out of other hands (her fathet's, 

her lover's) and to write henelf an identity in poetry that belongs to herself 

alone. Hymanfs project is to argue that the individual can, and must (in 
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order to be fuiIy "cast"), triumph over identities thrust upon her - racial, 

cultural, and national identities. Lucea's realization that she belongs to no- 

one and nothing but her "own soul's self" is articulated at the end of the 

novei. Amving badc in Jamaica, Lucea is confronted with "shabby black 

men" and "fat, voluptuous bladc women8' (314): 

"These are my people!" she thought, bitterly; but again the bittemess 

passed into a smile. They were not her peopte; any more than her 

people were the white people that thronged the streets of London. It was 

not hue to say that she was outcast €rom either or from both. She was 

henelf, her intense, individual self, strong to suffer, strong in recovery, 

not part and parce1 of any race or set of people. Her nùxed blood gave 

her an independence, a freedom from both of the m.... [Slhe felt a great 

elevation of spirit, doof, free, becaw she belonged to no race and no 

people, was saddled with no aamping beliefs, no obligations of 

patriotism or loyaity. She was her own soui's self. (3145) 

This self - a raceless, cultureless, ahistorical self - is the one who writes 

upon her return to Jamaica the first iine of what is clearly to be her first 

great poem: "1 have found Beauty infinitely sad" (315). Art, suggests 

Hyman, can only be achieved when all the impurities of context have been 

boiled off and the unalloyed self, the self-as-text, remauis. 

Given this central concern with art and poetry it is not surprishg that 

the novel is prefaced by a poea Somewhat unusual, however, is the choice 

of the poem: "Mulatto" by the Harlem Renaissance p e t  Langston Hughes. 

This choice is interesthg for what it says, and what it does not Say, about the 

concerns of the novel. The mulatto of the poem is "A little yellow1Bastard 

boy" who opens the piece with the assertion, "1 am your son, white man!" 

Organized along the dialogic and repetitive principles of cal1 and response 
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(Iike gospel, blues, jazz and religious revivalisrn), another voice responds: 

"You are my son!/ Like hell!" The poem proceeds to describe the nodumal 

sexual a d  that produced the son ("Juicy bodies/ Of nigger wenches/ Blue 

black / Against bladc fencesf' ), repmduces other voices in dialogue ( "Naw, 

you ain't my brother,/ Niggea ain't my brother," artci, "Git on back there in 

the night,/ You ain't white"), and then ends with the opening repeated: "1 

am your son, white mm[/ A little yellow/ Bastard boy." It is somewhat 

ironic that Hyman has chosen this p o e a  First, its author is known as a folk 

artist, in his use of popular African-American musical forms, vernacdar 

language, and soaally marginal characters and speakers (gamblers, drunks, 

dnig addicts). As Walt Whitman's "darker brothef' (Hughes 46), Hughes 

explores the other America, the one not Sung by Whitman or heard by 

dominant white culture. Hyman's project does not inters- with Hughes' 

at any of these levels: the dass she explores is middle class; she employs 

traditional "üterary" language (Standard English) rather than nation 

language (Jamaican engiish), even when a charader cornes out of the 

Kingston yards or belongs to the rural labouring population; and her 

protagonist finds her self (as p e t /  artist) only after shedding her racial and 

cultual identities. 

Second, "Mulatto" is a çong of biracial masculinity. As a son's address to 

a father, it is primariiy concerned with patriluieal issues of identity and 

inheritance, induding the inheritance of whiteness. 'ïhere is no address or 

appeal to the black mother, who is situated in the poem as a passageway 

from father to soa Hyman's novel explores fernale biracial identity, but it 

may be this foas on the father as a figure to be reckoned with that provides 

the transition from poem to novel. Lucea's mother is absent from the 

novel except that as a ghost she constantly reminds both father and 
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daughter of Lucea's "othef side, the side of sexual license, deceit, and 

slovenly habits. Lucea niminates on her surroundings: 

And then the black people, ragged and unkempt, of the villages .... 
Wornen with heavy breasts and swaying hips, and men who looked 

coarsely and spoke coarsely. That was the time when you wished most 

passionately, with your whole heart and soul, that you were white .... 
And sometimes, but not often, for that waç the most dreaded thought of 

aU, you remembered that your mother was a woman like these, and you 

hated her, hated her, hated her, with a temble fury of resentment (42) 

Lucea only infrequently remembers her rnother, but, as Coetzee notes, in 

the colonial novel "blood remembers sin" (151). The sin is the coupling of 

Lucea's mother and father, the result of "opportunity" and "desire easily 

stimdated by drink so that the horrur of that casual union of black and 

white rnight be forgotten in the sudden flarne of a manufactured passion" 

(19). The manufactured nature of that desire is important, for if the desire 

were figured as natural then Lucea would be a product of nature. Iwtead, 

she is the u ~ a t u r a l  progeny of an act "revolting in sober mood" (19). The 

manufactureci attraction is countered by a natural revulsion, and Lucea, the 

product, "must pay during her lifetime" (19) for this sin Her punishment is 

written on her body, is her body. The mulatta's body is figured in this text as 

a form of punishment - for the father, who cannot forget his shame while 

he is faced with Luceafs cof£ee-coloured skin, and for Lucea whose shame is 

her "forgotten" mother, remembered by her body. What Hyman's novel 

has in common with Hughes' poem is the effacement or forgetting of the 

mother, and yet at the same tirne both Hyman and Hughes privilege the 

mother's body as the site of raaal identity. An unidentified vo ie  in 

"Mulatto" asks, "What's the body of your mother? ... WhaPs the body of 
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your mother?" This is the central unarticulated or "forgotten" question of 

Hyman's text that Lucea's body remembers. 

The punishment is both remembered by the body and "recorded in the 

blood" (Coetzee 150). The discourse of blood pewades Hyman's novel, just 

as it is omnipresent in those earlier Caribbean texts discussed above. Lucea 

is said to have both her father's "wandering blood (21) and the "taint of 

negro blood" (74) flowing in her veùis.7 The nature of her "mixed blood" is 

frequently opposed to that of the "full-blooded blacks," (57) and it is from 

"taint of them" that her father wishes to "protect Lucea" (75). What the 

tainted bladc blood means has already been alluded to: emotionalism, 

fatalism, superstition, licentiousness, shifîlessness, immorality, deceit, 

cheating, lying and corruption (745). Lucea's father executes a course of 

treatment designed to deanse Lucea of the cormpting influences of her 

black blood. What are identified as white traits or habits form the basis of 

Lucea's racial education: Standard Engliîh (15), emotional restraint (22), 

stoidsm (47)' a disaplined mind (86) and body (121), a reverence for Mother 

England (93). and a contempt for both blacks (42) and the coloured 

population (102). What is fascinating about this novel is that Lucea does not 

unleam any of these lessons based on her experiences abroad, with the 

exception of the reverence for England and al l  things English. Lucea Lives 

It is worthy of note that this "negro blood" is rarely personalized - it is not so much her 
mollier's biood as the blood of an entire compt race - whkh represents another way in which 
Lucea's rnother is erased h m  the text. Her mother is blackness; that is ali that is necessary 
to tell this story. Her father is white but he is also a speaking nibject rather than a dent  
object. This raad dynamic operates within other fiction by white Bntish/Caribbean 
mit- In Mary Gaunt's Hmony: A Tale of the Oid Slave D q s  in \-CU (1933) the 
slave woman Hesba is "honoured" (29) by the plantation owner Roger Thole's sexual 
attentions, and "dumbly thankfui" (32) to him for giving her a son Hesba's siience/absence is 
essential to iater plot developments which indude the pabsing of this coloured slave child as 
the legitimate white heir of the plantation* Her function in the story is purely biologid: 
her mute black body passes the "taint of mixeci blood" (44) ont0 her son, though he appears to 
be white. 
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through a brief period of "forgetting" her whiteness when her black blood 

"remembers" its legacy of sensuality and sexual shame, but this does not 

culminate in a new understanding of her dual cultural heritage; rather, as 

already üiustrated, it leads Lucia to reject all soaal, cultural, national and 

raaal components of her identity. 

It is while struggling to become a poet in London that Lucea's bladc blood 

"tells." She mets and fa& in love with the "typically English" Rondd 

Petty, with his "smooth fair hair, his fresh colour and clear skin [and] blue 

eyesfr (219). Their relationship falls into a pattern: rather than go out in 

public, Lucea waits for Ronald at her apartrnent every day, and they spend 

their evenings together taking and making love. Lucea enjoys the 

traditional passive/ active dynamic, "he making love to her with masculine 

fierceness, ... she languorous in his m s "  (261). But there are moments of 

terror for Lucea, when she fears that "her own perverted heredity might be 

whispering through her tingling Besh" (262). Lucea's problem is that she is 

repeating the blood sin of her parents: 

For a moment a gulf opened before her, a chasm so deep that she 

recoiled before it. She saw the little Lucea of the negro yard, the fat 

women, the gross men, the promiscuity of it, the utter carelessness .... 
She saw the little Lucea taken by the hand, and led by her father along 

the hotel verand ah.... Her father. The man whose lust had joined him 

to her mother .... She, Lucea, the product, with that double heritage of 

sheer, sensual depravity .... She shivered. With their blood coursing 

through her veins, €king it to desire and passion, to what end would that 

first step, once taken, lead ... ? (2%) 

Lucea's double heritage is on the one side a single social a d  of manufachid 

lust (her "white" side), and on the other side the immutable biological fact 
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of immorahty and inferiority (her "black" side). The irony here is that her 

father, the bastion of emotional restra.int and white values, is also a 

"carrier" of depravity because of the single time he wandered away from his 

racial training toward a "primitive and ugly ... woman" (74) who wodd 

become Lucea's mother. Lucea inherits both his wandering blood and her 

mothefs moral turpitude and is therefore fated to repeat the sin of inter- 

racial sex. The sin is in her blood: she cannot escape the "doom passed on" 

(Coetzee 140). 

Lucea embodies most of the racial traits traditionally assigned to the 

mulatta in white Carïbbean discourse. She is described as physically 

attractive, mainly because her bronze skin covers "refined," "pinched," (20) 

"regu1a.r" (41) - that is, "white" - features. Her nose is pointy rather than 

flat, her mouth is narrow rather than full, and her hair is straight rather 

than kinky. Physicdy, she is the ideal embodiment of two cultures, but she 

is &O art immoral temptress. Corne11 West describes three stereotypical 

representations of the woman of colour: 'There is Jezebel (the seductive 

temptress), Sapphire (the evii, manipulative bitch), or Aunt Jemima (the 

sexless, loag-suffering nurturer)" (1994: 119). Lucea, like the mulatta in 

M b b e a n  discoune, has been assigned to the first category, as she discovers 

herself when her lover Ronald admits that "the attraction she had exercised 

had been against his WU," and that "he had yielded to it only because he 

could not resist the allure she had for him" (269). Eventually Ronald 

summons a.li his strength to resist Lucea's exoticism, what he calls "'paim 

trees and niggers and all that sort of thing,'" (284) and the relatiowhip ends. 

Lucea ruminates upon this rejection: 

She could have endured it if it had been based upon some rational 

theory against racial intemixture. She could have endured it if it had 
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been based upon some logical biological belief in the danger of diluting 

the white blood with negro blood. She could have endured it if it had 

been based upon some strong theory that irregular union was dangerous 

to the social structure of the community. (273) 

Ronald's rejection is irrational and illogicai; in other words, ît is based in 

emotion rather than reason and is as a resuit "natural" rather than 

"manufactured." The argument that miscegenation is unnatural is again 

reheaned. Neither Ronald nor Hyman need resort expiicitly to saence or 

logic to make this argument (although the novel is indebted to scientific 

raasm), when nature itself asserts the fact that miscegenation is immoral. 

The author's interest in and sympathy toward her protagonist does not 

mitigate one of the underlying lessons of the novel, namely that only 

intoxication (sexual or alcoholic) leads a white man to a coloured woman, 

and that on those rare occasions the woman herself is responsible for the 

seduction and cultural contamination of the white man. 

And yet as a whole Sr udy in Bronze is a contradictory text in its 

construction of the mulatta. Like Long, Edwards, and others, Hyman both 

repeats the construction of the mulatta as sexually corrupt and destructive, 

and at the sarne time contradicts this construction with the assertion that 

the mulatta is a modest and reserved figure. Lucea is alternately constructed 

as moderate (poised, self-contained, aloof) and immoderate (sexually 

unrestrained), reserved and excessive, clean and defiled, and this 

contradiction sits uneasily in Hyman's text. The mulatta for Hyman is a site 

where racial and gender stereotypes converge or perhaps collide - where the 

stereotypes of the white woman (pure and chaste) and the black woman 

(dirty and wanton) meet uneasily in one body. Homi Bhabha has argued 

that "the stereotype requires, for its successful signification, a continua1 and 
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repetitive chah of other stereotypes" (77). Hymen deploys a series of related 

colonial stereotypes in her construction of the mulatta: white/ black, 

pure/ defiled, intelledual/ emotional, mind/ body, Europeanf Native. Lucea 

alternates between these opposed positions, neither M y  occupy ing any 

single position nor deconstnicting any set of t e m .  And in the end, Lucea's 

rejection of these terms marks out no alternate space - physical, cultural, 

psydiic - for her to inhabit. This is, in the end, what marks her as the abject. 

Neither Hyman nor Lucea can imagine an identity beyond the boundaries 

of the binary systems ailuded to above. Lucea is left in a state of pure 

negation: not-white, not-black, not-European, and so on. Hyman gestures 

toward a utopian future based on this negation, a future where "the ody 

thing that mattered was the Iive, creative impulse, that urged you to take ail 

you had ... and tuni it into the gossamer beauty of words weaving their way 

in a divine pattern over a sheet of white papef' (316), but Lucea, neither 

subject nor object and lacking ail the s i p  of a social identity, has nothing to 

"take" and nowhere to take it. 

Lucea's body is the visible sign of her abjection. As a Liminal space, an 

in-between place, it is merely, in the terms of the novel, a "brown t h g "  

(215). This affectionate epithet is employed by Lucea's white friends in 

London, but as a phrase it negates or delimits identity. Lucea's brownness is 

attractive to her father, to Ronald, to her white friends, and to the white 

reader, but she is alço repulsive to this same imagined community.8 The 

The reader is repeatedly situated as white when s/he is educated as to how to read Lucea's 
brown body. Lucea is describeci in detail at trvelve years old (dear skin, regular Eeatures, 
luminous bladc eyes) and the narrator's condusion that her body makes an "attractive 
pidure, once you had reconded yourself to its colour" (41) seems to offer a suggestion, a 
rearnmended aesthetic interpretation, to the reader. Later, as an adulf Lucea mets  a white 
man aboard ship on her passage to England: 'The colour of her skin was ceashg to be 4- 
important, and already an impartial, unpeuciid Englishman was seeing the beauty of 
feature and fonn that she knew to be hm, and thinking nothing at ail about her colour" (121)- 
This impücit appeal to the reader to occupy a similady impartial position is repeated later 
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reader, for example, is encouraged to admire Lucea's not quite white body, 

but ~ S O  to view it as outside the binary boundaries of identity as constructed 

by the novel. Without those clearly demarcated boundaries (black/ white), 

Lucea is figured as a threat to subie&/ object distinctions and her 

miscegenetic body is therefore coded as the by-product and carrier of 

contamination. As a % r o m  thing" and a contagious thing Lucea's abjected 

body poses a threat to the boundary between (white) self and (bladc) other, a 

boundary that can be destroyed by bad blood. The result is an ambiguous, 

composite, hy brid figure that threatens "the p r e d o u s  state of the European 

subject who is constantly menaced by the coilapse into a chaos of 

indifferentiationr' (Spurr 80), and a figure that embodies the attendant 

degeneracy that hybridity frequently sigrufies within white Caribbean 

discourse. And, as a "brown thin&" Lucea's body is no-body. Without 

culture, nation, gender, race or sexuality she la& a social identity. Lucea 

"trîumphs" at the end of the novel as a disembodied spirit, "free" from d 

confines of identity, free to write poetry, hee to f i d y  Say, "1 have found 

Beauty irilüiitely sad." The problem is that Hyrnan has emptied that "Y of 

dl possible meaning, expeiled it beyond the Limits of possibility, even 

beyond the iimits of speech. The abject is not a social being; it is a state that 

~ O W S  another being - the white reader, the white writer - to constitute 

itself through the force of expulsion. In white Caribbean discourse, the 

impure mulatta is expeiled so that the white self c m  imagine itself as 

whole, clean, pure. 

If the mulatta as abject represents the expulsion of the undean, she also 

- 

when we are imploreci to "ody concede the b r o m  skin as a possibly beautifyuig factor, and it 
must be admitted that she was unusually attractive" (199). The narrative depends upon the 
reader imagining the possibility that Lucea is beautifd while simultaneous1y understanding 
Rodd's rejectïon of her based on h a  colour. This education of the reader niggests that S/ he 
is posited as white. 
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"haunts the edges of the subject's identity with the threat of disruption or 

even dissolution" (McClintock 71). in Hyman's text Lucea's socid and 

physical erasure Ieaves a trace: her brown "thingness." When 1 Say above 

that Lucea is beyond the limits of speech 1 do not mean that she is unable to 

communicate, only that without a social identity she cannot occuw 

(whatever Hyrnan suggests) an "Y position, or function within the 

conventions of a soaal speech-ad or dialogue. Lucea does not often speak 

diredy in Hyman's text. The narrative voice that identifies itself as white, 

or as the surrogate for the white reader, dominates the novel. Scenes of 

"unmediated dialogue are relatively rare, and representations of Lucea's 

thoughts are usuaily combined with narrative commentary and 

interpretation. 

1 would suggest that Lucea's text is not her poem but her body. Her 

speech is played out on her body, signhed by her body, and it is her body 

that haunts and threatens to dismpt a white sense of self. In another 

context, on the subject of a different novel, Jeffrey Gray argues that the 

mulatta's body "is the event of the novel, whose plot consists of a series of 

descriptions of that event" (263). This could also be said of Srrcdy in Bronze, 

only I would add that it is Lucea's body as a brown thing that is the central 

event of the novel. This emphasis reminds us that the mulatta's body is 

heequently divorced from any social identity and posited as a repugnant by- 

produd of colonialism and white subjectivity. It also reminds us that 

whiteness is a fundamentally relational category, defined by reference to 

that which "it has flung out to its perimetef (Frankenberg 231). and 

dependent upon the constant supply of "images of chaos and disintevation, 

against which the principles of uni9 and order may be continually 

invoked" (Spurr 121). 



Phyllis Bottome 

Phyllis Bottome was born in 1882 in England of an English mother and 

American father. The family traveled a great deal while Bottome was 

Young, mainly as a result of her father's occupation as parson and his need 

to seek new positions from time to time. Travel seems to have spurred 

Bottome to write. Her h t  novel, Crooked Answers, was published in 1911 

when she was eighteen years old, and from then on until her death in 1963 

Bottome published regularly. Her output indudes novels, short stories, 

autobiographies (three in total), and biographies (most notably Alfred Adler, 

a Biography in 1939). From dust jacket blurbs and the rare reference to 

Bottome in literary-critical texts devoted to other writers or broad historical 

periods, it would appear that Bottome was, at least at one point in her 

career, a very popular writer. The American edition of her most known 

novel, n e  Mortd Storm (1937), was reprinted thirteen tirnes within the 

year of its release (Brothers 24û), and was made into a film starring Margaret 

Sullavan, James Stewart and Robert Young in 1940. The novel is set in 

Munich and tells the story of a Jewish family living through the years 1932- 

34. 

Bottome traveled widely as an adult (she lived in Europe for much of 

the 1920s and 1930~)~  and seems to have written novels based on lived 

experiences in Europe, England and the United States. She died in 1%3, 

shortly after the publication of her thVd autobiography, The Goal, in 1%2. 

Though The Goal was completed weil after Bottome had written her 1950 

novel Undm the Çkin, which is set in the Canbbean, the period of time that 

she chronicles in this last autobiographical work are the years from 1930 to 

1938. To my knowledge, nothing is known of Bottome's connedion to the 
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West Indies. Based on her pattern of setting novels in places in which she 

had lived and to which she felt connected, it is likely that Bottome resided 

in the Caribbean some time in the 1940s. but this c m  only be a guess. 

Bottome's sociakt leanùigs and her sympathy for the victims of raaal 

oppression can, however, be gleaned from her published works, especially 

n e  Mortai Storm. Bottome's characters discuss the ideologies of nazism, 

communism, judaism, and femuiism, and, as Barbara Brothers notes, the 

novel "directs our attention to the practice of these ideologies" (251). 

Bottome rnay have been interested in the complex racial dynamics and 

history of imperialism in the Caribbean, since much of her novel Under the 

Skin is concerned with the racial education of the Enghsh protagonist Lucy 

Armstrong. 

In Under the Skin the soaal dynamic between mulatto/ a and white 

forms the basic substance of the narrative, and like Hyman's work this 

novel explores the racial and sexual tensions between black and white that 

the mulatta represents within her body. The difference between Bottome 

and Hyman is that Bottome interrogates more rigorously than does Hyman 

notions of raaal, gender and dass identities within a West Indian soaal 

scene, although this interrogation at times Iapses into colonialist 

representations and ideologies. Bottome's work is more complex and more 

contlicted than Hyman's admittedly contradictory representation of the 

mulatta, and is also more ambivalent on the subjed of race "mixing," the 

results of which are presented in surface/ depth oppositions as (altemately) 

physicaily beautiful but moraiiy comipt; physically repugnant but morally 

beautiful; and potentially both physically and morally superior. The 

discourse of blood is reproduced in a muted and slightiy altered form, and 

degeneracy is not necessarily viewed as the consequence of miscegenation. 
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Miscegenation is seen as the central social problem in the text, but is not 

figured as the ultimate scene of defilement. 

As in Study irz Bronze, Bottome's text is structured around the journey 

motif. But in Under the Skin it is not the West Indian mulatta who Literdly 

crosses boundaries (national, cultural, racial) during the ocean voyage, thus 

sigmfying her inbetween position as an outcast and wanderer, but rather the 

white and British Lucy Armstrong, who occupies the centre of this story and 

passes between two worlds.9 Lucy is in mourning for her "old world" (18) 

whch has been destroyed by war and by the deaths of her two Iovers in the 

war. Having lost her own identity in the war, she is also in mourning for 

heaelf, for her own "hozen state" (11). Like the colonialist archetype, she 

sails to the "new world" (18), which is figured as a blank page, in order to 

reinvent herself or to fînd a new identity. The unnamed Caribbean island 

to which she joumeys represents a space that awaits Lucy's amival, and then 

becomes the site for her self-discovery: "... looking aaoss the golden sea she 

codd invent whatever M e  she liked out of the deep purple shadows, which 

she now knew were land" (15). But unlike the typical colonial scene 

wherein the colonizer views the island as a siniplifieci replication of the old 

world, or as a space the value of which will be rneasured against that of the 

original mode1 (England), Lucy's island functions as a transitional space 

between old and new, between colonialkt and aeole identities, between 

It is interesting that the protagonists of both Hyman's and Bottome's texts share the same 
narne and &O some characteristics of St. Lucy. Stories have circulated that St. Lucy was 
denouncd as a Christian by her rejected suitor, which offers an ironic cmterpoint to 
Lucea's rejection by Ronaid and his denouncement of her as a "barbarian" ( " p h  trees and 
niggers and aii that sort of thing..."). Hyman also possibly plays with the suggestion of 
Light (light skin) associated with Luq's name. Bottome expliatiy assoaates her Luq 
with lightness (purity and whiteness), and is also more diredly engaged with St. Lucy's 
reptation as the "virgin martyr," famous for her refusal of marriage (Lucy will refuse a 
very good match). In the end, Lucy is once more in Bottome's text an M c  "saint" who, in 
marrying a bladc man, gives up her light/whiteness and stahis as virgh. 
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white and black In the course of the novel, Lucy relinquishes d l  of the 

sources of her power: her status as British, her position as headmiçtress of a 

prestigious girl's school, and even her identity as white. Like Luceafs, Lucy's 

ocean voyage involves the uossing of national, cultural and racial 

boundaries, but unlike Lucea, Lucy does not go badc 

"Saint" Lucy is estabfished eariy in the story as the mode1 of white 

Engiish womanhood. Her colour is repeatedly described as "shell-pink" (9) 

and "pink and white" (39,69), and her erect, slender, weil-bdanced and 

weil-regulated body represents the ideal of femininity. Lucy's "white" 

characteristics indude restraint (9), good breeding (IO), a sense of duty (IO), 

and "innocencef' (17). She is deçcribed as "weil-born" and "weii-bred" but 

also as preventing herself "from wing these privileges in a self-indulgent 

mannef' (10). She knows how to treat her inferiors (with kindness, 

compassion, and gentle correction), and most important she is directed by 

an all-powerful sense of duty and good faith. Lucy M y  understands her 

burden as a white woman, evident when she explains to her new charges in 

her inaugural appearance as headmistress that she "came from another 

island - an old, rich, friendly island, full of kmwledge; and she had brought 

them some of that knowledge" (40). Lucy is in part coded as white when she 

adopts the ferninine equivalent to what Spurr calls the position of the 

"cuitivated man," who is "a figure of ennobled subjectivity defined by 

enlightened II rr rn a n ideals rather than by the narrow interests of a Mbe" 

(111). Lucy determines, upon meeting the creole children of the Evenlade 

School, that out of "the alien speech and manners which had been thnist 

upon them only a few generations ago, the chitdren wanted to gain a quality 

that was universai which wouid put them into a position in which they no 

longer felt any sense of inferiofity," and that she would "bestow this quality 
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on them" (54-5). By "universai" Lucy means, of course, "British." She 

wants these children to trade in their island language, culture and identities 

for "universai" quaiities. The question is one of civilization: Lucy's 

civilizing mission is justified by the "universal" philosophy that "backward 

people ... had to be controlled by more civilized ones, and the British were 

more civilized than Africans" (52). 

As a war heroine, and as a white woman with the right sentiments, Lucy 

is welcomed into the white community on the island, which is represented 

by the Anstruthers. The Anstntthers and their set regard Lucy as "a modest, 

unassuming girl of the old Victorian type, ody considerably more active 

and useful" (161), and value her accordingly. As a Victorian "girl" whose 

"proper Victorian sensibilities place her above the sexud temptations which 

might lead to interraaal mixing" (Mencke a), Lucy is ideal mamage 

material for Bob h t r u t h e r ,  who has in the past dallied with black island 

"girls" but who now, as he teils Lucy, wantç a "girl who's lovely and kind, 

white inside and out" (169). White b i d e  and out, Lucy is a valuable 

commodity for the Anstmthers, just as this Victorian "type" has been 

valued within colonialist discowe. The white woman of good stock in the 

colonies is the "fountainhead of racial strength whose duty is to keep 

order, peace, hygiene and economy, and to "perpetuate a vigorous race" 

(Stoler 1991: 73, 81). In the colonies, as in this novel, good European women 

are seen as able to "safeguard prestige, morality, and &date their men 

from the cultural and sexuai contamination of contact with the colonized 

(Stoler 1991: 81). The key to the preservation of white racial purity lies in 

the moral sense of the white woman, as the race theorist Daniel Brinton 

explains in 1890: 

It is to the woman alone of the highest race that we must look to 
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preserve the purity of the type .... They have no holier duty, no more 

sacred mission, than that of transmitting in its integrity the heritage of 

ethnic endowrnent gained by the race through thousands of generations 

of struggle. That philanthropy is false, that religion is rotten, which 

would sanction a white woman enduring the embrace of a coloured 

man.. (287) 

Bob needs a little safeguarding: his Long-past relationship with Jenny, a 

coloured woman, produced a cMd who died as a baby, and ended with 

Jenny's suicide as a result of Bob's abandonment. Lucy is viewed by the 

Anstruthers as Bob's corrective and Jemy's proper white correlative. 

Where, in all this, is the figure of the mulatto/a? 1 have dwelled on the 

symbolic value of Lucy's whiteness in order to preface the centrd confiict 

and opposition within the novel between the ali-English, ail-white Lucy 

and her not quite white rival, Elvira. Lucy has corne to the Island to take up 

the position of headmistress of Evenlade, a position which Elvira has been 

temporanly holding "betweenf8 headmistresses until a suitable white 

replacement could be found. Lucy does not realke that she has been 

recruited to supplant a "coloured" woman - in fa& she does not even 

realize that Elvira is coloured und Elvira henelf explains her position: 

"... I'm colored." 

"Oh!" Lucy exdaimed with a little gasp of horror. "But why - if 
you are - should it make the slightest difference?" 

ElWa was pleased at Lu+ horror .... "It makes al1 the difference 

on the island," Elvira said with tra'agic intensity. "For one thing ifs the 

reason they brought you over. You see, I couldn't be a real headmistress 

unless the children were ail black I could only be a sort of deputy, and 

they found that wasn't quite enough." (28-9) 
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Elvira is positioned withui the novel as the tragic mulatta, the near-white 

("seven-eighths," she asserts 12401) malcontent who "yearns to be white and 

is doomed to unhappiness and despair because of this impossible dream 

(Dearborn 140). Elvira is white - Lucy cannot see her "colour'' - but she is 

not "white." She la& Lucy's interior whiteness. She asserts that she is 

"one with the British Empire" (Xû), but inside her body her black blood, her 

la& of purity, her raaal taint, denies this assertion. The outside of her 

beautifully manicured, pale-skinned body is marked by Bottome to signal 

this invisible flaw. While Bottome does not explicitly reproduce the 

discourse of tainted blood that we have seen associated with the mulatta, 

she does repeatedly associate Elvira with blood: her "carehdly reddened 

lips" (21), her "mby ring' (33, her "blood red" (35) or "brilliant crimçont' 

nails (69), and her "crimson-tipped fingers" (200) all mark Elvira as deviant, 

deceptive, dangerous, excessive, sexud, and predatory - as, in other words, 

the mulatta. ElWa may be "passionately pro-British, Anglo-Catholic, and 

Conservativef' (29) as she ctaims, but it al1 arnounts to naught as her body is 

a site of racial pollution and she c m  not, as Lucy c m ,  protect the purity of 

the future generations of the white race. 

The muiatta stereotypes that attend Elvira, the seductive ternptress, are 

not revised by Bottome, though the objects of Elvira's charms slightly alter 

the portrait. Elvirafs primary power is a sexual power, but her victims are 

young white giris rather than white men. Elvira is described as having 

"absolute power" (70) over her favourite and devoted students: 

She played on the awakening senses of young girls without any danger 

of losing control over her own. Girls had to wake u p  physically sooner 

or later, why should they not wake up to her? She made them aware of 

her as they had never been aware of anyone before. Her look, the curve 
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of her crimson lips, the light touch of her narrow hands, electrified 

them .... Elvira sank down on the divan by Marjorie's side. She could 

feel the dangerous thrill that passed through the girl's body, as if a skilled 

hand had swept across the strings of a harp, forcing their silence into 

music .... [Maqoriel trembled a Little more when Elvira lightly touched 

her hand. (70-2) 

Elvira's r a d  degeneracy is signded by her "unnaturai" and predatory 

(homo)sexuality. Further, her erotic relationship with Ma jorie is marked 

by another unnaturai inversion. On a number of occasions Marjorie, "so 

long enslaved and corrupted" (262) by Elvira, is symbolically divested of her 

whiteness in her position as slave. Elvira, then, "passes" for white in her 

symbolic position as master in this racial reversa1 of the master/slave 

paradigm. Passirtg of course represents a transgression of boundaries, and is 

a f o m  of trespassing. Elaine Ginsberg explains that '%la&" to "white" 

passing involves "escaping the subordination and oppression 

accompanying one identity and accessing the privilege and status of the 

other" (3) and that, from the perspective of the dominant race, passing is 

"deception' an attempt to daim status and privilege falsely" (8). Since 

passuig destabilizes the grounds of privilege founded on racial identity, the 

individual who passes is a threat to racially dominant groups and is 

generaily marked by that group as unnaturai, subversive and inauthentic 

Elvira is represented by Bottome throughout the novel in preàsely these 

terms, as an inauthentic figure who performs whiteness but who is 

essentiaily non-white (recall Elvira's earlier performance of "Iragic 

intensity" as she informs Lucy of her colour). This contradiction between 

appearance (white/ master) and essence (black/ slave) is what identifies 

Elvira as the villain of Bottome's novel. It is not merely that Elvira is after 
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Lucy's job or that she manipulates young girls to aid her in her goal, but that 

she "appears" not to be what she "is." In positioning herself as master over 

Majorie, Elvira is involved in racial theft. She tries to take for herseif the 

privilege that both Majorie and Lucy are given as a birth right. 

EIWa is one of three biracial characters in the novel, but she is the only 

one who is situated squarely within the tenitory of the mulatta stereotype 

constnicted within white Anglo-Caribbean discourse. I have suggested that 

Elvira is marked as the sexual, social, racial degenerate because she wants to 

be white, feels herseif to be white, rejects her "legal" status as black, and 

assumes for herself, without soaal sanction, a position of white privilege. 

Elvira's biraaal double, Myra U S a n  , a student at Everslade, is in al l  

meaningfd ways Elvira's opposite (the binary terms Elvira/ Myra suggest a 

simüar miscegenetic statw but also an opposition of meaning): she has a 

"heavy, ugly faceff (39) that initiafly frightens Lucy; she is quiet, thoughtful, 

and self-effacing; and she is critical of the attitudes and privileges of white 

people, whom she refers to as "beautiful fiends" (199). Myra is constnicted 

as the authentic mulatta who accepts her double heritage and knows her 

place. She tells Lucy, with whom she has allied herçelf against Elvira and 

the chosen tribe of privileged white girls, that she, Myra, "never had a white 

uiend before," and that she "had meant to be your servant, and look after 

you .... But what you speak of is different. It is mu& more." (195). Lucy 

invites Myra into a position of equality and friendship, which Myra begins 

to accept as she overcomes her fears of whiteness, whereas Elvira assumes 

as a right what is in fad a prirdege of whites to grant to non-whites. Both 

Elvira's surface beauty, and Myrafs ugliness (attributed to her particular 

racial mix of black and Chinese) are ironic: Myra is wisdom, goodness and 

loyalty on the inside, while Elvira's core is rotten. Given the title of the 
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novel - Under the Skin - Bottome's point is that it's what's inside that 

counts: both Lucy and Myra are "white" (honest, loyal, semess, restrained, 

innocent) inside, partly because they both question the value of (though 

Lucy continues to exerase) white privilege. Elvira, who covets power and 

privilege, is a tainted and aawed figure whose outward whiteness is a lie 

that conceais her inward darkness. 

Myra functions in the novel partly as a foil to Elvira and partly as race 

educator to Lucy, whose celebrated "innocence" indudes naiveté on the 

S U ~ J ~ C ~  of island race relations. Lucy's prinapal misunderstandings and 

failures of communication occur with Philip Calgary, the third biracial 

character in the novel. Philip is the produd of "one of those old half- 

planter, half-freed-Negro families" (30), and is also the doctor on cal1 for 

Everslade, as no white doctors practice in such a remote location. Lucy 

interprets Philip's distance and coolness toward her as unjustifieci snubbing 

rather than caution and self-preservation For exampie, after Lucy has been 

injured in an "accident" orchestrated by Elvira, Philip recommends that a 

white doctor attend her during her recovery even though he is at hand and 

the white doctor is at some distance. Lucy objects, arguing that the plan is 

impractical and that as Philip is the better dodor she would prefer his 

attendance. She does not understand that Philip's recommendation is based 

on raaal, not medical, qualifications. Later, Myra explains to Lucy that 

Lucy's individual qualities are not the issue, but that she is feared and hated 

by non-whites owing to "the feeling of your whiteness [whidi] may do 

something that cannot be stopped (199). While Lucy daily enjoys white 

privilege and exercises white power, she cannot as yet see her whiteness and 

the threat it contains - what it could d O - to characters like Philip. 

As the novel progresses, Lucy and Philip are increasingly attracted to one 
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another. Lucy admits her feelings to herçelf, and later to Philip, but Philip 

suppresses his attraction and rejects the possibility of any intimate 

relationship with Lucy. When a friend asks him what he thinks of the new 

headmistress, he replies: 

"I rnake nothing of her. You know as well as 1 do w hat any coloured 

man thinks of a white woman when he sees her alone for the first t h e .  

He realizes that his manhood is a passive insdt  to her, and he behaves 

accordingly. If he has any pride, he ignores her .... A man is, after ail, a 

man as well as a human being. If he is a busy man with a satisfied heart 

as I am, he will not have even the Bicker of desire for such a woman, yet 

the knowledge of how she would repudiate such a desire makes him 

hate her at first sight." (105) 

Phihp aptly illustrates the gendered nature of racial identity and interraad 

contact. His comments Aude to the long history of black-white relations in 

the colonies as they pertain to the specific case of black male and white 

fernale relations. Such relations are not discussed in the Anglo-Caribbean 

discourse of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries because, though an 

histoncal fact, they were practicaiiy unthinkable. One codd condude from 

reading Long, Schaw, Edwards, and Froude that no white woman had ever 

strayed from her role as preserver of the white race, and yet the fact is that 

mamages - never mind extra-marital relations - between white women 

and coioured men occurred in the colonies.10 What Long et. al. indirectly 

affirm is that very few if any white women of the upper classes crossed the 

colour line. The proper Victorian "girl" who makes her way into Angle 

Caribbean discourse and into Bottome's novel is a girl of the upper-middle 

class, well-bom and well-bred. Ray Baker wrote in 1908 that in the 

Io See Brathwaite: lm, 188. 
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"majoritv of [racial] intermamages the white wornen belong to the lower 

walh of life," and are "German, Lrish, or other foreign women, respectable 

but ignorant" (172). The "lower w W  of white women are hardly the ones 

on whom to depend for the perpetuation of the race anyway. As 

McClintock observes, the lower dasses (induding foreign white "ethnies") 

were considered in the nineteenth century as a source of "cmtagion" (47). 

The debased sentiments and immoral proclivities that could be contracted 

by whites from raaally contaminated non-whites could also be passed on to 

the niling class from the diseased lower classes. And these lower dasses 

could not be counted on to preserve raaal integrity in the colonies. Mrs. 

Carmidiael refea to the "secondary class of whitesJ' who were involved in 

miscegenation as "white Negroes" (1 59), thus Uustrating that dass and race 

membenhips are sometimes interdependent. 

Philip's comments above reflect a gender and dass inflected awareness 

of black male/ white fernale relations. Phiiip "makes nothing" of Lucy in 

part because bladc men have been historically punished for making 

anything of white women (even for looking, since looking at a white 

woman assumes a power over her and an equality with white men), but 

dso because Lucy's class makes her even more inaccessible and potentially 

threatening to Philip's position as a respected doctor in the black 

cornmunity. For reasons of race and dass, Philip views his "rnanhood as 

an insuit to Lucy, and Lucy as an inçult to his manhood. Philip responds 

slowly to his attraction for Lucy because her colour challenges hiç 

maxulinity. The power of whiteness to emasculate is suggested when 

Myra tells Lucy that her whiteness has a "terrible powef' and that Philip 

"wants to give you the whole world - he does not want to take it from 

you" (198). Philip, as a black man, has no "world" to give Lucy; Bob 
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not to mention a great deai of wealth generated by extensive family 

holdings in the island. With Bob, Lucy would be in her proper ferninine 

place - dependent and gratehil - but with Philip Lucy would be ascendant, 

powedul in her whiteness and emasculating in her power. 

Frantz Fanon explains that "the black [man] is not a man" (8) within 

colonialism, that instead of attaining subjecthood the bladc man in the 

face of white d e  suffers "crushing objecthood" (109). Fanon's mode1 of 

black objedification and emasculation under colonialism reflects to some 

degree Phiiip's aisis of masculinity in Bottome's text, but it is also a 

probletnatic paradigm. While Bhabha praises Fanon's "meditation on the 

experience of dispossession and dislocation ... whidi speaks to the 

condition of the marginahzed, the aiienated (63)' other critics have 

censured Fanon for equating the colonial "subject" with "man." Gwen 

Bergner, for example, asserts that in Black Skin, White Masks Fanon's 

"account of nonnative raced masculinity depends on the production or 

exdusion of femininities" (77), and that Fanon situates both bladc and 

white women within the colonialist dynamic as passing back and forth 

"between bladc men and white men, enabling the differentiation of 

masculine subject positions according to race" (80). The circulation of 

women is for Fanon a determinhg factor of masculinity, and so, since the 

black man is not dowed to control the bodies of either black or white 

women, he is therefore symbolically castrated. My point in invoking 

Fanon is not to vaiidate the trade in women but rather to dustrate an 

interesting development in Bottome's text, namely that white femininity 

has the power to symbolically castrate the bladc man because, as Bottome 

recognizes, racial hierarchies are more potent than gender hierarchies 
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within colonial politics. Fanon does not argue that white women have 

any such power; in fact, he describes the sexual union of the biadc man 

and the white woman as "an initiation into 'authentid manhood" (72). 

Fanon believes, and tries to prove, that black men seek out white women 

because "by loving me she proves that 1 am worthy of white love. I am 

loved like a white man 1 am a white man" (63). For the black man, the 

pursuit of white women is the pursuit of white subjectivity, an antidote to 

cnishing objecthood. In Bottome's text, white subjectivity even at the 

symboüc level is not available to the black man through interracial 

relations. Instead, the black man is stripped of his only source of social 

and cultural power - his "manhood." In Fanon's text, the black man is 

frachued under the gaze of the white man (110); in Bottome's text, the 

white woman's gaze has the power to destroy bladc male subjectivity. 

Despite, or perhaps because of, the presence of an emasculating white 

woman, Bottome goes to some lengths to illustrate Philipfs manüness. He 

is the tall, dark, handsome hero with a sculptured face, thidc black brows, a 

dean-cut Grecian iine between forehead and nose, and sensitive, firm Iips. 

His body is straight, his shoulders are broad and his hips are slender. He 

is in part the stereotypical mulatto, with dark skin and "whiteJ' features, 

and a haughty, "arrogant" manner (67). But the difference between Phüip 

and Elvira - that is, between Philip and the dominant mulatto/a 

stereotype withui white Anglo-Caribbean discourse - is that Philip 

embraces his blackness. He considers a biack man and does not 

"trade," as does Elvira, on white ancestry. Like Myra, the other "good" 

mulatto/a, Philip makes no daims of privilege or grabs for power. And 

Philip's refusal to identify himself as white or even part-white contributes 

to his "manly" identity, since within the politics of the novel racial 
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Bottome further establishes Philip's masculine strength and beauty 

through contrast with Lucy's pink and white girüshness. Philip's mother 

addresses the relations of power between the two lovers when she 

adcnowledges that Philip "does not a r e  for adult women" (226). Philip's 

preference for the giriish Lucy (as opposed to the womanly EIWa) allows 

him some masculine authority w i t b  a patriarchai social world, even if 

that patriarchai order is disrupted by racial hierarchies. Because Phiiip is 

not just a handsome lover, but also a father figure and protector, he is 

situated firmly within the novel as a hypemscuiine heroic figure. But 

most important for the preservation of Philip's masculinity is Lucy's great 

renunciation for the sake of their love: she gives up her whiteness so that 

they may be married. If, as George H d y  prodaimed in 2929, "a man 

remains a man as long as he stays under the watch of a woman of his race" 

(in Stoler 1991: 80), then Philip remains a man when Lucy accepts his 

mamage proposal and in so doing becomes a "coloured woman. 

In order for Lucy to be able even to conceive of relinquishing a white 

identity she must fint understand that her whiteness represents a social, 

historical and cultural position of power that threatens and alienates non- 

whites. Myra helps Lucy to see the sigNhcance of her colour. 

"..A think you still do not know what we feel here on the island about - 
white people. Your hand Lies here on mine, and it is white. Please do 

not take it away, but do not forget either that 1 must Learn not to hate 

white hands." 

"Oh, Myra," Lucy cried, "do you really mean that Philip could 

m i n d  my being white? Why, 1 never think for an instant about his 

color. He is so handsome - his coior to me is no more than a sunburn. 
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If what you Say is true, I must get sunburned too." 

"Yes - but it is ~t o t sunbum," Myra said inexorably, "it is his skin, 

and yours is white. Lucy, how st~ong your heart must be if your love can 

conquer the hate in Philip. Here for two hundred years we have been 

your slaves .... No one can bear to be a slave to anyone else .... #f 

"You mean," Lucy said after a long pause, "that I must give up 

liking to be white? 1 must live in some other way?" 

"Yes," said Myra, "If you m m y  Phüip there wiU be nothing more 

for you but Philip and the island ...." (198) 

Lucy knows what it is to live as a white - what she does not know is what 

that living means to non-whites. She knows, for example, that as much as 

she loves Philip she "belong[s] to Bob and the planters" (75). And yet 

throughout the novel Lucy has ambivalent responses to Bob and his "set." 

She objects to Bob's assertion that "the British are the island" by reminding 

him of "another island" (114), the island that her mainly coloured students 

inhabit, and she challenges Bob's implitit suggestion that the "test of 

posses~ion'~ is &et matches and regattas (114). At the same time, Lucy 

feels "safe" (159) with the Anstruthers and welcomes that feeling. She is, 

she knows, "Bob's cup of tes" (160). And yet, she notes that the Anstruthers 

and their kind "let acute poverty, the malnutrition of diildren, the fearful 

sufferings and angry bitterness of the population, siide off them Iike water 

off a duck's back" (16162). But despite her criticisms, Lucy recognizes that 

the Anstruthea are her people, that they share her culture and a "common 

code" (278). The fact that she can see them as such, that she recognizes this 

code, speaks of Luws culturai education on the island. In one revealing 

passage, Lucy sees Bob's whiteness for the first time: "Lucy was so used to 

the men of her own race that not until Everslade had blotted them out of 
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her immediate existence had she reaiiy noticed hem" (162). Whiteness and 

its attendant culture has, for Lucy, become visible. 

Having begun to recognize that whiteness is a cultural and social, rather 

than biological, identity, Lucy beginç the process of giving it d l  up. She tells 

Bob that she intends to marry Philip, and he responds with "incredulous, 

horrified angef' (280): 

"... [Wlhatever you hoped about our staying friends, if you did hope it, 

has got to be washed out. Ifd never willingly set eyes on you again - as 

Philip Calgary's wife. Cod! Ifs unthidcable! ... You'll lose us, Judy and 

me and ail the rest of us." (282-5) 

Lucy proceeds to do what is almost, but not quite, "unthidcable" even to 

herself. She can barely imagine her new Me, whidi would entail giving up 

"her rights and privileges as an Englishwoman," giving up her position as 

headmistress, having "an Ahican rnother-in-law," and becoming the 

"mother of a Negro's child (286). Lucy's giving whiteness up is also 

represented in the novel as her giving whiteness away: "if she gave even 

this - gave her dear-skinned white body into the dark stream of the islandfs 

life - what good would corne of it?" (207). Lucy's great sacrifice is giving up 

her white culture, becoming a citizen of the "other" island, the black island, 

and also giving her body over to blackness. Pouring her blood into the 

"dark streamrr of the island means not being the Victorian girl of proper 

sensibüities who is crucial to the presewation of the white race. Lucy gives 

UP a lot - not just the respect and companionship of the Ansbuthers and 

their set, not just white priviiege and power, not just a career, but her 

symbolic value as a racially pure white woman within colonial history and 

white Anglo-Caribbean discourse. Lucy contaminates her pink and white 

body by giving it to Philip and to the island, and in so doing syrnbolically 
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occupies the position of the mulatta. Neither white nor black, subject nor 

object, Lucy has become the abject. She is, as Bob says, the "unthinkable," 

the inbetween, the composite. that which camot be asimilated. Earlier in 

the novel Bob had exdaimed, "how inaedibly white you are, Lucy!" and 

then added, "1 suppose you'li get beige and bronze like the rest of us soon" 

(120). Bob unwittingly anticipates Lucy's transmutation uito a coloured 

woman. 

Bottome's achievement in this novel is the recognition that whiteness is a 

social identity that is constructed and that can be gained or lost depending 

upon class-bound codes of behaviour. Whiteness in the novel is a set of 

social habits (restraint, duty) rather than a biological imprint, and therefore 

is an identity determined by collective agreement or cultural consensus 

rather than genetic programming. Even Lucy's "inside" whiteness is an 

expression of thiç idea. An inside whiteness is a set of mind and is not 

expressed within the novel as correlative of, for example, white blood. But 

one of the pmblems in the novel iç the underlying humanist message that 

contradicts this positing of a social identity constructed by nationalist. 

historical, class and racial discourses. Throughout the novel Bottome takes 

pains to assert that "under the &in" everyone is really the same - that is, 

that skin colour r e d y  has no meaning. One charader in the novel 

condudes that Lucy "is human first, before she is a white woman" (105). 

Lucy's defedion to the "other" island is eventudy offered as proof of this 

assertion, but the question remains as to what it means to be "human," 

what a "human" identity is. Bottome presurnably means to suggest that 

compassion, kindness, and love are universal human values, but the 

problem is that these values cannot be divorced from their enculturated 
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practices. Lucy's idea of compassion, for example, is her bringing of 

enlightenment to the darker races, and thiç colonialist practice is vindicated 

by the text. (Even Philip, the spokesperson for the "othef island, supports 

Lucy's civilizing mission-) It would seem that under the skin, Lucy is a 

colonizer, but that is presumably not what is meant by the various 

assertions in the text that "we ou@ ail of us on the island just to be human 

beings" (191). Lucy l e m  that all of us camot just be human beings, that 

one has to choose sides, but the ideal is dearly articulated and one toward 

which the novel gestures in its culminating act of miscegenation. 

It is this hope that humans can exist outside of history, that universal 

values exist (to be practiced universally), that an identity can be found under 

the skin, that connects Bottome's novel most strongly to Hyman's. The 

difference is that Hyman imagines that Lucea c m  escape history to hilfiil 

her destiny as a poet, while Bottome argues that the escape is ideal but 

cannot (as yet) be achieved. Bottome and Hyman &O share a colonialist 

mentalit. in different manifestations. Hyman's approach to racial identities 

and her indebtedness to Anglo-Caribbean discourses of blood contamination 

a& her with the scientific raasm of the nineteenth century. Bottome's 

endorsement of Lucy's civiking mission reflects that (and t h )  century's 

preoccupation with bringmg European enlightenment to the dark regions of 

the world, and Bottome's condemnation of "passing" suggests that 

authentic and inauthentic racial identities e w t ,  as determined by the 

racially dominant group. But in the end, Bottome's text is more fractured, 

more ambivalent, more contradictory than Hyman's. Bottome's conception 

of the mulatto/ a is vaned, as she both reproduces and repudiates coionialist 

conceptions of race identity. While she suggests that the "good" mulatto/a 

is the one who embraces a non-white identity, she also suggests that a 
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mulatto/a identity is fluid and determined by soaal custom rather than 

biological imprint. Bottome dso, with Lucy's racial defedion, gestures 

toward a creole identity, a sense of self not based on notions of racial purity 

or defilement, or on the n e 4  to transform the Caribbean island into a little 

England. The island is for Lucy a transitional space between colonial and 

creole identities, and miscegenation is in the novel the social act that both 

inaugurates and represents this transformation of identity. 



CHAITER THREE 

Whiteness and Creole Identity: Eliot Bliss and Phyilis Shand Allfrey 

[Creoles] are generally considered a self-satisfied, ignorant and indolent 

class, for the most part sprung from low dassed parents who have made 

money. They are overbearing toward those who depend on them. They 

have very little conversation. With the men one can talk about sugar 

and almost solely about sugar; but with those creole ladies it is perfedly 

useless to attempt to make them talk. They can answer yes or no and 

perhaps will venture to ask you if you like the country. They are also 

very shy or awkward. 

- Father Woollett, circa 1850 (in Moore, 30) 

In the Caribbean context, the term "creole," from the Spanish crzollo (which 

is from the Pomiguese crioulo) meaning "native," generally refen to any 

plant, person, animal, habit, food, figure of speech - just about any objed or 

idea - born in or native to the West Indies. Thomas Stephens suggests that 

the Portuguese crio ti lo amalgamates cria, meaning servant born in the 

master's house, and the diminutive ending -O d o ,  from the Latin -olus, 

which would iead to "little native born servant" as a general definition of 

the term (29-30). In early Pomiguese, Spanish, and Amencan use, the term 

criollo, nioulo or creole tended to refer to a white European born in the 

new world, while in the British Caribbean "creole" generdy referred to 

anyone native born in the Caribbean.1 Brathwaite asserts that in the Anglo- 

These are only the dominant meanings, however. Stephens has u n c o v d  some variations 
in the uses of the term throughout the Americas, partly because different ianguages 
traveled with the user, and partty because of ambiguities in the t d s  etymology. But by 



Caribbean during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the term was 

used in relation to both whites and people of colour, slaves or free, and that 

it "presupposes a situation where the soaety concemed is caught up in 

some kind of colonial arrangement with a metropolitan European power, 

on the one hand, and a (tropical) plantation arrangement on the other, and 

where the society is rnulti-racial but organized for the benefit of a minority 

of European origin" (1974: 10). Judith Raiskin agrees that the term refers to 

"something or someone originating in a colonial temtory" (l), but is less 

convinced of the stability of the terni's definition. In a broader global 

context, the rneanùig of "creoleff fluctuates over time and place. In the 

Caribbean use, birthplace is privileged over colour, ethnicity or language, 

hence the addition of qualifiers ("white creole" or "Spanish creole") to 

further define the subject, but in Europe and in the United States "creole" is 

frequently understood to mean either a person of mixeci racial ancestry 

where one of the ancestors is white, or a person of "pure" white descent 

whwe anceston are French or Spanish (Kaiskin 3). Virginia Dominguez 

traces the history of the term in Louisiana and finds that two dominant and 

divergent meanings are attached to it. Two types of Louisianians have 

historicaily idenafieci, and continue to identify, themselves as creole: one is 

socialiy and legally white, and the other is socially and legally coloured. The 

white side, Domuigue2 explains, "by definition cannot accept the existence 

of the colored aeoles; the colored side, by definition, cannot accept the white 

conception of creole" (149). 'The oniy subject upon which the two sides 

seem to agree is that a black person cannot be a creole, which suggests how 

the terni in the American context is bound up  with claims of white 

the eighteenth century, Stephens says, "creole" wss used to describe things and persons 
native to the Engiish Canbbean (33). 



European ancestry and consequent social stahis. 

But in the Caribbean, a creole identity is "independent of dl 

complexional distinctions," as one anonymous British writer sojourning in 

Jamaica explains to his home audience in 1873 (Letters 21). The historical 

concerns surrounding the notion of a creole identity in Anglo-Caribbean 

discourse are less about questions of colour and more about the social, 

cultural and Linguistic habits or performances identified as belonging to the 

native West Indian, whether black, white or coloured. Creoie, as an identity 

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, is situated between the two 

great traditions of Europe and Africa, belonging fully to neither but 

maintainhg ties to both And, in the case of white aeoles, that identity was 

viewed by European visitors to the Caribbean as so foreign as to require 

exact description for and explanation to European readers. The white or 

bladc creole, in many historical documents, is assigneci a number of social, 

cultural and linguistic habits that constnid the creole as a racial "type" 

distinct from the white European or black African. So, for example, while 

the white European is habitudy describeci as industrious and energetic, the 

white creole is defined as indolent (as in Woollett above); or, while the 

African is said to be savage and unmanageable, the black mole (generdy, a 

"seasoned" slave) is childlike and docile. 

n i e  indolence of the white creoles is widely noted by European writers 

and raises some interesthg questions regarding the blurring of boundaries 

between cultural and racial identities. Throughout colonial history and 

within coionial discourse it is conventionally the raciai other, the black 

native, who is habitually defined and dismissed as lazy, idle, indolent. 

Indolence, viewed by European colonizers as a racial trait, and frequently 

constructed as synonymous with blackness, both offends the sensibilities of 



the energetic colonizer and justifies colonization The indolence of the 

white Caribbean creoles &O frequently offends the European visitor and 

betrays European anxieties regarding racial definitions and what is 

commody referred to as "going native." I dixuss below in greater detail the 

signincance of indolence as an wigned creole trait, given that this tem is 

tainted by assoaation with the construction of the African native as 

indolent. Sutfice it to Say here that while the white creole is by definition of 

"pure" European descent (from the prefiv "white," not the term "creole"), 

white creole identity has been defined in part by the discourse of 

contamination and degeneration associated with the notion of going native. 

As a consequence of failing to uphold dass-bound social behaviours such as 

industry or energy, the white creoie has been represented as insufficiently or 

inauthenticaliy white or European. Wooilett emphasizes this intersection 

between class and race identities when, in discwing how the creole identity 

diffea from a colonizing European identity, he stresses the "low classed" 

origins of wealthy creoles. 

"Creole" carries w i t h  it an implicit assault on discrete racial identities. 

If the creole is situated between Europe and Africa, s/ he is also situated 

between whiteness and blackness, or as "below" whiteness and "above" 

blackness, as a kind of cultural mulattof a. Like the mufatto/ a, the aeole 

represents a disruption of binary categories such as European/African, 

white/ black, civilized/savage, and also the threat of boundary-msing, of 

blurring distinctions between or asserting the fluidity of racial, cultural and 

national identities. And, like the mulatto/ a identity, creoleness calls into 

question the criteria by which Europeanness or whiteness can be identified - 
certainly not only by colour, or by education, or by class, or by country of 

birth. If the colonial venture is predicated in part on being able to 
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distinguish the colonizer from the coionized, the creole can pose a problem. 

While the wealthy white creole on the plantation is dearly engaged in the 

colonial project, s /  he is ais0 frequently viewed by the metropole as a failed, 

Eidional or inauthentic white European, contaminated by tropical living. 

Like the mulattola, the creole in Anglo-Caribbean discourse is often 

represented as a degenerate figure, mainly because those middle-dass 

dispositions that traditiondly iden* the colonking European are not, 

according to European visiton such as WooUett, rigorously upheld by the 

white creole. Reverend J. R Moore, writing in 1874 in Guyana, identifies 

white middle-class colonial values as energy, peaevenng industry, moral 

courage, self-denial, frugality, prudence, carefulness, and avoidance of false 

pride (in Moore 18). The white creoles were frequently viewed by European 

or colonial whites as failing to meet these aiteria, as passing for white 

rather than as being authenticdy white, and even of passing for middle 

dass when "sprung from low dassed parents." in short, creole whites fail to 

perform whiteness successfully as defined by the colonial power. 

Stoler argues that it is a myth that whites in the colonies formed a 

"naturd cornmunity of common class interests, racial attributes, poliücal 

affinities, and superior culture," and that boundanes separating colonizer 

from colonized were not always self-evident and easily drawn (1991: 52). 

The fractious nature of the white cornmunity, even at the upper end of the 

economic scale, is evident in the writings of eighteenth and nineteenth 

century tavelers and historians: there is generaiiy, at some point, a 

recognition of the great divide between European and aeole culture. Just as 

"Rochester" notes that Antoinette is "Creole of pure English descent" but 

also "not English or European" (Rhys 56), English writen of the Iast few 

centuries define white creoles in paradoxical terms, as (like the mulatto/ a) 
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white but not quite, European yet alien, Mendly yet hostile. As in the 

earlier discussion of the mulatto/a, in this chapter 1 preface m y  reading of 

two novels by white creole women by historicizing the notion of a gendered 

white creole identity. In historical accounts, the "white creole" tends to 

mean the male of speûes, while the female is treated in a separate category. 

So, for example, throughout his Hisfmy of \arnica when Long refers to "the 

creole" he means the white aeole man; "aeole ladies" and "creole 

childrenff are describeci in detail in distinct sections. Rather than follow this 

precedent, I privilege gender when discuçsing both masculine and ferninine 

forms of creole identity. 1 begin with some general comments on the 

representation of creole masculinity and on so-called "raaal" traits said to be 

shared by creole men and women alike, and 1 then proceed to isolate in 

more detail the representations of white creole women in particular, in both 

historical and fictional texts. Finally, I outline the signlfxcance of creoleness 

as a theoretical or conceptual category, as a hybrid identity, and as a culturd 

practice. 

There is some consensus in the writings of colonial Europeans on the 

strengths and the f a ihgs  of the white male mole character. Edward Long 

(1774), Janet Shaw (1776), John Stewart (1808), and Bryan Edwards (1819) 

agree that the m o l e  man is a handsome, weil-proportioned, civil, generous, 

soft and gentle aeature. Long describes the men as "in general sensible, of 

qui& apprehension, brave, good natured, affable, generous, temperate, and 

sober; unsuspicious, loven of freedom, fond of social enjoyments, tender 

fathers, humane and indulgent masters ..." (TI 262). Schaw describes them as 

"soft and manly" and aiso notes their "gallantry" and "civility" (112). John 

Stewart, who, Iike Carmichael, aims to render "a pidure of society and 



manners" (x) in the Canbbean, begins his section on "creoles, or natives8* 

(152) by describing the white male creole in wholly approving terms: he is 

t d  and well-proportioned, lively and cheerful, open, generous and 

unsuspecting, hospitable even to excess, a kind and generous hiend, an 

affectionate relative, and a lenient and indulgent master (152-3). In sum, 

says Stewart, white creoles "possess, in general, as much humMty as the 

Europeans" (153). Edwards agrees that the men are frank, sociable, 

benevolent, generous, hospitable, gracefd and a "tder race ... than the 

Europeans" (II 9-11). Both Stewart's and Edwards' comments underscore the 

notion that while the definition of "creole" is not tied to conventional 

notions of race - a creole may be of any race - the white creole nonetheles 

tended to be viewed as belonging to a racial category separate from that of 

the white European, or of owning racial traits not generaily found in the 

Anglo-European. While many writers of the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries praised the white creole's amiable, open, affectionate and generous 

nature, those same writers critiazed the creole for failing to meet European 

standards of behaviour. 

Father Wooliett's comments above are typical of the criticisms aimed at 

the creole character. Vimiaily every social commentator takes the creole, 

both male and female, to task for "a degree of supineness and indolence in 

their affairs" (Long II 265), or, as Edwards says, for ttheir "lax fibre" and 

"languor and lassitude" in hnctioning (II 13). Writing 115 years after Long, 

Froude finds the creoles "defiaent in energy" but "unifonnly ladies and 

gentlemen" (48). Lady Nugent even turris the noun into a verb when she 

describes the male habit of sitting back in the chair with the feet propped up 

on a table or railing, or the tendency of either sex to pass the day lounging 

on the verandah, as "creolizing" (1 17). Nugent views these leisure activities 
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as vulgar and unproductive and therefore unEuropean, and prefers herseif 

to remain industrious at al1 times by sewing, writing and visiting. To 

aeolize, then, is not only to be physicdy lazy but dso to lack intelledual 

industry and activity. For this reason, the vice of indolence is in Nugent's 

and other accounts linked to generai accusations of creole luxury and excess, 

as well as to specific cornplaints regarding male sensuality and adultery, 

which together represent the antithesis of those valued Euopean traits 

(frugality, self-denial, pmdence) identified by Reverend Moore. Long states 

that ai l  white creoles are "too much addicted to expensive living, costly 

entertainment, dress and equipagef' (II 265). Schaw comments on the 

opulence of the aeoies, and observes that it is considered among them "a 

sin not to be [luxurious]" (95). Stewart asserts that the West Indian is "too 

fond of pleasure" (167). Among the many pleasures of the male creole 

condemned by the European are drink and uruegulated sexuid activities. 

Schaw notes the "licentious" and "unnaturai" amours of the creole men 

(112), as do Lady Nugent, who calls for a "reformationff in the sexual 

excesses of the men (87), and Eliza Fenwick, who summarizes the aeole 

Lifestyle as one of "sewuai indulgences and luxury" (200). Edwards c& the 

habit of male concubinage "a violation of d decency and decorumff (11 26), 

and Phillippo censures aduitery as a "gross and open violation of every 

socid d u y  (124). 

According to the European, the white creole, like the mulatto/a, is a 

figure of bodily excess. The men, particuiarly, are said to have tremendous 

physical appetites for food, drink, and sex. The indulgence and gratification 

of the physical is represented as being at the cost of intellectual pursuits such 

as reading, writing, and the cultivation of conversation. Even the indolence 

or idleness of the creole, male or fernale, is a fonn of physical excess, in that 



the body is not restrained by conventions in posture or  dothing, or by a 

strict work ethic The body is, in other words, fluid and expansive rather 

than rigid and contained, and its desires are privileged rather than effaced. 

Perhaps because indolence is viewed as a symptom of fleshly excess, it is afso 

paradoxicaliy equated with its apparent inverse: liveliness. John Stewart, in 

a single sentence, faults all creoles for being both "too lively" and "too 

indolent" (163, and Long, whose description of the creole as "lively" and 

"hearty" (II 280) follows his earlier critique of supheness and indolence, in 

essence agrees. Excessive indolence and excessive liveliness produce the 

same effect, namely a la& of sustained and controlled physical or 

intellectuai labour, and even poor accounting (Long says that mies are 

"bad economists" [II 265)). 00th too lazy and too liveiy, the body of the 

white creole, especïally of the male, is intemperate and wastefui. Masculine 

energy is either wanting or spent in worthless or immoral purçuits; in 

either case, fleshly appetites are privileged over physical labour or 

intellectual industry, and their preference marks the aeole as a degenerate - 

and politically dangerous - creature. The white population of the colony is, 

after dl, dominated by creoles. The unmanageable creole body dialfenges 

the stridures of the colonial power by establishg alternate models of white 

masdinity. Further, European artxieties regarding the nativized or 

creolized white body may be an extension or expression of fears regarding 

the creolization of - and loss of British control over - political, legal and 

economic bodies. 

Representing European fears about "going native," about losing control 

over the colony when whiteness is reinvented in a tropical climate 

dominated in population by non-whites, the creole in historical accounts 

tends to resernble stereotypes of "the nativef' within colonial discourse. 
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J.M. Coetzee cites a number of eighteenth century European accounts of the 

Hottentot which resemble those of the white creole: 

They are, without doubt, both in body and &d, the laziest people 

under the sun . .  . Their whole earthly happiness seerns to lie in 

indolence and supi nity.... 

The men ... are ... the laziest aeatures that can be imagined, since their 

custom is to do nothing, or very liffle. if there is anything to be done, 

they let their women do it. 

[A] duil, inactive, and 1 had almost said, entirely listless disposition ... is 
the leading characteristic of their minds .... 
Lazy, idle, improvident.. .. (17-18) 

Of course, similar terrns are used by Europeans to desaibe the free and 

enslaved black population in the Caribbean Long describes slaves as 

"ignorant" (II 354) and asserts that they are "more indined to a M e  of 

idleness and ease, than a life of labo& (II 404). Eliza Fenwidc finds the 

slaves to be a "sluggishf inert, self-willed race of people" (163) addicted to 

"idleness" and "profiigate in the extreme" (167). Carmidiael says of the 

slaves that "idleness is their delight" (1 %) and "indolencefr (1 247) their 

normal state, and Trollope describes the bladc man as "capable of the hardest 

bodily work" but "idle" and "sensual" (56). The creole, as a degenerate 

white, shares these charader traits with the native. James Phillippo is 

explicit about the fail of the creole whites from high European standards: 

Though the white inhabitants of Jamaica retained in a considerable 

degree the national customs, as well as many of the domestic soaal 

habits of their European ancestors, yet, in consequence of the peculiar 

circumstances in which they were placed, they rapidly degeneated in 

their mental attainments and general accomplishments. (121) 
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Phillippo does not elaborate on what he means by "peculiar ckcurnstances" 

- the system of slavery certainly, but also dimate, isolation, cultural 

interaction, excessive wealth? He also does not explain what he means by 

mental attainments or general accomplishments, or how mental 

degeneration can be identified when "national customs" and "social habitsff 

have been retained. 1 have argued, following Stoler, that it is the 1 0 s  of 

middle-class dispositions, equated as they are with European membeahip, 

that links the creole both to the mulatto/a and to the "native," and that 

therefore primarily marks the creole as degenerate or not fully white. 

Phiilippo's emphasis, however, is upon cultural production here when he 

suggests (as does Brathwaite weil over a hundred years later) that white 

creoles have accomplished nothing of intellectual note during their tenure 

in the Caribbean. In other passages Phülippo seems to contradid his 

assertion that European social habits have been retained, such as when he 

criticizes the creole for what he c a k  an addiction to pleasure (121), or when 

he notes the proud, overbearing and cruel disposition that he daims is at 

the heart of the creole sensibility (121), or when he censures the men for 

their "shameless adultery" (124). Those educated abroad, says Phillippo, are 

in some ways "reformed" of these ugly habits (135). With these cornments 

Phillippo implicitly argues that the white creole does indeed violate the 

national customs and domestic social habits of Europe as construed within 

Anglo-Canbbean discourse, and that the* degeneracy is sign-posted by both 

the fadure of cultural production and the dedine of middle-dass 

sensibilities. 

Judith Raiskin, in her book on creole subjectivity, corredly asserts that 

"the creole position is highly ambivalent, situated as it is between national, 

racial, and linguistic identities" (Il), but does not address the specificity of 
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that betweenness. The white crede as a situated identity does not exkt on 

some level field between two poles (European and native) but rather within 

an elaborate hierarchy of racialized identities (fro m European to native) that 

depends upon dass-bound codes of behaviour and values (such as those 

identified by Moore). And the discourse of degeneracy that allies the white 

aeole with both the native and the rnulattofa - that, in effect, "bladcens" 

the white mole - is a significant feature of the history of aeole subjectivity. 

Just as the mulatto /a  is contaminated by hiç/ her black blood, the white 

creole is contaminated by sexual contact with blacks (largely in the case of 

white men) and simple proximity to bladc cultural practices such as cooking, 

dress, music, speech and posture. Further, Raiskin does not explore in her 

theoretical framing of creole writing the extent to which creoleness is a 

gendered identity. The discourse of creole femininity is a partidarly 

anxious thread within Anglo-Caribbean writing. As noted in Chapter Two, 

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries white raaal suMval was 

repeatedly represented as being dependent upon the persona1 condud of 

white women Therefore, the maintenance of "propef social customs 

among women was also viewed as necessary for the success of the avilizing 

mission in the tropics. Stoler explains that the avilizing offensive was 

directed not ody at the colonized, but at "recalcitrant and ambiguous 

participants in imperial culture at home and abroad (1995: 108-9). A 

temperate and absternious white woman was frequently perceived as the 

only corrective to the problem of the recalcitrant white man. Education in 

proper schoolç for young aeole girls, for example, was comidered necessary 

for their development into "objects of love to the deserving youths, 

whether natives or Europeans," so that by their "pleasing attractions" these 

educated young women wouid have the power to draw men "from a loose 



attachment to blacks and Mdattoes, into the more rational and happy 

commerce of nuptial unionff (Long II 250). 

At stake, therefore, in European accounts of the quality of the female 

creole temperament was not just some abstract notion of white 

womanhood but a more pervasive concern with national identity (is the 

colony "British" or "creole"?), common dass interests, and political 

affinities. The good white creole woman was needed to avilize d y  

white men and to foster cornmanity both within the colony and between 

colony and metropoie. Long attributes the "present state of [social] 

reformation" in the coiony to the influence of creole wornen in "re-unitirtg 

the sexes" - that is, encouraging white men to marry white women rather 

than to cohabit with black or coloured women (II 281). It is no wonder, 

then, that the appraisai of white creole womanhood constitutes a major 

concern within Anglo-Caribbean discourse. 

Every writer finds much to be praised in the temperament and conduct 

of the "typical" white creole womea Long asserts that she is the "genuine 

Engliçh breed ... equally pure and delicate in Jamaica as the Mother 

Country" (II 274). Schaw describes the women as "modest, genteel, reserved, 

and temperate" (113), with skin as "pure as the My'' (114). Stewart praiseç 

creole women for their modest and decorous manner and "reputation for 

leading the most correct and virtuous lives" (157), and Edwards concurs that 

they Live "sequestered, domestic and unobtrusiveff Lives (II 14). Troilope 

offers a humorous sketch of the creole women, equal parts gentle critiasm 

and praise: 

That they occupy themselves well during the [day], charity feels 

convinced. Sarcasm, however, says that they do not sin from over 

energy. For my own part, 1 do not care a doit for sarcasm. When their 
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lords reappear, they are always found smiling, weU-dressed, and pretty .... 
(43) 

Trollope resembles Froude in that while he asserts that creole women are 

"ladies," he finds nonetheless that they la& energy and industry. Despite 

their d i a m  women were accused of indolence and languor as mu& as 

were men. While Stewart describes their looks as "sweet and regular," he 

&O notes that they generaily have a "sickiy and languid" appearance (156). 

Edwards similady remarks upon the "spiritless" nature of their look, 

conduding that they "want that glow of health in the countenance" (II 13). 

Ln fact, Edwards is criticd of the creole complexion "in which the lily 

predominates rather than the rose" (13). It is suggested by these remarks 

that the consequence of indolence for "ladies" is ill-health. Excessiveiy fair, 

excessively passive, excessively domestic, it is almost as if creole femuUnity 

exceeds Victorian rnodels to the point where femininity becornes equated 

with sickliness. In this version of creole femininity, au that is good and 

virtuous in a white woman is found in such excessive quantities that 

admirable femùune qualities become their opposite: sickliness, la& of spirit, 

degeneration. Excessive feminine spirit results in the lack of spirit; the 

production of perfect fetnininity leads to the degeneration of the same trait. 

In Anglo-Caribbean discourse, the "good" creole woman is so ferninine as to 

be a figure of dechne and even corruption of that perfed i d ed  In this 

instance, the creole womanfs body may be viewed, as Bordo suggests in 

another context, "as a surface on which conventional constructions of 

femininity are exposed starkly to view, through their inscription in extreme 

or hyper literal form" (1989: 20). Similar to the way in which the bed-ridden 

hysteric is said merely to be performing her own femininity (helplessness, 

dependency, delicacy) to an extreme degree, the white creoie woman 



occupies a contradictory position between ideal femininity and the 

degeneration of that ideal.2 

The "good" white creole woman in ~nglo-Caribbean discourse is placed 

in opposition to her dark sister, the '%ad" white mole  woman who violates 

many or al standards of ideal womanhood and is in consequence explidy 

allied with the lowly native black. These women tend to be posited as the 

exception to the nile and as the negative example of the value of a soüd 

British education Again deploying the language of disease, Long finds in 

"ladies raised in the remoter parts of the island" a la& of vigilance in 

p r e s e ~ n g  their language and mannen from the "infectionff of the 

"Negroes" (II 278). He ates the example of 

a very fine young woman, awkwardly dangiing her arrns with the air of 

a Negro-Servant, lolling almost the whote day upon beds or settees, her 

head muffled up with two or three handkerchiefs, her dress loose, and 

without stays. At noon we h d  her ernployed in gobbhg pepper-pot, 

seated on the floor, with her sable hand-maids amund her. In the 

afternoon, she takes her siesfo as usud  ... When she rouses from 

slumber, her speech is whinllig, languid, and childish. (II 2789) 

Here the art of aeolizing is expticitly linked to cultural corruption and its 

inevitable correlative, unrestrained sexuality. The markets of Afro- 

Caribbean culture are found in posture, elements of costume, cuisine, and 

language, all of which si- an absence of self-regdation or restraint. 

Aga* it is the creole body that is so disturbing, although the whining 

speech sigmfies a lack of intellectual development. 

But the infection, if it entes in part via language, seems to reside (as 

See, for example, Elaïne Showalter's I7ze Fm& Malady for a discussion of the ways in 
which madness and hysteria w be read as an articulation of "the essenaal feminine 
nature" (3) as cortstruded within dominant (Victorian) culture. 
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with the men) primarily in the uniegulated body. The fear within A n g b  

Caribbean discourse seems to be that wegulated female sexuality is the 

terminal point of "ungrammatical" creole speech, which is generaily 

desaibed as a "Guiney dialecî" (Long II 426), or as "Negro gibberish" 

(Carmidiael 1 59). Nugent offen an anecdote to illustrate "the Creole 

language" in whites: 

Many of the ladies, who have not been educated in England, speak a sort 

of broken English, with an indolent drawhg out of theV words, that is 

very tiresorne if not disgusting. 1 stood next to a lady one night, near a 

window, and, by way of saying something, remarked that the air was 

much cooler than usuai; to which she answered, "Yes, ma-am, him rd-Iy  

tm Jra-ish." (52) 

Stewart &O writes at length about the consequences of a domestic education 

for creole women: 

... the very manners and barbarous diaiect of the negroes are apt to 

produce, through the force of eariy habit, an invoiuntary imitation on 

the part of the natives of this country, educated and brought up at home; 

and ... there is often, in consequence, an awkward and ungraceful sort of 

affectation in their language and marner, which strongly indicates 

ignorance and untutored simplicity; or, to use an expression in common 

use, many of thern ... exhibit much of the Quashiba. (159) 

To suggest that the white woman's speech exhibits "mu& of the Quashiba," 

as do both Nugent and Stewart, is to hint at more than mere linguistic 

incornpetence. As language is one of the primary forms of colonial control, 

its deterioration suggests a loss of control over both self and (subjected) 

other, and therefore a 4'corresponding degradation in the political and social 

order" (Spurr 104). To creolize Standard English is to "destabilize and 
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carnivalise the linguistic domination" of the language, by "disarticulating 

given signs and re-articulating their symbolic meaning otherwise" (Mercer 

57). In other words, creoiization of Standard Engiish disempowen that 

"pure" language through cultural appropriation/ contamination (or 

conter-appropriation/ contamination), and empowers the speaker whose 

hybrid, mongrelized or muiatto / a tongue gives expression to indigenous 

cultural forms. But in Nugent and Stewart's texis, aeolized language or 

coarse speech in a white woman is viewed less as an example of uidigenous 

or counter-hegemonic language practice, and more as an indicator of other 

coaae social habits more generally assouated with the secondary dass of 

whites that Carmidiael calls "white negroes" (1 59). White negroes (also 

"white niggers" or "white cockroaches") are imitation whites, creoles who 

have been so far infected with black cultural values that they have lost their 

status as whites within the racial hierarchy of the plantation economy. 

White women who speak the same creolued language as their black slaves 

or servants have lost one of the primary identifying signs of their race/ dass 

and therefore represent a threat to the nature/culhire b i n q  that supports 

colonialism. Colonial discome naturalizes the process of domination, 

h d s  a "naturai justification for the conquest of nature and of ... 'children of 

nature'" (Spurr 156), through the discourse of cultural education and 

advancement. The Quashiba-creole woman who lolis about, refuses to Wear 

a corçet, and drawls like her servants, is a M d  of nahue, not culture, and as 

such cannot effect the social reformaiion of the colony or offer correction to 

the unnily white males of the colony. 

The portrait of the Quashiba-creole woman is prevalent in European 

men's Miting about creoie culture but absent from wornen's texts. While 

Nugent and Carmichaei lament that the meoie women have "no 
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conversationJf (Nugent 14) and "uninformed minds" (Carmichael I 49), they 

do not offer illustrations of feminine immorality of the kind to be found in 

Long and Stewart.3 lt is only in men's texts that the white-woman-as- 

native-woman connedion is expiicitly made ai the level of penonal or 

sexual condud. 1s it possible that within the manifest repulsion expressed 

in the men's texts lies a latent attraction? Is the "loose" white creole 

woman, so destructive of colonial mores, also a seductive figure? The 

"looseness" of the creole women (in dothing and language) suggests the 

same kind of sexual looseness that white men saw in black women's 

similarly unregulated (loosely garmented) bodies and creolized (gibberish) 

speech, and the scene of eating (gobbling pepper-pot) is suggestive of a 

sexual appetite. Male colonizers have tended to read so-cded native 

feminine excess and disorder as an invitation to sexual conquest, just as 

"uncultivated" land practidy begs for the plow. Spurr rerninds us that 

differences in power between the colonized and colonizer are reformulated 

as gender difference (native or landscape as "feminine") so that 

"colonization is naturaihed as the relation between the sexes" (172), but 

here the difference that calls for intervention and regdation (reformation 

through proper education abroad) is cast as a racial difference. In a neat litîle 

binary that works to juste colonial patriarchal power, the native is cast as 

feminine and the femaie as native. In both cases - whether inferiority is 

constituted dong gender or racial lines - the subject requires mastery and 

subduing. The "loose" white creole woman, cast in the role of the native, 

suggests a sexual availability that is both disturbing (detrimental to the 

future of the white race) and exciting in the flagrant display of sexual excess. 

Oniy Shaw asserts that creole women are '*amazingly intelligent and able to convase 
with you on any subjed" (113). 



The worthy (vimious, abstemious) and the wicked (impure, hungry) 

creole woman are both situated within a discourse of degeneracy. The 

virtuous creole is so excessively "feminine" - temperate, docile, domestic, 

self-denying - that the ianguage of iil-health is resorted to in describing her. 

In spite of the praise lavished upon her, she does not appear within the 

pages of Anglo-Caribbean discourse as the savior of the white race in the 

face of creole excess, though she is expressly positioned as such. The impure 

meoie is an explicitly degenerate figure who is cleariy unfit for the 

propagation of the race, though possibly suitable for senial dailiance. Two 

apparently divergent models of m o l e  femininity collape into one another: 

the "success" cannot be depended upon to maintain, and the "faüure" is 

certain to undermine, the purity of the white race and the advancement of 

the colonialist cause. Even when the white creole woman is not "going 

native," she does not seem to be staying European. 

White creole women within twentieth century fiction share many 

charaderistics of their nineteenth century non-fiction sisters, even when 

the fiction is written by white creole women. Undine, the eponymous 

heroine of Clarine Stephenson's 1911 novel, is described as a creole "child of 

wealth, reared in the midst of luxury and idleness" (13). Penniless as an 

adult, Undine is undone by her yearning for romance and initial refusa1 to 

make an economically advantageous marriage. Undine is represented as a 

young creoie woman unrestrained by soaal codes, whose heart is broken 

when her lover abandons her, and who eventudy dies within the confines 

of that advantageous mamage she had initially rejected. Stephenson is not 

sympathetic with Undine's plight. Undine is criticized, and eventually 

punished by death, for viewing her wedding ring as "the sign of my 
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bondage" (22). She is not a martyr to the feminist or nationaüst cause; she 

is, rather, represented as "dangerous" in her "wild abandon" (23). The 

tragedy of the novel is not that an unconventional creole woman is crushed 

by a politia of nation or gender that insists upon subrnission and 

confomuty (as depicted by the numerous scenes in which the creole Undine 

gratefully submits to the proprietary masculine gaze of her English lover); it 

iç, rather, that Undine lacks both the good sense to choose the right partner 

and the emotionai and intellechial commitment that that m a g e  both 

demands and desemes. She iç too emotiondy wild, too indolent/ Lively - 

too aeole - to navigate the course of her Me wisely. 

The creole wornan in Mary Gaunt's 1933 novel Hmmony: A Tale of the 

OZd SLme D a y s  in Iamaiuz is, unlike Undine, entirely conventional and 

appropriately ferninine. The story revolves around a wealthy white ueole 

plantation owner, Thole, and his illegitimate slave son who passes for 

white (unaware of his own racial taint) until the eve of his marriage to a 

beautiful young white woman, at whidi time an enemy of the family 

exposes young Roger Thole as not only bladc but as st i l i  legdy in a state of 

slavery. Roger hides in the hüls with runaway slaves, successfully defends 

the plantations agaiwt a slave revolt when he hears of the plan from his 

black "comrades," and is granteci his freedom as a result of siding with hiç 

white blood against his black. However, for his sin in almost marrying a 

white woman, he is banished forever from his island home, The novel is 

sympathetic tu the son's plight and adopts a "liberal" attitude in asking the 

reader to empathize with his fiancée, who continues to love Roger and 

desire mamage even when she leams of his black blood. But the novel is 

not so liberal as to allow within its pages an interracial mamage, either by 

accident (without the son's knowledge of his racial contamination) or on 
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purpose (after hiç heroic rescue of the white cornmuniSr). The central irony 

of the story is that this heroic "black" son of a bladc slave woman has 

escaped the contamination of his fathefs legitimate white wife. Mrs. Thole 

is the embodiment of the "good" aeole woman (absterniouç, temperate, 

chaste) and is also a figure of degeneracy and disease. She is languid and 

indolent, always to be found Lying on a sofa under the constant fanning of a 

series of black boys. Though twenty-five years of age at the beginnhg of the 

novel, she is a "faded beauty" with a complexion of "unwholesome yellow 

hidden by paint and powder" (27). She whines and simpers, is helpless and 

selfish, and produces a legitimate heir who is so fair (almost albino) and 

delicate that he dies as a child. At the age of thmty-£ive, Mrs. Thole has 

degenerated M h e r :  having been affIicted with measles, her skin is pock- 

marked and her nose has been eaten away. She is also balding, her teeth are 

falling out, and she has become fat (69). Gaunt iç not subtle in her 

illustration of the irony that the ethical, moraily upstanding, physically 

attractive son is the producî of an interracial union, while the white mother 

can only produce a weak and diseased son. It is through this irony that the 

lukewarm liberal politics of the novel are expressed. It is apparently a 

tragedy that the coloured son cannot marry his white fiancee, though the 

father's sexual desire for a slave wornan, and her gratitude at being the 

chosen one, are rendered as natural - he is after all married to a mentdy 

and physically decayed individuai, while the slave woman is a noble, proud, 

beautihil, and sexually accommodating mulatta. Slavery is condemned as 

an immoral institution because it insists that an octoroon is black (which 

denies young Roger his inheritance) and it thwarts the romantic desires of 

the good but illegitimate son, and yet the illicit union between slave holder 

and slave woman is sanctioned by its pmdud (the superior son is clearly 
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'%etter" than the bigoted whites of the island), and the plot madunations 

required tu prevent the interraaal marriage of the young couple are 

onerous and laboured. And, in the end, the son's deasion not to Uiflict his 

coloured blood on his betrothed is represented as a noble sacrifice when in 

fact it reinscribes the politics of race that the novel pretends to critique. 

Esther Chapmanfs4 1953 novel Tm Much Summer picks up on the 

convention of the creoiized, degenerate white women found in the earlier 

novels and in the historical accountç. The difference in the portrait here is 

that Lloyd is a British woman whose moral and physical decline is traced by 

the novel. Lloyd is a colonial whose spirit falters under the "moral, mental, 

physical inertiaff (1) of her adopted Canbbean home, where she feels "as 

though afficted with a dead@ sickness" (20). Lloyd's English identity as an 

industrious and committed worker and mother in England during the 

Second World War begins to detenorate after her huçband insists that she 

and the children migrate to Jamaica to wait out the rest of the war. Her 

deterioration in the tropics is signaled by her apathetic existence, her 

growing indifference toward her diildren, her excessive drinking and her 

sexual involvement with men of questionable character, the last of whom is 

coloured. Though realizing that she is becoming "one of those women who 

spend their whole day in preparation for the evening" (53). Lloyd is unable 

to break the spell of "this slothful land" (47) and rouse herself to go back to 

England after the war. Eventually, her husband leaves her and takes 

custody of the children, she is rejected by her coloured lover, her alcoholism 

escalates, and she is no longer admitted into the Company of "decent" 

whites. Chapman's story ptays into many of the stereotypes of the creole or 

creolized white woman: idle, indolent, sexually unrestrained, morally and 

Esther Chaprnan and Esther Hpnan are the same author. 
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racialiy degenerate. As a European who stays too long in the tropics, Lloyd 

abandons middle-dass avilities and neglect. the conventions of supremacy 

(such as a distanhg and imperious posture in relation to native culture 

and inhabitants) required to maintain her European identity. The 

"remedies" avaiiable to Lloyd - regularity and regimentation of work, 

sexual moderation, an abstemious diet, and physical exercise (Stoler 1991 77) 

- are not purçued, and thus Lloyd is left at the end of the novel as a social 

and racial outcast. 

1 have been bnefiy discussing here some Anglo-Caribbean texts which in 

the main do not argue with, rewrite or revise those stereotypes of white 

aeole fernininity to be found in the historical accounts of the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries. Undine's la& of restra.int, Mrs. Thole's 

pathologid femininity, and Lloyd's creolization and loss of whiteness a l l  

mirror those earlier portraits of creole femininity, whether of the hyper 

hteral (diseased) or Quashiba (culturally contaminated) kind. But this 

somewhat simple division of creole femininity into two converging types is 

not avaiiable in the works of the two authors whose novels are the focus of 

the remaining portion of this chapter. Neither Eliot Bliss nor Phyllis Shand 

Allfrey deploy the figure of the white creole women in these somewhat 

reductive te-, though both authors are indebted to and work within that 

Anglo-Caribbean tradition that 1 have thus far traced. They a h ,  however, 

in altering and amending that tradition, work outside of it Occupying an 

inside/ outside position - the position of the creole - Bliss and AUftey 

explore the various meanings of a white creole minority identity within a 

geographical, social and cultural space dominated by an Afro-Caribbean 

majority. They also, though working within the tradition of fiction, 

anticipate more recent theorizing of the si gni ficance of a creoie id entity . 
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The nse of colonial studies from the 1970s onward has led to increased 

interest in, and theories of, creolized cultural identities. Within the Anglo- 

Caribbean context, Brathwaite's works The Dmelopment of Creole Society 

in \arnica, 1770 to 1820 (1971), and Contradictonj Omens (1974), both explore 

the process of aeoiization within, and the resulîing cultural diversity of, the 

Caribbem In the latter text, Brathwaite describes the "cultural action" of 

creolization: 

The single most important factor in the development of Jamaican society 

was not the imported influence of the Mother Country or the local 

administrative adivity of the white elite, but a cultural action - material, 

psychological and spiritual - based upon the stimulus/ response of 

individu& within the soaety to their environment and - as 

white/ black, cuiturally discrete groups - to each other. The scope and 

quality of this response and interaction were dictated by the 

drcumstances of the society's foundation and composition - a "new" 

construct, made up of newcomers to the landscape and cultural strangers 

to each other; one group dominant, the other legaily and subordinately 

slave- (1974: 11) 

Brathwaite's general aim is to argue that Jamaica is more properly a creole, 

rather than a slave, society (the latter designation was favoured before the 

1970s), and aiso that, though the friction c a w d  by the confrontation of two 

cultures of people was cruel, it was &O creative (1974: 22). nieorists and 

historîans following Brathwaite have adopted similar positions regarding 

the historical development and present-day meanings of a creole identity. 

Bernabé, Chamoiseau and Comfiant (1990) argue that expressing creoleness 

'lis not expressing a synthesis, not just expressing a crossing or any other 

unicity," but rather it "is expressing a kaleidoscopic totality" (892). 



Creoleness is, for Bernabé et al., "an annihilation of faise universality, of 

monolinguilism, and of purity .... It opposes to Universality the great 

oppominity of a world diffracted but recomposed, the conscious 

harmonization of preserved diversities: DIVERSALIR" (892, 903). This 

expression of creoleness owes something to Brathwaite's desire to "try to see 

the fragments/ whole" (1974: 7), as does Simon Gikandi's assertion (1992) 

that creolization "opposes the synchronie vision of colonial historiography 

with the diadironic narrative of a cross-cultural imagination" (17). Gikandi 

argues that the colonial vision is syndvonic because "it insists on the 

fixation of the identity of the dominated," and that the narrative of 

creolization, on the other hand, "insists on the transmutation and 

transformation of the colonial subject - and its culture - toward a realm of 

hedorn" (16). 

Brathwaite's, BernabY s and Gikandi's theorizing of a creole identity, 

with their emphasis on fragmented wholes or kaleidoscope totalities, 

enables the reader of Caribbean texts to explore the idea of creoleness beyond 

the limiting terms of earlier writen such as Long, Nugent, Stewart, and so 

on. Like Raiskin, these Caribbean critics eschew "an essentialist conception 

of a single 'creole identity,'" and instead examine "the various cultural uses 

of a term that ... complicates racial or national binarisms" (4). But there is 

within Brathwaite's, BernabVs and Gikandi's work a la& of attention paid 

to the ways in whidi racial and gender discourses intersect with the notion 

of a creole identity. In Brathwaite's work, the colonial, the creole, and the 

slave are heterosexual masculine constructs passed off as generic identities. 

For example, Brathwaite, in a section on the socialization ("seasoning") of 

the "plantation slaves," suggests that some acceptance of the hanh 

conditions of slavery would corne if "conditions of work were cornfortable - 
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the acquisition of a house, a woman, a home, a plot of l a n d  (1974: 13). Not 

only is the plantation slave by definition male here, but the f e d e  slave is 

posited as a domestic object of comfort to the male subject, thus erasing not 

only her Lved reality as a labourer but also her status as a desiring subject 

within the plantation economy. Similariy, Bemabé does not address the 

ways in whidi the "cultural confrontation of peoples within the same space, 

resulting in a mixed culture called aeole" (894) was also a confrontation of 

colonial masculine and feminine identities with more creolized models. 

In contrast, Nunez-HarreU argues that the white aeole woman "is an 

outcast, a sort of freak rejected by both Europe and England, whose blood she 

shares, and by the bladc West Lndian people, whose culture and home have 

been hers for two generations or more" (281). Nunez-HmU notes that she 

has never found instances where a white creole man has been called a white 

cockroach by either white or bladc West Indians, though the a m l e  wornen 

(especiauy in lower economic conditions) are frequently referred to as su& 

by both groups (282). Within the context of literary production, Herb Wyde 

notes that the white creole writer "is a somewhat marginal figure in West 

Lndian writing, and if that writer happens to be a woman, the 

marginalkation is doubled" (21). Evelyn UCallaghan agrees that white 

West Indian women writers "give voice to the agony of the creole's double 

alienation f rom 'native' black and European white experience, and detail in 

a unique way the ambivalence of those just suffiaently coionized to c d  

both England and the Caribbean 'home'" (28). White creole women 

negotiate not only conflicting national or cultural identities, but also "an 

engagement with European feminine ideals," ail while attempting to create 

a narrative space from which to speak (WCallaghan 19). Nunez-Harrell, 

Wyile and (YCallaghan view gender as a constituting element of the 



culturd confrontation out of which a creole identity emerges. 

Before the N e  of colonial studies as a prevaient academic study in the 

1970s (heralded by Brathwaite's Canbbean works and by Said's Orientalism 

in 1978),5 white creole writers su& as Eliot Bliss and Phyllis Shand A U k q  

were rethinking and revising creole cultural identities, and the relationship 

between creole and colonial identities, within modemist (in the case of 

B k )  and Caribbean nationalist (in the case of Aibey) contexts. Further, 

the emphasis in these works is on feminine aeole identities, or the creole as 

both a race and gender inflected identity, white a similar focus did not arrive 

in "creole studies" (if such a s m d  field of writing can be named as sudi) 

until the mid-1980s. 

Eliot Bliss 

Eliot Bliss was born in Jamaica in 1903 to Captain John Plorner Bliss, an 

English army officer in the West India regiment, and Eva Lees, whose career 

as Mrs. Bliss was officefs wife.6 At the age of nine, Biiss was sent to England 

for a convent education, where she stayed untii 1923 when her father was 

made Commander of his regiment in Jamaica. The journey back to Jamaica 

in 1923 and her two-year stay there provides most of the material for the 

fictional/ autobiographical Luminous Isle, which was originally published 

in 1934. Both Luminous Me and Blissrs fust novel, Saraband (1931), were 

iduenced by the works of Dorothy Richardson and Virginia Woolf. Like 

Sartre, Césaire, Fanon, Memmi and Glissant are just a few examples of writers and 
political adivists who systematicdy addressed issues of colodism and oppression 
before the 1970s. But with Brathwaite and Said in the 1970ç, and Said, Bhabha, Spivak, 
JanMohammeci, Brantlinger, Huirne, Ngugi and 0th- in the 1980s. the acadexnic shidy of 
co1oniaLsrn took off. 
AI1 biographical information is taken hPm Alexandra Ringle's Introduction to the 1984 

Virago edition of Luminous Isle. There have been no other aiticai or biographical shrdies 
of Bliçs's work or Iife. 



Anna Widdiam, Jean Rhys, and Vita Sackville-West, Richardson and 

Woolf were engaged in producing what Diane GiUespie c d s  an 

"outspokenly feminine version of modemism" (394), or what Richardson 

describes as "a feminine equivalent of the current masculine realisrn" (430). 

In Luminorrs Isle, BLiçs seems to have modeled her protagonist, Emmeline 

Hibbert, after Eüchardson's "womanly woman," who lives her life in the 

"deep current of ete mity.... past, present, and future are together in her, 

unbroken" (413). Because Bliss records "the atoms as they fall upon the 

mind in the order in which they fall ... however disconnected or incoherent 

in appearance" (Woolf 631), her narrative fluctuates in time and space, or 

flows across spatial and temporal boundaries. Bliss's novel explores a 

feminine consciouçness, and her narrative is organized according to the 

"womanly" movement of Em's thoughts, mernories, and experiences. 

Emmehe Hibbert is an outsider in her West Indian "home," as Eliot 

Bliss seems to have ben, though Em passionately yearns for and dreams 

about that home when she is away h m  i t  Em is a charader whom othea 

are "not able to place" (55): an Englishman and fellow passenger aboard ship 

on the way to the Caribbean clearly mistakes Em for an Englishwoman 

when he informs her that the creole islanders "are a very different people to 

us" (71). Unable to h d  her identity in her native white community, Em 

feels like a "prisoner in a false world" (79) who l e m  "to become more 

unreal to herself as she becomes more like what that world thought a young 

girl ought to be" (59). Just after she arrives on the island, Em considers her 

immediate future: 

And she had three years in front of her to live through in this place, to 

fil1 her rdle as best as she might as her fathefs and mother's daughter, to 

do what was expeded of her, to behave like an ordinasr young woman 



out from England to rejoin her parents in a garrison t o m  in a Crown 

colony. The kind of young woman who probably - if she had not been 

heaelf - would be entertaining secret and maidenly hopes of finding a 

possible husband among her parents' many acquaintances. (86-7) 

Upon arrivai, Em regards ody the mountains and her maid Belle "as 

friends ... in this wilderness of people and things ahen to her" (88). Her 

negotiation of this wilderness - having to 'Till her rôle" or "play her part" 

(59) in the social rounds of the garrïson Me - is stifling to Em and 

undermines her efforts to "become a completely consaous human being" 

Wly able to practice "the art of living" (51)' which Ern views as the 

prerequisite to her calling as a poet. 

The novel is structured around the binary codes creole/colonial, 

black/ white, authentic/ counterfeit, naturel culture, and muid/ body, with ail 

of the terms on the left of the slash privileged over those on the right. Em 

is creole and her estranged English parents (clinically referred to as "the 

parents" throughout the novel, s i g n a h g  the emotional distance within the 

family) are colonial. Em's f d y ,  its friends, and au of Em's acquaintances 

iive in a garrison t o m  and B k s  suggests that Em is one of only a few white 

charaders who have escaped the colonialist mentality that defines a military 

post. While many of Em's friends were bom on the island, and are 

therefore aeole in that they are native to the place, few are positioned as 

ueoles in the sense of being a product of two cultures rather than a single 

(European) dominant culture. The setting of the military post allows Bliss 

to separate "reai" and "unreai" woles (more on thiç distinction later), and 

to position Em, the authentic aeole who acknowledges and admires black 

culture, as  an outsider even within a small group of indigenous or creole 

whites born in the West Indies but Engliçh none the less. 



Unable to form any emotional bonds with the "prejudiced, kind, and 

quite unseeing" (57) English and "unreal" creole population, Em tum~ to 

two black women, her maid Belle and a mountain woman named 

Rebekkah, for friendship. These fiiendships, and indeed anything 

associated with black culture, are posited as authentic and natural, as 

opposed to the counterfeit and contrived culture of the garrison whites. 

Early in the novel, Em recognizes that she 

iiked niggers; they fascinateci her. There was something restful about 

bladc people, and nothing in the least indecent (4)' 

Em finds whites "indecent" (especidy the sight of a white breast nuaing a 

white baby [4]), because "white people's morality ... has made their bodies 

impure" (251)' whereas in blacks "the current of Me waç flowing 

unconstrainedly ... and they had never thought of moral issues" (227). 

While the whites are tied to houses, clubs, tennis courts, cars, army barra*, 

and other "artificiai" extensions of white colonial culhue, the bladcs of the 

- -  - 

Em and al1 the other charabers in the novei, bladc or white, move freely between the 
terms "rtigger" and "biack" w hm r e f d g  to the AfroCaribbean population. There is no 
stigma attacheci to the term nigger within the poiitia of the novel - that is, i t s  use is net 
nsemed for the purpose of insulting or denigrating blacks. It is employed by the narrative 
voice in lits most "objecîive" and descriptive moments. Exanples: "A nigger in a red shirt, 
fishing h m  a srnall boat h m  the shore, Looked up and stared at them as thqr passed" 
(n), or 'They waiked on up the wharf, passing niggers, Customs offiaais, and s h y  white 
people" (79). The tenn is also used hquent ly  by Em w hen she asserts her kinship with 
bhck people in generai (as above). However, Em never uses "nigger in reference to h a  
beloved bladc maid Belle or to other blacks with whom she has a close relationshif. It 
would seem that the terni is intendecl by Em and by Bliss as "neutrad" but reserved for 
refening to the black masses or unknown individuals. It is not dear whether Bliss was 
attempting to deahse the word of its abusive history or whether she was just ignoring that 
history. If the formerf its use could be read as an effort to redaim and redefine - creoke - 
oppressive language in order to disami its destructive powm if the latter, its use signals a 
compliaty with a brutal and deh- politicai order that much of the novel is 
devoted to uitiquing m m  or less succeahilly (Em beiieves, for example, that the "white 
race owed to the black race an apology" [214] for slavery). 1 cannot find in the novel the 
nifficiently self-comcious and overtiy political (anti-colonial) use of the tenn that wodd 
support an interpretation in favour of the reclarnation of languagef and am oniy condude 
that Büs was either naïve in her attempts to disinfect the term or that she simply saw no 
problern with the wod. 
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most of the colonial writers whose works have prefaced this chapter, and 

who tend to view Afro-Caribbeanç as savages or children lacking in civility, 

culture, morality, and social organization. Em's in teres t in the nature- 

theory, however, contrasts with those colonial writen who posit a natural 

justification for the conquest of both nature and "diildren of nature." Em 

does not seek to conquer others, but rather to overthrow the power that she 

feeis the white cornmunity exerting upon her. There are two things that 

Em knows about herself: she is an artist, and she is an dien in her own 

white community. Unable to tind herseif in her own culture, Em looks for 

herseif - for her identity as a poet - in the "spontaneous and uncompted" 

(219) black and coloured community. Em explains further to Henàrie what 

it means to apprehend through the blood: 

The gift of interpretation - understanding. Also it means that a people 

who have it move at the source of life. They are part of life and not 

outside i t  They don? feel the need to stniggle or wrestle with it or force 

it into artificial shapes. They accept, absorb, re-create. (342) 

The paradox evident in Em's position is that she deploys the rhetoric of 

colonialism (the "diildren of nature" construction) in order to argue that 

blacks are naturd artists superior to those inauthentic types within the 

sterile white community, and to establiçh a bond between authentic aeoles 

"independent of complexional distinctions." Em sees more of heself in the 

black aeole conimunity than she does in the colonial white soaety, but 

what she sees is a narcksistic fantasy that expresses her desire to write 

without imitating "a masculine style" (60). 

Bliss once said that Dorothy Richardson, who in Pilgrirnage (191 5-1 938) 

was attempting to write in a specifically feminine modernist voice, was the 

"only person who's writing a real book" (Bliss xi). Em's desire to uncover 
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"the reai" and to write in a ferninine voice "that has no sexual siuficance 

as we understand it noW (60) is an extension of BlissFs projed in L urn ino rts 

Isle and Richardson's in Pilgrimage. When Em defines the coloured 

character as one that moves at the source of Me, that is not alien to Me, that 

does not force Me into artifi~al shapes, that accepts and re-creates Me, she is 

describing her fantasy of the artiçt who is not constrained by soaal identities 

or what Biiss calls "sexual si@cance." Like Lucea in Study in Bronze, Em 

beiieves she must "become sexless, aeedless, classless, free" (371) in order to 

be a great writer. This belief is in responçe to the gender inequities that Em 

sees in her farxuly and in her culhue. When her brother Nap is bom, for 

example, Em realues that her parents "did not need her any moreFr (40), and 

that Nap, as the "real" child and naturd heir, has made her unreal and 

unnatural. Later in the novel, Em is angered by the "appalling" manner in 

which women treat Little girls, convinced that if the girl in question (who 

expresses her strong belief in duppies) "had been a boy they wouid have 

humoured him" rather than modced him as they mocked the girl (217). Em 

s u m a r k e s  her observations on gender politics a few pages later: 

One could see it ail in the eyes - the wicked old woman saaificing the 

girls so that the boys might blossom out in uniforms and director's 

desks .... [Tl he preferential treatment of the males, the humouring of the 

Little boys, the squashing of the littie guis. That must be why so many 

women had, apart from clothes and consaous effects, so Little 

personality; from an early age they had learned to adjust themselves to 

what the world believed they ought to be. Inside, of course, it was 

different: if men knew what was inside most of them, they would be 

deeply shocked and hurt. (224-25) 

Em does not focus her critickm exclusively on women, o b s e ~ n g  that with 



"most men one couid never be a person because they never saw one as a 

person - even nice men, dever men - often the worst offenders; they saw 

wornen - conglomerate, aggregate, mas, women" (219). Em's desire to 

become "sexless" - liberated from stifling social conventions based on 

gender - is motivated by these offenses against women, as is her obsession 

with the distinction between the real and the false. Em divides the 

population of her circumscribed world into a s m d  group of "real" people, 

who can escape "male and female self-consciousness strengthened by the 

mask of dothes" (59) or transcend the "mask of [the] body" (66)' and the 

"unreai" general populace, who are "controlied and censored (97) by the 

colonial culture that Em describes as the "senseless grouping of people, their 

sexual attitudes, their endless trivial gossip, and pursuits; their golf, their 

tennis, their bridge, their vocabulary, and la& of it, their social code with its 

hypocrisy and hidden indecencies" (119). Em &es special note of the 

"reai" people in her Me: her English cousin Clay, "who had been born real 

into the world" (57); her white aeole friend Joy, whose diarm is like that of 

"a tree or a flower - imperishable, sexless" (133); Hendrie, the coloured 

doctor in whorn Em sees "the gift of his race" (339); Valentine Prender, a 

rare type of Englishman who forgets that Em is a woman, and thinks of her 

"only as a persun" (238); and Rebekkah, a btack aeole mowitain woman 

with a "rounded and complete personality" (205). 

When Em describes in detail the rounded and cornpiete persondity that 

exists outside of constraining soaal identities, she does so more often than 

not in racial terms. Ern  uses the discourse of race - that colonialist discourse 

descrîbed above - to express both her desire to escape restrictive gender 

("sex") codes and her idea of the hinaion and role of the atist. Art, says 

Em, "controls and subordinates those parts of the personality which are not 
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entuely true," and therefore f ees the self "from external, objective, imposed 

ideas and affections" (57). When a cherished dose friend (one of the "reai" 

people) tells Em that Em "see[s] things as if there had never been any 

conventions or preconceived ideas about them" (173), Em's status as an 

artist is affirmed. But while art as "a kind of disapIlneJf (57) forces Em to be 

real and mandates that she discard masks, this freedom from affectation and 

imposed ideas cornes natzirnlly to bladc and coloured people; what Em has 

to cultivate, train, and exertise is found in the "blood" of blacks and 

coloureds. in the end, the disapline of art demands of Em that she 

abandon her white identity, which is figured in the text as either an unreal, 

hypocritical culture, or as a complete absence of d t u r e  (a blankRe~s, a 

nothingness), and find her aeole identity, which links her to the authentic 

black people whose blood transmits the gdts of interpretation and of 

creativity. The discoune of race is, as Spurr notes, an interested discourse. 

Ern sees in the bladc and coloured population what she wants to see in 

herselk a spontaneous and uncompted chdd of nature rather than (corrupt 

white) culture, and the embodiment of a feminine rather than masculine 

artistic sensibility . 
Em's "child of nature" discome does not revise colonialkt conceptions 

of the native as an extension of the landscape, nor does it undermine the 

related assertion that the white creole is a contaminated native-like figure, 

but the negative value of that assertion is undermined. Raîher than 

represent the values of "instinct," "nature," and "spontaneity" as markers 

of infenority, Em embraces and elevates these values as prerequisites for 

meaningful cultural production.8 And while the coloniaiist opposition of 

Em's valorization of the instindual, rhythmical nature of blackness resembles the theory 
of Néptude as conceiveci by M a . c a n  Airnt2 Césaire and Senegalese Leopold Senghor in 
the 1920s and 30s. Négntude asserted and vdued the attributes Uat Em describes as the 
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nature and culture is maintained - with the native representing nature and 

the European representing d t u r e  - a third term has been introduced. The 

authentic white creole is, in Liirnirrorrs Isle, the figure who yokes together 

nature and culture and, as a result, produces art I have said that Em views 

blacks and coloureds as "naturai" artists endowed with the "fi of 

interpretation," but this romantic conception is destabilized within the 

narrative of the text. Em would have it that blacks are natural artists, and 

Bliss it seems would üke to constnict a cross-racial creole identity based on 

an af£inity for authentic artistic production (which would then ally the 

white creole wrîter with the btack "folk" against the metropolitan elite), but 

the fact remains that the artist figure within the text is the white creole. Em 

asserts that blacks and coloureds create, but what they seem to create within 

the text is Em as artist. It would be more accurate to assert that the coloured 

"foik," as the luminous landscape of the isiand, provide the raw materials 

or offer the occasion for artiçtic production, but are not themselves 

producers. 

In Em, then, the reader finds the meeting of nature and culture. A white 

mole identity - and not a cross-racial creole identity - is posited as the 

requirement for artistic production. Em's fantasy is that this capacity for art 

bonds her with the coloured population, but this convent educated woman 

of letters is not the unsullied child of nature that she would like to be. This 

is not to suggest, however, that Em - and Bliçs - are merely compticit with 

colonialis t discourse. Bliss, in positing that cultural "contaminationff is 

necesçary for cultural production and renewai, questions and revises that 

discourse of purity that insists that cultural interaction or creolization 

distinctive quaiities of bladc culture and identity, in so doing replacing, as Wole Soyinka 
notes, the Cartesian "1 thinkt therefore 1 am" with "1 feel, therefore 1 am" (135). 



results in degeneration. Instead, creolization is posited as a liberating 

cultural process which gestures toward the future, even though this 

movement toward the future is played out within the text as a movement 

away from the isiand and badc to England. At the end of the novel, Em is 

on a ship bound for Londor~ 

Other people .... were glad to be going badc ... to England, to London, to 

cold and sober realities. There was a maddening ache in her heart - a 

gnawing, maddening ache. But far below it, somewhere in her being, 

she could not control another feeling - she too agreed with these other 

people who, unLike herself, were not leaving anything they cared for so 

greatly behind - a feeling of expectation and relief. She was going 

towards the future. She became aware with a new and sudden interest of 

the rubber edges of the st& under her k t ,  as she descended agauist the 

slight swaying motion of the ship. (372) 

It would be mistaken to read Emfs return to England as the "failure" of the 

white creole to maintain a complete and distinct identity, for the identity of 

the white creole is not one of completeness or wholeness but rather a 

process of making the fragments/ whole. It is no more or less valid for Em 

to h d  herseif on the big European or the little Caribbean island; Emfs 

kaleidoscope identity - her literat and figurative movement between, but 

not synthesis of, the "natureff of the native Caribbean home and the 

"culturerf of the adopted Engiish home - makes her an outsider wherever 

she lands. Em moves toward the future not because she is moving toward 

England, but by the sheer fact of movement itseif. Stasiç has, throughout 

the novel, been associated with the decaying white colonial culture locked 

into historical, economic and racial relations that have not stgnificantly 

changed with the passing of the centuries. Em prefen "getting to a place so 



much better than arrîving there" (72), is interested in the process or the 

journey rather than the destination. The future, for Em, is not in arriving 

in England, it is in moving toward it and away from something else: 

One goes backwards and forwards. Ebbtide; full-tide. But inevitably and 

imperceptibly one does travel towards somewhere - perhaps towards 

that place one had determined upon long ago. One is surprised when at 

last one arrives, not realizing imrnediately because in the travelling one 

had forgotten the once-wished-for destination. (49-50) 

It is Em's radical sense of not belonging anywhere that defines her and that 

perhaps defines a white creole identity in the novel Her alienation fuels 

her desire to become "sexless, creedless, dassless, freel' (371), to become a 

writer, and to be always leaving and arrivuig but never staying. 

B k ' s  portrait of a white aeole woman questions the history of Angle 

Caribbean constructions of a female creole identity, mainly by reversing the 

binary terms that support that history of representation In this novel, it is 

the creole who represents intellechial attainment and artistic creativity 

against a back-drop of a culturally bankmpt colonial white culture. Colonial 

culture is described as one of "perpetual activity either of work or games" 

(324), while Em's creole identity is defined by meditation, observation, and 

literary expression. Creole idleness and indolence are reinterpreted as 

contemplation and reflection; colonial energy and industry are represented 

as superficial and meaningless activities that compensate for a lack of 

change and growth in the social, economic and political leadership of the 

island, and also for an absence of intelledual activity. The creole is 

repositioned as  the purveyor of culture and the colonial as a poor irnitator. 

Em is particularly dismissive of her white acquaintances who consider 

themselves "'artistic,' artanging flowers in the house, wearing decorative 



dothes, and ali the tune inside being utterly false and unreai" (125). Bbs 

even counters the stereotype of the excessive, dhmptive, and unregulated 

creole body by virtually disembodying Em, who has no physical appetites 

(food, drink, sex) and is contemptuous of any man who views her as a 

"woman" rather than as a "person" (238). Em's body has very Little presence 

in the novel, except as a receiver of sense impressions. Much of the novel iç 

given over to the description of scents, sights, and sounds: 

The hot wooden srneil of the verandah raiiings, the sweet hot gras  from 

the g d e n  and the green srneil of the plants hanging in their wire 

baskets overhead, came to her ... (13). The sheen of green and gold 

oranges, bread-fruit, mangoes, bananas piled high, taken out for 

inspection, praiçed and stroked by the seHers, put badc, made faces at, 

smiled at, pointed at by the buyers, handled by black and bmwn hands, 

fascinated the gaze ... (14). In the middle of dl the glowing fruits and 

vegetables, the coloured dresses so stiffly starched, the hot body smells of 

the niggers and the strong smeil of rich ripe fruit rose together, so that it 

seemed as if they must be part of one another. (15) 

Like the blacks of the island, the physicai objects of Em's surroundings 

inspire intellectual or artistic responses. In other words, Em does not 

become hungry in response to the scene of fruitful abundance, she does not 

crave the Bavours of the fruits; instead, they fascinate the gaze and as a 

consequence produce prose rather than stimdate the appetite. Even Em's 

beloved star-apples, bestowed upon her by Rebekkah as a token of 

friendship, are never eaten. Em views the star-apple as "the magic fruit 

which had retained its glamour from days gone by" (205) - as an object of 

symbolic value and exchange, and a confirmation of the old-fashioned 

"glamour" of her friendship with Rebekkah - rather than as an edibie 



delight. 

Em's rather intellectual relationship with her physical surroundings 

extends to her friends and "loves" as weL The fanguage used to desaibe 

Rebekkah suggests that of a paramour. In Rebekkah's eyes Em sees "an 

almost lover-iike glow" (205) when making a date to meet again, which 

confirms for Em that their "tryst would be kept" (206). A year later, Em and 

Rebekkah meet again, and on parting Rebekkah bids good-bye with "Missus 

keep happy till Ah come agen" (281). Em muses: 

Keep happy tili I come again. What was that? That was what a lover 

would Say - a real lover, somebody who came not to destroy but to 

recreate. (281) 

Though there are also homoerotic undertones to Em's relationships with 

her girhood friend Enone and her intermittent aeole cornpanion Joy, 

when Em reflects upon the role of a lover/ friend her thoughts remain 

strictiy in the realm of intelledual compatibility, artistic sensibility, and 

"realness." There does not seem to be a physical, bodily dimension to Em's 

fondest feelings for the select few of the "real" who hnction or are figured 

as loves. Em views her body as a mask, as unreal, to be transcended by and 

transformed through art. 

It is perhaps Bliss's engagement with a modernist aesthetic that 

precipitates her rewriting or rejedion of the female creole body as senialiy 

excessive. Elaine Showalter comrnentç on the disembodied quality of much 

modernkt Iiterahire produced by women: 

Paradoxicaliy, the more female this hierature became in the formal and 

theoretical sense, the further it moved from exploring the physical 

experience of women. Sexuality hovers on the fringes of the 

aestheticists' novels and stories, disguised, veiled, and denied. 
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Androgyny, the sexud ethic of Bloomsbury and an important concept of 

the period, provided an escape from the confrontation with the body. 

Erotically c k g e d  and drenched with semai symbolism, fernate 

aestheticism is nonetheless oddly sexless in its content. (1977: 33-34) 

Woolf frequently complained about a "materialist" approach to writhg 

fidion, such as when, in "Modem Fiction'' (1925), she expresses 

disappointment with Wells and B e ~ e t t  "because they are concerned not 

with the spirit but with the body" (629). Bk's interest is in the spirit rather 

than the body, and this m o d e r ~ s t  impulse results in a challenge to h @ o -  

Caribbean discourse, wherein the "essentiai" or definhg nature of the creole 

is located in the intemperate and immoderate body. In Blissfs text, the 

creole body is sexless and is subordinated to the spirit. 

The series of reversais that Büss performs within Luminous Isle alters 

that dominant Anglo-Caribbean discourse and questions its main tenets. 

Over thirty years More Brathwaite, Bliss makes a distinct contribution to 

the history of ideas associated with a creole identity in suggesting that the 

culturdy contaminated creoie represents renewal and the future, rather 

than decay and the threat of racial extinction, and also that a creole identity 

is a process of self marked by paidd personal and cultural aiienation, 

rather than a distinct and fixed produd But Bliss's text is also limited by its 

insistence upon a binary structure, reversed or not Bliss continues to 

oppose nature to culture, white to black, creole to colonial, and mind to 

body, even while she suggests that the white creole can occupy a fluid space 

between some of those contrasting constructions. Further, the consmiction 

of creolization as cultural renewal is premised on a problematic colonialist 

racial politia that posits the native as an amoral, natural, instinctual being 

guided by racial principles encoded in the blood. In the end, the equation of 
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bladuiess with creativity and artistry is a cheat, given that blackness 

hinctions within the text as the symbolic landscape which provides Em with 

the experiences and sense data necessary for her to h d  her voice as a poet. 

Bliss's desire to posit a cross-racial creole unity (based on creativity, 

sensibility, artistry) leads to her embracing, elevating and ennobling the 

"black" qualities of instinct, spontaneity, and so on without being able to 

present bladc or coloured charaders who can create the kind of art really 

valued by the text: written prose or verse. Bliss argues that blacks are 

"natural" artists, but she can only conceive of their cultural production in 

terms of aesthetic objeds connected to the landscape - art product rather 

than pmducer. While Em construcis Hendrie as a naturai artist, he is in fact 

the objet d'art or the cultural object produced by Em's racialist colonialist 

&course. This is perhaps why Hendrie is skeptical of Em's assertion that 

his people have "naturd gutç" that they are squandering in seelcing to 

imitate white culture (342). Hendrie responds to this assertion with, "I'm 

afraid 1 don? altogether understand," which renders Em's reply of "Your 

apprehension is perfect" (342) more than ironic. Bliss's achievement is that 

she questions those debilitating Anglo-Caribbean stereotypes that delimit a 

white creole identity, but her limitation is that in freeing the white m o l e  

she keeps the black in symbolic bondage, representing racial discourses of 

blackness as a "natural" part of "the real," rather than seeing them as 

discursive constructions open to reinterpretation. 

Phyllis Shand Ailfrey 

Like Bliss, Phyllis Shand Allfrey writes with what Evelyn (YCallaghan cdls 

an outsider's voice, and raises "questions regarding the place and 

contribution of the white creole minority in the organization of West 
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Indian society" (1986: 79-80). Alkey seems always to have been concerned 

about her own personal contribution to the economic and political 

development of Dominicar her island home. She was bom in 1908 into a 

well-established Roseau family whose roots in the West Indies date back to 

the seventeenth century.9 At the time of her birth, the English-descended 

white creole community in Roseau and the environs represented a tiny 

minority of about one hundred within a population of about seven 

thousand. Though her family had been wealthy (her great-grandfather 

owned a plantation, and her grandfather was a famous and successful 

physician), by the time of Allfrey's birth it had lost the great wealth it had 

once possessed, and grew progressively poorer as the years passed. Educated 

on the island rather than abroad, Allfrey nonetheless left Dominica in 1927: 

"1 was adventurous and wanted to see the worid," she iater explained 

(Paravisini 29). By the 1930s she had settled in England and becorne 

involved in leftist grassroots politia. She adopted the tenets of Fabian 

Socialism, joined the Socialist League and the Labour Party, and worked 

with the Popular Front and the Aid-to-Spain Committee in support of the 

Spanish Republican army during the Spanish Civil War. In the 1940s. 

Ailfrey began a collaboration with the Fabian Colonial Bureau by joining 

the West India Committee, which supported the liberation of British 

colonies and the establishment of self-government. She was also at thiç 

time working on a novel. The Orchid House was published in 1953, the 

same year that AUfrey returned to Dominica and began a career in West 

Indian politics.10 

-- 

Unless noted othenvise, al1 biographical information is taken from Lizabeth Paravisini- 
Gebeit's biography Phyllis Shmd Aflfiy: A Caribbean Life (19%). 
Io Ailfrey 's West Indian political career postdates the novel and therefore does not receive 
mu& attention in my reading of the text. Briefiy to sum up her career, A i h e y  founded the 



The novel was not well received within the small white Dominican 

comrnunity. Based in large part on m e y ' s  own family history, The Orchid 

Hoiise teils the story of a DoLninican white famity during the dedine of 

colonialism but before independence. The family occupies an economicdy 

and socidy marginal position on the island because of its poverty, because 

of the stigma attached to the Master's illness and opium addiction (acquired 

after his service in the First World War), and because the f a d y  is 

composed of English-speaking Angiicans in an island dominated by patois- 

speaking Catholics." Laily, the black nursemaid and narrator of the story, is 

also an outsider figure, even within the black comrnunity, as she too is a 

native speaker of English, is origindy from another island, is educated, and 

is a Methodist, The book is structured around the arrivais home of the 

three daughters, who had a l i  moved away as adults, and who upon 

returning to the island collectively attempt to counter the decline of the 

family, offer assistance to their cousin Andrew, who is dying of tuberdosis, 

and improve the social and working conditions of the poor on the island. 

The story opens with Lally's account of the "Madam's" visit to her little 

house with the news that the grown-up daughters of the famiiy wili be 

returnuig shortiy to visit. Madam makes inquiries as to old Lally's health, 

and Lally is immediately filled with joy when she undentands what is being 

Dominica tabour Party in 1955, was elected as a federai MP for Dominica, and then in 1958 
was sent to Trinidad as Minister of Labour and Social Affairs in the West Indian Federal 
Govemment, remaining in Port of Spain until the Federation dissolveci in 1962. Back in 
Dominica, AUfrqr became the editor of the weeWy Dminica Herdd, and then, in 1%5, 
Eounded her own newspaper, the Dominica Stm. with her husband Robert. For a more 
detaiied account of AUfrey 's political Me, see ParavisiniCebert . 

Fmm the seventeenth cenhiry on, Dominia was succlessive~y captured by the French and 
the English By the early nineteenth century its English ownership was finally 
estabiished, but the eariiest planters had been French and the bla& and white populations 
remaineci largely French and Catholit In the eariy twentieth cenhuy, the small white 
community, though "offiaally" English, remau\ed French at heart, and the Catholic 
Chu& was a powerfd force in the isiand. 
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asked of her: "1 would nurse Madam's grandchildren before 1 died. 1 wodd 

see Miss Stella and Miss Joan and Miss Natalie agaui" (5). One by one the 

daughters return, each with their own ideas of how best to help the family, 

Andrew, and the island community as a whole. AUfrey made no hiends in 

the white Dominican community by making it as dear as she does that both 

the white descendants of the colonial order and the disenfranchised black 

labouren need help: she is critical of the corservative white elite, the 

tyrannical and hypoaitical Catholic Church, and the coloured merchant 

dass who have largely supplanted the whites in the econornic structure of 

the island. As Stella observes, "nothing changes here, except that the 

coloured merchants grow richer and the white people poorer" (80). The 

buk of the black population, of course, remain "penniless" (152). 

The üttle critical commentary that there is on Ailfrey's book tends to 

focus on the complicated role of Lally as nmator. The choice of the white 

novelist to use the voice of a blaclc diaracter to teLi the story is indeed 

intriguing, and potentially opens the novel to accusations of the continuing 

colonization of black culture, the appropriation of voice, and the 

propagation of the stereotype of the devoted black Mammy. Lally's 

excessive devotion to the white family, whom she d i s  "my saaed people" 

(54-51, is evident from the opening pages. Lally has had no family of her 

own, since "when you are working for white people whom you love, you 

can only think of those people and their wants, you hardly notice anything 

else" (8). What Lally has dedined to notice is the growth of a tumour in her 

body, her symboiic chiid. When Joan arrives home and asks how her 

tumour is, Lally comments to herself that "it was like Miss Joan to speak of 

my cornplaint as if 1 camed a chiid" (130). Lally is connected to the white 

family not only by her devotion but by her disease, with the disease situated 



as a by-produd of the devotion. Mlfrey has Lally make this connection 

clear: 

Disease, Father Toussaint said in his semons many M e s ,  sprang from 

sin. Pd like to know what grave sin I have committed to infkt me with 

thk tumour. Perhaps my sin has been loving Madam and the Master 

and the children too much For that love grew in me through the years, 

and not a mortal soul, let alone a man of God, could dislodge i t  (195) 

As Stella says of the island, "beauty grows iike a weed here, and so does 

disease" (127). AWey d e s  use of the discourse of disease that is common 

in colonial accounts of the Caribbean, such as Lady Nugent's repeated 

references to the "disease" and "death" (184) of Jamaica. But while Nugent 

attributes the prevalence of disease and consequent "malady of the spirits1' 

(18) to the clirnate, AUfrey connects disease to the history of colonialism and 

"willingiy informs us ... that much of the disease and ugliness was brought 

to the island from England" (Nunez-Harrell 286). That Lally has contradeci 

her disease through the sin of her loWig the white family reinforces the 

connection between colonialism and decay. 

Lally's position within Alkey's text as servant, confidante, and narrator 

has received some critical attention? Little, however, has been written on 

Akey's interest in the position of the white creole in the Caribbean, and 

the ways in which dass and gender inform a white creole identity within 

The Orchid House. The white f d y ' s  insecure position within race and 

dass hierarchies on the island is as a result of its language (English), its 

religion (Anglican), and its poverty, but also of its marked clifference from 

the small white community as a result of its matnarchal organization. As 

the Master is an hysteric, destroyed by the war and sustained by opium, he 

- -- 

* * See Herb Wyile for an especiaüy perceptive reading. 
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occupies no signifïcant position of authority within the white community 

or the famiiy. He is pale, thin, dependent, fearfd, largely house-bound, 

trapped by the past, and terrified of change and teduiology, as signified by 

his excessive fear of airplanes, automobiles, and other machines. His 

feminized position as hysteric has led to the erosion of his pre-war 

masculine authority. As Lally repeatedly assertç, the house at L'Aromatique 

is one of "staunch and fïrm" (11) women, and the three daughters 

espeaaliy, "with or without men," are "sufficient unto themselves" (12). 

The Master's retum hom the war changes what had been "a house only of 

women for six years" (25), but while his presence altea the biologicai 

makeup it does not affect the power relations within the family. Power is 

changing hands, but only within the women of the family. So, as Madam 

becomes less assertive, Mademoiselle Bosquet, Madam's cornpanion and 

confidante, fiils her place as head of the f d y  - until the daughtea retum 

home, and power then shifts from the older generation of women to the 

younger. The imagery of "beauty and disease, beauty and sickness, beauty 

and horror" (75) in the novel is associated as much with the decay of 

colonialism as it is with patriarchy. The white creole women, though 

isolated from the black masses and the white and coloured elite, are posited 

in the text as figures of change and regeneration, while the colonial and 

creole men (the Master and cousin Andrew), and the black creole who 

supports the colonial status quo (Laüy), are diseased, decayed, and dying. 

Aibey's novel, then, does not duonide the "decay of the white family 

in the dying days of a colonial society," as Herb Wylle suggests (22), since 

Allkey does not equate the family with a patriarchal order. Like Bliss, 

Allfrey is interested in recasting the creole woman as a figure of 

regeneration rather than degeneracy, but unlike Bliss, Allfrey also suggests 



that the individual is an insufficient tool for social rehabilitation and 

reconstruction. AiIfrey indicates, through the various events of the novel, 

that the daughters individually lack the resources to effect signifiant social, 

economic and political change. To put it mdely, the three daughters each 

represent "heart" (Stella), "head" aoan), and capital (Natalie), and in 

isolation none of those dominant characteristics c m  effect diange. Stella is 

passionate, focuses on the individual, and misremembers and romanticizes 

the past: 

[Stellal was feeding little Hel as she ioved to feed herself, like a bird of the 

air, settling to pluck something delicious now and then. "After au," 

shefd Say to Lally, "1 grew up that way, didnft I?" 

"No, Miss Steila, you had your regdar sitting meals." (84) 

Stella wantç to forget her troubled relationship with her Geman-American 

husband Helmut, whom she has left in America, and so she rehims to the 

island to "grab the past and feel how rough and real it is" (59). Her solution 

to the family's problems is to murder Mr. Lillipoulala, the Master's opium 

supplier. Stella does not undexstand that the Master's problem is not 

limited to opium addiction, but extends to an insular and proteded colonial 

identity shattered by the war, or that the familis m e n t  problematic social 

and economic position is directly related to that idyllic colonial past to 

which she wishes to cling. SteHa, the romantic, has her "wild and serious 

heart" (58) broken over "this business of changing peoplef' (142), since the 

desired change (her fathefs recovery of his authoritative position) is not 

brought about by the death of the opium supplier. AlUrey here illustrates 

that systemic change cannot be achieved solely through a sentimental focus 

on "swing" the individual. 

After Stella quietly leaves the island in the wake of Mr. Lillipoulala's 
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suspïcious death, Joan arrives home and takes her place as agent of change. 

Joan's focus is not on the person, but "the people." A socialist and political 

activist, Joan wants to "wake people up and s t a r t  them thinking about the 

misery of these penniless labourers" (187). Joan's socialist politicç are 

contrasted with both SteUafs romanticism and Lally's conservatisa Lally is 

opposed to raaai mUang (4), the use of patois (14), and Joan's habit of 

loaning her books to Baptiste, a close friend, since encouraging a black man 

to read wiU "put him outside himself' (21). Lally believes that blacks are 

poor because they are lazy (141), supports conventional codes of feminlliity 

(leading one charader to comment that she is "like an early-Vidorian white 

spinster" [205]), and takes comfort in the thought that Joan and Baptiste will 

not get very far in their soâaiist schemes, since "every sensible property- 

owner would be agaùist them, and the nuw and the priests, and the 

Govemment officiais" (142). 

But Lally's "old-fashioned coloniaïist views are not expressed merely to 

be corrected by Joan's "modem" soaalist political platfora There is doubt 

cast within the novel as to the efficaaousness of Joan's political ideas and 

her manner of implementing them. When Joan and Baptiste explain to 

Lally that they are working on behalf of "the people," Lally responds: 

The people, the people. 1 don't understand the sacred way you Say that 

word, Miss Joan. I don't understand it at all. You only kmw about a 

dozen of them anyhow." (141) 

Lay's point is supported later when Baptiste, and not Joan, travels by foot 

to the remote parts of the island to advertise a meeting of the (as yet 

unformed) Unernployed Labourers Union. Joan does not volunteer to go to 

the people, but relies on Baptiste, a man of the people, to bring thern to her. 

Lest we feel tempted to read a message here that the political future of the 
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isiand lies in the bladc hands of people like Baptiste rather than with creole 

whites like Joan, AUfrey constantly reminds us of the mastedsewant 

relationship that Joan and Baptiste are caught in. Baptiste addresses Joan as 

"Miss Joan" and walks three paces behind her. When she objects to this 

treatment, he responds, 

"1 cadi address you othenvise, but PL1 try not to be too humble, 

Miss Joan,'' Baptiste said. "1 can't forget that my mother is a servant in 

your house .... You wouldn't like me to become fast and famiiiar ail of a 

sudden, the way they Say we get when we're 'taken up'?" 

"Baptiste, you're an educated person, and my friend." 

"Yes, Miss Joan," said Baptiste obediently .... (143) 

The dass and racial hierardiies that Joan and Baptiste cannot shake are 

evident a few pages later, when Baptiste bathes Joan's hot and tired feet, and 

Joan imrnediately dedares how "marvellous that feels" (146) before 

recaihg that the service is a sign of her friend's subordinate staîus. While 

Lally's belief in maintaining race and dass boundaries is dearly questioned 

in the novel, she at Least recognizes that those boundaries exist. Joan m o t  

cross those boundaries by declaring them to be regressive or unnecessary - 
so long as Baptiste continues to function as the physical labour and Joan as 

the intellechal leader, those boundaries wiU be maintained. 

Wyile agrees with Kenneth Ramchand that while m e y  is "tough- 

minded enough to allow Lally to ridicule Joan for her abstract conception of 

the people .... it is obvious that Joan's stance is presented for approval" (1 1). 

Whatever ALlfreyrs intent, Lally's views are not fuUy dismissed within the 

novel, and Joan's are not fully endorsed. nie fact that Lally's body i s  being 

consumed by a parasite picked up by too close a contact with her own sacred 

people suggests that her views belong to the p s t ,  but Joanfs habit of 



speaking on behalf of h e r  sacred people rather than with them, and her 

continuing dependence upon Baptiste's physical labour, undermines the 

simplistic conclusion that Joan's aaivism is the answer to the island's 

problems. It is interesting that Joan's town meeting and her speeches are 

not relayed to the reader - there are no scenes of joan speaking to "the 

people." Further, when she articulates her primary political aim by 

dedaring that "if the only thing we do is to wake people up and start them 

thinking about the misery of these penniless labourers, we are doing right" 

(187), the "people" to whom Joan refers in the sentence are not the labouren 

themselves but their custodians - the white elite and the coloured 

merchants who exploit the labour. Here, the labourers are the content or 

objects, not the addressees or subjects, of the speech. 

The question of whether her stance is presented for approval is 

compiicated further when Jorn makes a promise to the Catholic priests that 

she will remove herseff from politia (in exchange for their promise not to 

look too closely into Stella's involvement in the death of Mr. LilLipoulala), 

and then cables her husband Edward to corne and take her political place on 

the island. This condusion to the political story is somewhat troubled, as 

m e y  seems to be uncornfortable with the gender politics involved in 

having Joan bow out and the husband take over. But the transfer of 

responsibility from fernale to male is somewhat ameliorated by AUfrey's 

construction of Joan as a boyish diaracter (short hair, compact angular body) 

and Edward as symbolically castrated (he has had four of his fingers biown 

off in the Spanish Civit War), so that as a pair the two are ambiguously 

gendered, or to some extent androgynous. The success of the socialist 

program is cast into the future and into the maimed hands of an 

ernascuiated male charader who does not appear in the novel. Whatever 



sociaiist convictions AUfrey may have persondy held, and whether as 

author she approved of Joan's actions or noi, the text itself rem- 

ambivalent. The success of Joanfs work on the island is questionable and no 

more viable political program is realized within the pages of the novel. 

The third daughter, Natalie, offers in some ways a more successhil and 

substantial solution to the f a w  s complex problems: money . Natalie's 

focus is neither solely on the individual (the Master), nor on the wider 

communityO but rather on the family as a social unit. Natalie has married 

money, and as a widow has complete control over her finances. She has 

been quietly supporting her parents for years, and retunis to the isiand from 

her home in Trinidad to effect change through the investrnent of capital. 

As Natalie explains to her traveling cornpanion, "ifs essential to be rich.... 

Ail these drippings and dronings and reformations, they don't get you 

anywhere without good solid cash!" (226) Natalie has always been the 

passive, conse~ative, obedient daughter, and as a woman she Lives for 

pleasure and has no interest in social reformation. She explains to Jorn: 

"You upset me in Trinidad, gazing at me with those eamest eyes, asking: 

'But for what do you live?' For what indeed? Just living, that's enough. 

Dancing, that's enough. You people, you and Stella, won't allow 

yourselves to be happy .... Su& dreary world-diangers! Leave things be, 

thafs my motto." (202-3) 

But Natalie, under pressure from other family memberç, is unable to leave 

things be. She provides the money and arranges transportation off the 

island for her father and cousin h d r e w ,  so that each can be cnued of their 

afflictions. The Master dies as a result of this abrupt and temfying 

interruption of his routine, and Andrew disappean into a sanitarium for 

tuberculosis patients. Natalie's intervention results in death, but also frees 



the family of women from the economic and emotional burden of the 

Master's dl-heath and addiction. 

Natalie, the wealthy diild who has not left the West Indies, who is 

"addided to expensive Living, costly entertainment, dress and equipagef8 

(Long U 265), and who dso  is indifferent toward the social unrest of the 

majority population, is a version of the white creole of eighteenth and 

nineteenth century Anglo-Caribbean discourse. As Father Wooliett would 

Say, she is self-satisfied, ignorant and indolent, but she is dso amiable, 

generous, hospitable and affectionate, passive and obedient: a "doll-beauîy" 

(92) and mode1 white creole woman Stella and Joan have moved north to 

America and England, and have learned as a result that "everything has to 

be useful" (56) and "sensibleJf (60). Andrew informs Steiia that she has 

"picked up strange ideas in the North about usehilness and purpose and 

that kind of stuf f" (71), and Natalie criticizes Joan for bringing "the grey 

blight of your English theories dl the way across the Atlantic Ocean" (202). 

Nataiie, having remained ùi the Caribbean, has not embraced those 

celebrated traditional English (or American) values of industry, hgality, 

and seU-denial, that have been thnist upon Steiia as an American farmer's 

d e ,  and that Joan has embraced as a soaaliçt activist. Natalie is an "old- 

worfd creole in some ways, contaminated by tropical living and 

uninterested in upholding middle-dass civiiities and social habits. At the 

same t h e ,  her money is essential in the production of social change. 

m e y  resurrects cultural stereotypes but also refines and rewrites them. 

Natalie's irreverence and la& of seriousness are necessary to the social 

survival of the family, and are not represented as signs of cultural or 

intellectual degeneracy. Natalie is not held up against Joan, for example, as 

an example of social failure; instead, al1 three sisten are equal but different 
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memben of a minority white creole culture that is multiple and varied, and 

that is not constructed out of the myth of a "natural" community of 

common class interests and political affinities. There is no utopian 

moment within the text when all three sisten successfuily work together 

toward a common guod but Mlfrey does suggest that this minority social 

group can piay a part in the organization of West Indian culture. This is 

both the achievement and the limitation of The Orchid House, for while 

AUfrey, like Biiss, associates the white creole with cultural regeneration and 

renewal, there is no place fully imagined for the black and coloured creole 

population of the island. Lally, one of "the 1st of the slaves" (86), is not a 

figure of regeneration, nor is the educated but s e d e  Baptiste, the most 

fully developed of the minor black creole charaders in the novel. It is not 

my position that Allfrey ought to be respowible for developing a long-term 

plan for s o a d  change within the novel, or that maintaining a focus on the 

white creole minority is necessarily narrow and restrictive. The problem is 

that within the general sociaiist politics of the novel there is a notable 

failure to imagine a aeole coalition across race and dass boundaries. The 

future is a rnirror image of the past: an English gentleman wiU act as 

political steward of the black majority who, within the novel, are unable to 

transgress the socio-racial boundaries established by colonial rule. 

AUfrey's primary critique is of a corrupt, male-dominant, colonial order, 

and her insertion of the white creole women into ihe social and political 

scenes is her primay aim. While AUfrey work to define a space for the 

white creole woman in the future of Dorninica, she recognizes that white 

creoles have a unique history within the Caribbean, and deploys in the text 

natural imagery to suggest this relationship. In one scene, the relationship 

between host and parasite, already introduced in relation to Lally and her 
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tumour, is suggestive of the relationship between white creoles, the history 

of colonialism, and present-day Dominica. Baptiste asks Joan if she believes 

in syrnbois, and then tells her of a recent experience: 

"What 1 saw was a tree that was not a tree ... something taiier than 

a tree, but it was a parasite, a bromeliad Old Master calleci i t  1 saw it on 

the top slope of Morne Gauchin. A tree, old but stül tender, had thiç 

great glossy spike towering above it, sapping it Like a disease but growing 

to be even stronger and more beautiful than the tree itself." (178) 

In this image, the parasite is stronger and more beautiful than that which 

inaugurates its very existence, the old tree. If this can be read as suggestive 

of the relationship between white creoles and their colonial past - creoles 

nurtured by but also slowly destroying that past, and produang something 

new, better, and stronger in its place - then Baptiste's explanation that the 

bromeliad "iives without its own roots in the earth'' (178) also describes the 

position of the white creole in the West Indies. Indeed, AUfrey extends this 

notion of a parasitic and rootless creole existence into the central metaphor 

of her novel, the orchid house. The orchid house is a contradictory emblem 

of both hailty and endurance. The orchid is a delicate flower with a shailow 

root system which takes moishue and sustenance from the ground, the air, 

and h m  other plants upon which it grows and to whidi it is attached. Like 

the bromeliad, the orchid is sustained by other organic entities, and it aiso 

occupies an uncertain ground between connectedness (a root system) and 

disconnectedness (shallow roots). The ordiid is a bail flower and the orchid 

house a frad building: both are easily destroyed by indement weather (the 

orchid house is abandoned in the novel during storms), but both also are 

quickiy and easily r e p w n  or restored in the storm's aftermath. Allfrey 

suggests in her novel that the staunch and independent white creole 
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women, who are both West Indian and British, ocmpy an ambiguous place 

in the island as natives whose roots are as deepiy in the politia of British 

colonialism as they are in Caribbean soil. 

The cultural dilemma of the white creole is suggested in both Bliss's and 

Allfiey's texts by the w a n d e ~ g  protagonists (Natalie excepted), who 

simultaneousiy experience a strong sense of home in the Caribbean and a 

need to explore other identities abroad. The white creole is not posited as an 

inauthentic or failed European, but rather as a culturdy dispersed figure 

whose contingent identity implicitly questions those historical boundaries 

erected between so calleci discrete national, raciai and cultural identities. 

Further, both authors revise and rewrite the femuiine white creoie identity 

that c m  be found within AngloCaribbean discourse by suggesting that the 

white creole woman, individually or coilectively, is a figure of d tura l  and 

politicai regenera tion rather than degeneration However, while both Bliss 

and Allf-rey inte j e d  the poiitics of a gendered identity into their studies of 

whiteness and creoleness, neither are able to imagine a creole identity that 

crosses racial barriers, that is creole in the radical sense of the "divenality" 

that Bernabe e t  al. propose. The "correction" that BLiss and AUfrey offer to 

Bernabé et. al. (weli in advance of current theories of creoleness) lies in their 

insertion of gender into the historical, literary and critical terrain of 

whiteness and creoleness, but neither Bliss nor AUfrey extend their 

reconfiguration of a creole identity beyond the racial border between black 

and white. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

White Creoie Autobiography: Jean Rhys 

My relations with "real" Little English boys and girls (real ones) were 

peculiar .... 1 nearly always disliked t h e a  1 soon discovered the 

peculiarly smug attitude which made them quite sure that 1 was in some 

way inferior. My accent! Did 1 have a bath every morning or did 1 have 

it in the evening. Very important. Pm glad to remember that I slapped 

one little Engiish girl good and hard once. 1 a h  soon realized another 

thing. If 1 said 1 was English they ai once contradicted me - or implied a 

contradiction - No a colonial - you're not English - inferior being. 

1 was curious about black people. They stimdated me and i felt akin to 

them. It added to my sadness that 1 couidn't help but realize that they 

didn't really like or trust white people. White cockroaches they called us 

behind our backs. (Cockroach again.) One couid hardly blame them. 

- Jean Rhys, unpublished "Bladc Exercise Books" (in O'Connor 19,36) 

Edward Said defines exile as "the unheaiable rift between a human being 

and a native place, between the self and its true home," and cautions that 

"to think of exile as beneficial, as a spur to humanism or to creativity, is to 

belittle its mutilations" (1984: 49, 50). Said suggests that writers in exile 

"reconstitute their broken lives in narrative form" (19m 51), that narrative 

in some ways reassembles a discontinuous history or state of being. This is 

not to suggest that some mythical, whole, pre-exiiic self is fully reconstituted 

through narrative or through the act of writing, but rather that the act of 



narrative construction is a response to a need to create some sense of self 

out of the refractions and discontinuities of exile. Writing, suggests Said, is 

a compensatory a d  because it counteracts disorientating loss through the 

creation of a fictive world, and because it can in part restore a sense of 

identity and belonging in relation to that fiction, whidi functions as a kind 

of substitute for the lost world from whidi the writer has been expelled, or 

has expelled herself. Said further suggests that exile is a fundamentally 

dialogic or contrapuntal state, in that habits of Me, expression. or activity "in 

the new environment inevitably occur against the memory of these things 

in another environment," so that "both the new and the old envuonments 

are vivid, amal, ocauring together contrapuntaily" (19% 55). While Said 

does not directly address the question of temporal exile, he suggests here 

that exile in both time and place is more severely disorientating than that 

more common sense of sepaation h m  a self that belongs to another time, 

the self of the past (frequently exploreci in memoirs, autobiography, and the 

bildungsroman). Geographic exile, suggests Said, is more radically nomadic, 

decentred, conttapuntal, than the enle of self in time. because it is Me led 

"outside habitua1 order" (1984: 55), even the order of chronology. 

Midiael Seidel agrees with Said that one striking motivation for the 

exiled writer is to "transform the figure of rupture back into a figure of 

comectiod (x). But while Seidel acknowledges what he c a k  "e>cüic 

anxiety" - a lifelong scenario of estrangement - he views exile more as "an 

enabling fiction" from which the writer gains imaginative sustenance than 

as a fonn of psychic and perhaps even creative mutilation (5, xiü). Seidel's 

argument is that the narrative imagination supplements exiiic anxiety, 

creating whoieness out of mpture, and that exile serves narrative "as an 

initiating and supplementing action" (13). Exile initiates narrative; 



narrative supplements exiie: eadi is in a sense constitutive of the other. 

While Said acknowledges that the canon of modem western culture is 

made up in large part of the work of exiles, émigrés and refugees, he writes 

against this notion of the exile as a romantic figure, nurtured by ioss or 

enabled by separation or banishment. Said does not allow that writing 

offen an alternative space to the "pedous temtory of not belonging" (19= 

51), oniy that the "belongingness" of narrative engages in a dialogue with 

the "unbelongingness" of lived experience. While writing may offer a f o m  

of compensation, it cannot restore a sense of belonging. Life, for the enle, 

rernains contingent, provisional. Like the abject, the exile cannot be 

assimiiated and remains the inbetween, the ambiguous, the composite. 

Said and Seidel implicitly agree upon one point, however, namely that 

the exiie is defined by a movement away from or break with the "native 

place," whether that break is voluntary or as a result of banishment. Maria- 

hés Lagos-Pope also stresses the physical displacement or separation from 

"one's own culture, Ianguage and history" (IO), as does Robert Edwards, who 

argues that the "displacement kom native ground represents a break "not 

simply with space or location but with the cultural and social continuities of 

place and with a collective history" (16). Like Said, Seidel, and Lagos-Pope, 

Edwards' interest is in the duai perspective afforded by the cultural shift  that 

accompanies the physical displacement of exile. Bettina Knapp, however, 

evands upon this singular emphasis on the physical movement from one 

place to another by offering a distinction between exoteric and esoteric exile. 

Exoteric e d e  involves the permanent physical departure from a place, 

while esoteric exiie refers to the withdrawai of the individuai from the 

empirical realm to a private, inner wortd, exiled €rom "outside forces, 

events or relationships that one might find repugnant ... or difficult" (2). 



But what if the individual does not actively withdraw, but feels, rather, 

driven to exile within a place? And what if that place is the "native 

ground"? David Bevan suggests not only that exile can occur on native 

ground, but that "exile within a place is often still more poignant than e d e  

from a place or exile to a placef' (3). Bevan allows that exile within the 

homeplace can occur as a result of a radical sense of difference or otherness. 

1 would add to this that the difference between a pewasive sense of 

alienation and what I am calhg exile within a place is a feeling of 

banishment and of active rejedion of the self by the homeplace and its 

culture, history, and social Me. Knapp's construction of esoteric exile as 

withdrawal does not adequately address the situation of the subjed who 

does not choose exile but rather feels driven to occupy "the perilous 

temtory of not belonging" while remaining at home. 

Judith Kegan Gardiner argues that for figures like Jean Rhys - colonials 

in exiie - "no place is home" (134). For Rhys, both Dominica (the native 

home) and England (the adopted home) are a dream - neither is familiar, 

both remain strange (Gardiner 148). Lucy Wilson calls Rhys "a woman 

without a country" whose dispossession, as a white creole, differs from that 

of bladc West indian writers who, as George Lamming points out in T h e  

Plensures of Exile, could never have felt the experience of being in a 

minority (68). Wilson condudes her exploration of what she c d s  Rhys's 

language of exile with a reading of the third stanza of Derek Walcott's poem 

"Jean Rhys." The Lines are: 

And the sigh of that chiid 

is white as an orchid 

on a crusied log 

in the bush of Dominica, 



a V of Chinese white 

meant for the beat of a seagull 

over a sepia souvenir of Cornwall, 

as the white hush between two sentences. (428) 

Wilson argues that the only space that Rhys M y  occupies, or to which she 

belongs, is that of the "white hush between two sentences." It is a 

provocative suggestion, but Wilson does not M y  explore its possibilities. 

Wilson calls this white hush a "linguistic space" (71), but surely the white 

hush is precisely the space that is bordered, but not occupied, by Ianguage. 

Presumably, using Walcott's imagery, it would be possible to argue that for 

Rhys language was as much a prison as a release, that the white spaces 

between the horizontal black lines of language signal an absence of 

language, of identity, even in the writing of an identity. Gai1 Pool, for 

example, argues that Rhys's autobiography is not a successful work because 

the vignettes of which it is composed "hide more than they reveal" (73). 

Pool finds Rhys to be absent from her own text, and criticizes the 

autobiography for not granting access to Rhys's "reality" (74). Wilson sees 

the whiteness on the page as a linguistic space, while Pool views the black 

marks on the page as a blankness, an empty page; in the first reading 

presence (language) is located in absence, and in the second absence is 

located in presence. Whüe Wdcott suggests that Rhys's racial identity as 

white has both material and metaphorid signuicance (the word "whiteff is 

used three times in eight lines), Wilson and Pool only indirectly make a 

connection between racial whiteness and textual blankness, or between 

whiteness and the erasure of the self from the project of self-life-writing 

(auto-bio-graphy). Neither critic explores the various ways in which absence 

and lack have ben, and continue to be, associateci with whiteness as a racial 



identity - an association that Rhys explicitly makes on the numerous 

occasions in her autobiography when she interprets her own radal position 

or identity in the West Indies. 

Rhys was bom in Dominica in 1890 w i t h  a Welsh-descended cteole 

family, which belonged to a tiny muiority of approximately one hundred 

Anglican English-s peaking whites se parated by language and religion from a 

biack and white Cathoiic, patois-speaking population of approximately 

30,000 (Froude 143). Rhys was educated at a Catholic convent schod in 

Dominka because there were no Anglican schoois, but always as a white girl 

from an old slave-owning family she felt different from and rejected by the 

largely coloured student body. in her autobiography Rhys relates an episode 

in which she shyly tries to befriend a coloured girl at the convent, who at 

b t  simply ignores Rhys. Then, 

without speaking, she turned and looked at me. I knew irritation, bad 

temper, the "Oh, go away" look; this was different. This was hatred - 
impersonal, implacable hatred. I recognised it at once and if you think 

that a child cannot recogniçe hatred and remember it for life you are 

most damnably mistaken. 

1 never tried to be friendly with any of the coloured girls again. 1 

was polite and that was dl. 

They hate us. We are hated. 

Not possible. 

Yes it is possible and it is so. (49) 

Rejected by her peea, and fearful that the bladc domestics she loved did or 

couid not reciprocate her feelings ("Did they like us at all?" [49)), Rhys 

looked for, but never found, a sense of belonging within her family. Her 

mother was cool, critical and distant; her father was largely absent on 
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business; her older sister was much older, and rnoved away when Rhys was 

young; and her younger siblings were much younger and not satiçfying 

companions. With pale skin and blonde hair, Rhys was even physically 

different from her dark-haired immediate family and distant relations, and 

as a reçult of thiç difference Rhys learned to hate her appearance. She 

fewently desired to resemble either her great-grandmother Jean Lockhart (a 

Spanish wonan, her old aunts said, but Rhys wondered if she may have 

been mulatta) or the biacks of the island. 

Rhys had even k e n  named after her own whiteness. She was bom Ella 

Gwendolen Rees Wiiliams - Ella after a family relation and Gwendolen 

because it means "white" in Welsh - and Rhys saw herself as the only 

"white" member of the family. Rhys renamed herseif numerous tintes 

throughout her iife, sometimes using Ella, eventually adopting Jean Rhys, 

but never, it seems, allowing herself to be d e d  Gwen, as she often was in 

Dominica. A number of her critics and biographers assume that Rhys took 

the name "Jean" from her k t  husband, Jean Lenglet, and that it was a 

fictional mask designed to hide her statu as a female writer. N w n e  seems 

to have noted that Rhys's great-grandmother was also called Jean, and that 

Rhys frequently pondered Jean Lockhart's ambiguous racial identity and 

wished for her dark, possibly mdatta, identity and looks. Further, her 

adoption of Rhys (from Rees) identifies her with her mother's family, so 

that Rhys's literary identity is tied to a history of black/ white creole women, 

and not necessarily to a husband or a father. The rejedion of "Gwendolen8' 

and adoption of "Jean" has racial implications, suggesting the repudiation of 

a white self in favour of an "othef' identity. Rhys wRtes often in her 

autobiography of her hatred of her whiteness, such as when, as a child, she 

caught a glimpse of her pale skin and fair h a u  in a mirror and was 



overwhelmed by despair (more on thiç scene later), or when, after 

passionate appeals to God before bed, she woke up to discover thaï she was 

still white. Rhys assoaates her "whiteness" with her erasure within the 

family (her mother appears to Rhys to favour the other siblings), and also 

with her outcast position within the larger island conununity. As a resdt, 

growing up in Dominica was for Rhys a painful experience, for while she 

loved the island deeply she also felt violently rejected by it. 

When an opportunity to attend school in England presented itself in 

1907, Rhys lefi willingly, hoping to find acceptance in the "rnotheriand that 

she had been taught to worship from afar. Unfortunately, Rhys hated 

England upon arrivai and never overcame the feeling. From about 1907 

until1920, Rhys lived a poverty-stridcen, nomadic life in England as a 

"chorus girl" and model. Eventualiy she escaped to Vienna, and then Paris, 

where she met Ford Madox Ford, published in his Transntlantic Rem'ew, 

and then in 1927 published The Left Bank, a colledion of short stories. Ba& 

in England Rhys wrote and had published the novels Qunrtet in 1928, After 

Lmving MY. Mackenzie in 1931, Vajuge in the Dark in 1934, and G oo d 

Morning, Midnight in 1939, ail of which were cri t icdy well received but not 

widely read. Between 1939 and 1%6, Rhys wrote scattered pieces but 

published nothhg and was, as far as anyone in publ i shg  or literary circies 

knew, dead. With the publication of Wide Smgasso Sea in 1%6, Rhys was 

reborn into the literary scene, and shortly thereafter all of her earlier works 

were reissued. She pubïished two more coilections of short stories - Tigers 

are Better-Looking in 1%8 and Sleep it off, Lady in 1976 - and worked on 

her autobiogaphy which, unfinished, was published in 1979, a few months 

after her death. Rhys died famous and, for the first time in her long life, 

with enough money on which to live comfortably. 



Since the early 1970s Rhys's reptation withui academic circles has been 

steadily growing. To date, there are over a dozen full-length critical and 

biographical studies, and countless artides, devoted to Rhys's novels and 

short stories. It is worthy of note that the earliest critical attention in the 

wake of Wide Smgasso Sea came from West Indian &tics, namely Wdly  

Look Lai (1968), Kenneth Ramchand (1970) and V. S. Naipaul (1972). who 

were qui& to argue that Rhys was as much a Caribbean writer as an 

"English" modernist (in the case of the eariy texts) or post-modernist (in the 

case of Wide Sargasso Sen). Given the intense interest in Rhys in the 1st  

twenty years, it is surprishg that very liffle critical attention has been 

afforded to her unfinished autobiogaphy, Smile Please. The neglect of this 

text may be reiated to the peripheral position in the academic world that 

autobiography and its study has, until recently, occupied. That this text has 

been marginalized within the Jean Rhys critical industry is without doubt 

While Smile Please is called upon in virtudy every study of Rhys's novels 

and short studies, it tends to Cunction simply as a fad source for biographical 

information rather than as a literary text worthy of critical scrutiny. It is 

mined for dates, places, and signihcant emotional and intellectual events, in 

order to serve the reading of other (more important, it is impiicitly 

suggested) texts, or in order to flesh out the introdudory biographical 

material that accornpanies such readings. 

The problem for Rhys scholan may be the "problem" of autobiography 

itself, a hybrid f o m  that exists on the border between fiction and hct. James 

Ohey argues that autobiography is "the most elusive of literary documents" 

and that the "subject of autobiography produces more questions than 

answers" (3,s). Many of those questions are questions of boundaries - are 

diaries, letters, travel accounts, and even poetry and fictional prose, al1 
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forms of autobiography? 1s there a difference between sayhg that a text is 

autobiography and saying that it is autobiographical? Rhys critics frequently 

assert that Rhys's noveis are autobiographical, but few argue that they are 

autobiography, which suggests that autobiography is a purer, more distilled, 

more direct form of Me writing than is fiction. The lingering myth that 

autobiography is direct and fadual - transparent rather than opaque - is 
perhaps responsible for the relegation of Smile Please to a secondary 

position within a literary hierardiy that places "purelf' fictional forms 

above so-called fadual writing, or that distinguishes higher art f o m  

(poeq,  novels, drama) from lower forms (biography, travel writing, 

memoirs). But the "problem" of autobiography as I see it is not that it is a 

direct or transparent recordhg of a life, and therefore of little literary 

interest; the problem is that autobiography represents such a complex 

meeting of writing and selfhood that the status of the "I" is elusive and 

troubling rather than concrete and transparent. Shari Benstodc explains: 

if the autobiographical moment prepares for a meeting of " h t u i g f f  and 

"selfhoodf" a coming together of method and subject matter, this destiny 

- like the retrospecüve glance that presumably initiates autobiography - 
is always deferred. Autobiography reveals gaps, and not ody gaps in 

time and space or between the individual and the social, but also a 

widening divergence between the marner and the matter of its 

discourse. That is, autobiography reveals the imposs ibw of its own 

dream: what begins on the presumption of self-knowledge ends in the 

creation of a fiction that covers over the premises of its construction. 

(1988 11) 

When the autobiographer is a woman, Benstock and other theorists argue, 

the relationship between writing and selfhood is even more problernatic 



The fende autobiographer la& the sense of "radical individualityf' 

(Brodzki and Schenck 1) that has historically been the prerogative of the 

masculine subject and the focus of the autobiographical project. Mary 

Mason argues that women's autobiographies do not follow the pattern of 

the two prototypical male autobiographers, Augustine and Rousseau, who 

either stress the role of the inviolable self in the ciramatic structure of 

conversion (Augustine), or construct identity as an unfolding narrative of 

seU-discovery "where characters and events are iittle more than aspects of 

the authofs evolving consaousness" (Rousseau) (210). The disdosure of 

the female self. says Mason, is linked to the identification with some 

"other," so that identity is not singuiar but rather constructed within what 

lanice Morgan and Colette Hall d a "reciprocal dynarnics of identity 

through alterity" (15), or what the Personal Narratives Group identify as the 

"interpersonai context" (20). The position of the "othef' is occupied by bath 

external relationai figures (family members, for example) and by the writing 

self who, as female, does not belong to that masculine tradition of 

autobiography which has tended to exdude w-riting pradices based on 

identification, interdependence and c o m u n i t y  (Neuman 2). 

As outsiders working within a genre dominated by an "Enlightenment 

'self.' ontologically identical to other 'I's, [which] sees its destiny in a 

teieologicd narrative enshrining the 'individuai' and 'his' uniqueness" 

(Watson and Smith xvii), women have had to deveiop aiternative and to 

some extent oppositional strategies of self-representation. Morgan and HalI 

argue that the by-now canonical features of contemporary self- 

representational writing - fragmentation, discontinuity, duality, and above 

all, a pemasive textual self-consciousness - have frequently been present in 

women's autobiography throughout history (7). The question remains, 



however, as to whether these textual counter-strate* are "fernale" or 

whether they are s h e d  by other socially and economidy exduded groups. 

Shirley Neuman acknowledges that some men mite fragmented 

autobiographies and some women linear autobiographies, and she sees a 

problem in generalizing gendered writing practices and in assigmng women 

to one oppositional group, thus effacing differences between women (3). 

Neman calls for the insertion of other social and cultural identities - such 

as race, sexuaüty, and dass - into the discussion of autobiography, as do 

Watson and Smith, who argue that "privileging the oppression of gender 

over and above other oppressions effectively erases the complex and often 

contradictory positionings of the subject" (xiv). A number of feminist 

theorists of women's autobiography, su& as Estelle Jelinek, Shari Benstock, 

Mary Mason, Susan Groag Bell and Marilyn Yalom, and the members of the 

Personal Narratives Group, do not sufficiently address the complexity of 

soaal and cultural identities, and instead focus exclusively upon "the 

fissures of female discontuiuity" (Benstock 20), or place "central insistence 

upon gender as the iens through which autobiography" is to be scrutinized 

(Beil and Yalom 5). Other theorists, such as Belia Brodzki and Celeste 

Schenck, Janice Morgan and Colette Hall, and Julie Watson and Sidonie 

Smith, rightly insist upon the importance of social categories such as race, 

seniality and class as differentiating factors among female autobiographers. 

However, "raceJ' is, in the studies produced by these authors, generauy 

synonymous with "nonwhite, oppressed minority," and so is not 

understood to be, and explored as, a social identity that belongs to all 

women writers. The assumption iç that "white" is a non-racial, 

homogenous social category defined by the normative position of power, 
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while "nonwhite" is a specific, marked, identifiable, and stereotyped, racial 

identity . 
My reading of Rhys's autobiography has been informeci and enriched by 

both groups of theonsts, but unlike them 1 am primariiy interested in 

pursuing the significance of race in the writing of a self when, as in this case, 

that self is English-speaking, white, and creole, and is born into a cultural 

dimate dominated by patois-speaking Afro-Caribbeans. Is it possible to 

theorize white aeole autobiography, and to add into this complex t e x M  

mix the tact of social and cultural exile that such an identity entailed for 

Rhys? White was (and is stiu) not the racial n o m  in Dominka, and while 

whites have had tremendous economic and cultural power on the island, 

that power was becoming seriouçly eroded by Rhys's time, especiaily as her 

own family became increasingly impoverished £rom generation to 

generation. On severai occasions Rhys relates that she and her other family 

membea were referred to as "white cockroaches" and "white niggers" by 

both poor b l a k  and d u e n t  whites, and that she was considered by 

islanders as neither Engiish (because creole), nor fully white (because poor), 

nor fully Caribbean (because white). Rhys's whiteness meant that she 

appeared to belong to an English culture which she had never seen or 

known, except in iiterature or in the creolized terms in which it presented 

itself in Dorninica. Reading Rhys's autobiography entails considering her 

statu as female, as creole, as poor (despite the retention of middle-class 

sensibilities), as exiied (at home and abroad), and as white. 

Smile Please is divided by Rhys's editor, Diana Athill, into two sections. 

The first section, called "Smile Please," was considered by Rhys to be a 

finished work and is made up of fragmented vignettes or lexical snapshots 
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of her childhood in Dominica up until her departure for England at the age 

of sixteen. ï h e  second section, entitled "It Began to Grow Coid" after a line 

from its first segment, was named by Athill and "consists of material which 

does not daim to be finished (Athill in Rhys 8). It is &O somewhat 

hagmented, but the individual sections are overail longer and have a more 

conventionally narrative shape than do the earlier pieces. AthiU admits to 

some apprehension in publishing unhished work, as Rhys apparently 

allowed no piece of writing to leave her hands until it was complete except 

for the very smaliest details. AthiU tells this story to illustrate Rhys's 

perfectionism: 

.... some five years after the publication of Wide Sargasso Sen she said to 

me out of the blue: "There is one thing I've always wanted to ask you. 

Why did you let me publish that book?" Here a gloss is necessary. She 

was a writer addressing her editor - a writer hampered by unusuaily 

beautifd manners. For "let me publish you must read "badger me into 

publishing" - an unf& accusation as it happem. 1 was indignant when 1 

asked her what on earth she meant. "It was not finished," she said 

coldly. She then pointed out the existence in the book of two 

unnecessary words. One was "then," the other "quite." (Athill in Rhys 

8) 

Gai1 Pool assumes, as do other criticai readers of Rhys's work, that the 

autobiography "was moving away from the vague sketches toward a 

narrative form, which might have proved more effective" (70), but as the 

second section represents a k t  draft it is diffidt to know what final f o m  

it would have taken. I t  is possible that Rhys began with narrative and 

worked until she achieved a different, more diffuse or discontinuous form. 

but, as we can never know this, it is only possible to say that the completed 
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Dominican sedion is not structured by causality. Pool reproaches Rhys for 

the "formless" (69) and "üstless" (71) nature of this section in particdar, but 

dso aiticizes the entire autobiography as a (fragmented) whole. Pool asserts 

that Rhys is "neither refledive nor analyticai" (69) and that she "did not 

have anything pressing she wanted to say about her West indian 

Mdhood," so that, in the autobiography, Dominica "is simply there, a 

picturesque badcdrop rather than a living part of the play" (70). These are 

interesting responses, given the history of aitical marginalization of Rhys's 

identity as West indian Until Look Lai's, Ramchand's and Naipaul's 

insistence upon Rhys's "Caribbeanness" after the publication of W i d e  

Sargasso Sa, critics habituaiiy assigneci both the red lived experience of 

Rhys in Dominica and the Caribbean sensibility evident within Rhys's early 

fiction to the status of backdrop, as though they constitute a "colourful" but 

othenvise inconsequent matter within Rhys's life and work. This wilful 

forgetting of Rhys's West Indian identity calls to mind the coIonialist 

paradigm which situates the West Indies (and other "colourfui" colonies) as 

an adomment to Britain, a smaii jewef in the crown, rather than as a 

significant geographic, cultural and historical region inside/outside empire. 

It is precisely the discontinuous, fragmented nature of Smde Plense 

overall, and especiaily the Dominican section "Smile Please," that is 

suggestive of the siguficance that the West Indies held for Rhys. While 

Pool interprets a lack of linkage and causality as unreflective, unanalytid, 

apolitical, and as evidence that Rhys had on the subject of Dominica "no 

precise ideas about or attitudes toward itç significance in her own Me" (69- 

711, an alternative reading of the manner and matter of the autobiography 

allows for different conclusions. Rhys is highly conscious of her status as a 

white creole and of the ways in which that racial and social identity shape 
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her relations with both the dominant population within the island and the 

island itself as topographie or geographic homeplace. Rhys recognizes that 

race is not a special category apphcable ody to non-whites, and ako that her 

own racialized subjectivity and place within colonialist hierarchies have 

profoundly affecîed her relations with her island homeplace. The 

fragmented form of the autobiogaphy is suggestive of Rhys's sense of 

henelf as a composite, ambiguous, contingent subject, divided among a 

number of identities, none of which provide even a temporary sense of 

wholeness or belonging. Rhys's form is in part her content - it speakç of her 

exile both from community and from a sense of radical individuality that 

could have replaced a failed community identity. Rhys's creole 

autobiography belongs to neither a masculine nor ferninine writuig 

tradition as defined by theorîsts of autobiography: she finds identity neither 

in relation (community) nor in opposition (individuality), because she 

simply does not h d  identity at aii. Eded frorn both English and A h -  

Caribbean culture and soaety, Rhys's "self" is scattered across the fragments 

of her text G d  Pool, in dedaring that the autobiographical snapshot. that 

make up Smile Please "hide more than they reveai" (73), speaks of a 

readerly desire for coherence and causaiity that b i t s  the possibifities of 

reading Rhys's strained relation to her self, to her native homeplace, and to 

the autobiographical project. 

Smile Plense opens with a vignette of the same name, which beginç in this 

manner: 

"Smile please," the man said. "Not quite so serious." 

He'd dodged out from behind the dark cloth. He had a yellow 

black face and pimples on his chin. 



1 looked down at my white dress, the one 1 had got for my 

birthday, and my legs and the white socks coming half way up my Legs, 

and my black shiny shoes with the strap over the instep. 

"Now," the man said. 

"Keep still," m y  mother said. 

1 tried but my arm shot up of its own accord. 

"Oh what a pity, she moved." 

"YOU must keep sfAl," my mother said, frowning. (19) 

Helen Tiffin reads the photograph as a metaphor for "the imperial gaze and 

the imperial text, in its capture and control of Caribbean charader from the 

outside," and the scene ove rd  as an expression of "a M e  lived under the 

imperial gaze and under male domination0' ("Rites" 32). Tiffin emphasizes 

the capture and containment of the subjed on film by an outside eye which, 

though unseen in the photograph, has the power to fix the subject in place, 

delimit her, defuie her ("Rites" 32). However, Ti£fin has not noticed that 

the imperial gaze is here the gaze of a coloured and presumably West Indian 

man, that the creole mother participates in p rodudg  fixity, and that Rhys's 

body, in "betraying" her without, as it were, her mind's permission, resists 

the conspiracy of containment. This is not to suggest that a coloured or a 

matemai gaze cannot be impenal, or that Rhys's rebellion is entirely 

successfui (the photograph is taken, displayed in the sitting-room, and then 

for a while forgotten), but rather that Rhys resists casting political struggles 

in termç of simple oppositions. Rhys's somatic revolt counten both the 

photographer's and the mothefs attempts to control by language, but their 

respective responses to that revolt reveal clear differences: the man 

expresses disappointment ("what a pity") while the mother issues another 

imperative command ("You must keep still"). It appears that Rhys has 



resisted male, but not maternal, domination, and the question of the 

masculine and imperial gaze (equated in Tiffin's analysis) is complicated by 

this development. Further, Rhys is not merely the object of a hostile 

foreign gaze; she also look at herself. and perhaps revolts against her own 

possession of her body by way of a "masterly" gaze down at herself. The 

scene is complex and anticipates within the autobiography a pattern of, and 

a series of revolts against, both external and intemal surveillance and 

censure. While Rhys does not verbalize disapproval of a white, excessively 

girlish, Victorian self, her body speaks it for her. On the next page Rhys 

records how she became "one of the untidiest girls in the convent," taking a 

perverse pleasure in attempting to exceed another slovenly diüd in 

untidiness (20). Rhys writes, "1 was really rather miserable but took a 

defiant pride in looking worse every day" (21). Rhys's defiance of ferninine 

convention and assault upon gendered n o m  is also, however, an assault 

upon herself, as its consequence is misery. This altemating pattern of 

defiance and self-inflicted pain, assertion and erasure of the self, signaled in 

the opening scene can be found throughout Srnile Please. 

This opening passage also speakç of the textual stmtegy of the " S d e  

PIease" section of Rhys's autobiography. The creole body, like the text, 

cannot be contained and thereby W the so-called requirements of the 

form. Rhys's physical movement Mil produce a "bad" photograph 

according to the conventions of portraiture, just as her slovenliness 

produces a poor copy of femininity, and the pervasive instability of the text 

overall fails to meet the conventional criteria of autobiography, such as 

chronology, development, and the emergence of a sense of self out of the 

chaos of otherness. Rhys's various "failures" or resistance strategies 

recorded throughout, and in the form of, the text, are often figured as the 
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failure of the body to perform whiteness or femininity in an adequate 

fashion. The excess of Rhys's body marked in the opening sequence by the 

flailing, disobedient arm is catalogued throughout Smile Plense both by the 

"perverse" performances of unfeminine untidiness 1 have mentioned and, 

paradoxicaiiy, by an overdetermined femininity. In one scene Rhys insists 

upon wearing rnake-up, despite 

books warning us of the dangers of make-up .... They desaibed vividly 

your horrible and lingering death from lead-poisoning if you used face 

powder. And other sorts of deaths, equdy horrible, if you rouged or 

painted your lips. Years afterwards, as 1 slap make-up on regardless, I 

think 1 am still defymg those books" (37). 

Both the unferninine slovenliness and the brightly painted mask of 

femininity mark bodily excess and are each, within the history of white 

aeole femininity, signs of degeneracy. Neither mode1 that Rhys adopts 

represents a temperate and abstemious white femininity; both, in their 

excess, mark Rhys's body as immodest and defiant and, therefore, identified 

with the "native" of colonial discourse. Rhys writes about other "black" 

behaviours that were forbidden to her but sneakily indulged in, such as 

going about barefoot (banned on account of the jiggers), and eating with her 

fingea "out of a calabash as the negroes did," which had to be done "on the 

s l v  (22). In the autobiography Rhys chronides the constructed nature of 

whiteness and femininity and challenges those constructions by conducting 

herseif in various unfeminine and unwhite - "Quashiba" creole - 
manners. And, the "disordef of the work also offers a challenge to the 

notion of a "natural" or generically obedient autobiographical text/ body. 

The vignettes that comprise "Smile Measef' have names but no 

nurnbers, lack chronology and cause-effect Iogic, and could be read in any 



order. The text is not, however, entirely without structure or f o m  The 

opening passage, for exarnple, can be read in relation to a series of moments 

in which Rhys scrutinues some reflected forrn of herself and then violently 

rejects her own image. Three yeas  (but ody three sentences) after the 

photographie episode, Rhys gazes upon the picture and "realizes with 

dismay" that she is not "like it any Iongef (19). She sees her general 

feaeatures as though they "belonged to somebody else," and her eyes as 

a stranger's eyes. The forefinger of her right hand was raised as if in 

warning. She had moved after di. Why I didn't know, she wasn't me 

any longer. It was the first tirne I was aware of time, change and the 

longing for the past I was nine y e m  of age. (20) 

The extraordinary revelation in this scene is not just that Rhys 

acknowledges time and change, or that she sees herself as split in/over time, 

or that she can find no meaning in her earlier a d  of revoit, but that she 

cannot recognize herself at present either. nie next paragraph begins: 

Catdiing sight of myself in the long looking-glass I felt despair. 1 had 

grown into a thin girl, tall for my age. My straight hair was pulled 

severely from my face and tied with a black ribbon 1 was fair with a pale 

skin and huge staring eves of no pafficular colour. My brothers and 

sisters all had brown eyes and hair, why was I singled out to be the only 

fa i r  one, to be c d e d  Gwendolen which means "white" in Welsh 1 was 

told? I was wearing an ugly brown holland dress, the convent uniform, 

and from my head to my black stockings which fell untidily round my 

M e s ,  I hated myself. (20) 

Rhys's various rebellions lead not to a sense of fulfilment - to radical 

individuality afier rejection of the community - but rather to feelings of 

failure and sel f-loathing. 
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At the core of the self-loathing is the (for Rhys) inescapable fact of her 

whiteness. Whiteness sigrufies, within Srnile Please, absence, lad, restraint, 

constraint, stiffness, orderhess, and even death, and Rhys repeatedly 

attempts, and fails, to pruduce (by way of, for example, an unregulated and 

fluid body, or the adoption of "black" cultural traits) a sense of identity in 

opposition to these hated characteristics Another scene of self-recognition 

emphasizes Rhys's awareness of herself as white and therefore, in her eyes, 

inferior. Rhys's Irish Granny sends two dolls, one dark and one fair, to her 

Dominican granddaughters. As s w n  as she sees the dark do& Rhys wants 

her "as I had never wanted anything in my Me before" (39). Unfortunately, 

Rhys's Little sister makes the first grab and takes the dark doU. Forced to 

accept the fair one, Rhys wrïtes: 

I walked out of the sm, into the shadow of the big mango tree. I laid the 

fair doll down Her eyes were shut Then 1 searched for a big stone, 

brought it down with di my force on her face and heard the smashing 

sound with delight. 

There was a great fuss about this. M y ?  Why had 1 done such a 

naughty, a r e d y  wicked thing? ... 1 was puvled myself. Only 1 was sure 

that 1 must do it and for me it was right. (39-40) 

Her father asks her, as she did not iike the doll, why not give it away? Rhys 

ponden this and then realizes, "that wouldn't have been enough" (40). 

Rhys has before this scene rejected versions of herself ("1 hated myseif"); 

here she finds an opportunity to destroy physicaiiy that detested fairness, to 

commit a form of symbolic racial suicide. Unly much later does Rhys weep 

for the doIl/ herself, bury her/self in the garden, and put flowers on the 

grave. 



in another scene of raaal self-loathing, Rhys pays  ardently to be bladc, 

and then runs to the looking-glass in the moming to see if the miracle has 

happened. It never does, but she continues to pray, "Dear God, let me be 

black" (42). For Rhys, blackness represents everythng that whiteness is not, 

namely plenitude, presence, liveliness, fluidity, sexuality and passion. In a 

section entitied "Carnival," Rhys sketches out a scene that conveys her 

sense of raaal and cultural difference. The whites do not aUow themselves 

to partiapate in carnival, but Rhys "would give anything, anything to be 

able to dance like that" (52). Instead of participatirtg in the celebration that 

she finds both ex~t ing  and frightening, however, she sits "stiff and well- 

behaved, looking on" from inside the house (50). This episode exemplifies 

Rhys's sewe of enforced exile from her homeplace while stiU within it. The 

house, a detached, colonialist space, holds Rhys separate from the desired 

place, the island, and from her desire "to be black and to dance, too, in the 

Sun, to that music" (53). Her family's insistence upon correct middle-dass 

raaal behaviours, and the sense of dienation and exiie that this insistence 

fosters, lead Rhys to deveiop a very complex relationship with the island as 

homeplace. Rhys writes often of her love of the place, and of the sadness 

that that Love engenders - sadness because all love (of the mother, of the 

blacks, of carnival) leads inevitably to rejection: 

Ifs strange growing up in a very beautifd place and seeing that it is 

beautiful. It was alive, I was sure of i t  Behind the bright colours the 

sohess, the hüls like douds and the clouds like fantastic hilis. There 

was something austere, sad, lost, ail these things. 1 wanted to idenhfy 

myself with it, to lose myself in it. @ut it turned its head away, 

indifferent, and that broke my heart.) (81) 
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Rhys claims possession of the island - "mine, mineff (82) she exdaims while 

lying down, k i n g  it - and expresses a desire to "defend it £rom strangers" 

(82), and yet at the same time the isiand is the rejeaing mother, the blacks 

who cal1 Rhys a white coduoadi, the coloured girls ai the convent who hate 

her, and the wealthy whites who suggest through coolness and inattention 

that Rhys's increasingly impoverished family have let down the side. 

It is this sense of active hostility of and rejection by the isiand that 

positions Rhys as an exile within the homeplace. Her love of the island is 

not enough - it cannot construct for her a place or an identity at "home." 

Shortly after this scene of indifference and rejection, Rhys leaves Dominica 

for "wonderful" England, where "Me would become more glorious" (65). 

As T i f h  points out, however, Rhys in England is confronted by "the gap 

between the subjectifid colonial's iden of the imperid centre and her 

subsequent experience of it" (35). The second, unfinished section of the 

autobiography deals with Rhys's life in England and Paris from about 1907 

to 1924, a lite characterized by poverty (her father dies in 1908, leaving Rhys 

without financial support), disiilusionment, hateful and hated English 

landladies, an endless succession of identicaily drab and cold rooms, and 

disappointed love. At the end of her first love affair, when her lover leaves 

her and she is in the firçt shock of abandonment, Rhys vnites a poem: 

1 didn't know 

1 didn't know 

I didn't know.1 (114) 

In an appendix to the autobiography, Diana Athiil presents to the reader a sedion entitled 
"From a Diary: at the Ropemaker's Arms." In this fragment of diary writing, Rhys writes of 
her self upon her amival in England: 'No one told me. No one told me. 1 had to find out 
everythuig" (169), and, a few pages later, "I knew nothing, nothmg. Nothmg about myself or 
other people. Nothing" (172). 
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Rhys does not explain what precisely she did not know, but she does acquire 

a new strategy for coping in her adopted European "home." Years later, in 

France, she announces to a French friend, "1 can abstract myself from my 

body" (118), and when the friend expresses shock ai this alarming abiiity, 

Rhys thinks for a moment that his horrified response is to her bad French 

rather than to the substance of her communication I Say that Rhys adopts a 

new strategy, but it would be more precise to Say that she relearns it, for in 

Dominica Rhys's body was always the hated, rejected object, that thing in the 

photograph, in the minor, or miniaturized in the shape of the doil, that 

Rhys felt to be &enf other. Rhys's attempts to mutilate or obliterate her 

body in Dominica continue in England and France: she has a dangerous, 

illegal abortion; she drinks excessively and sleeps constantly (often fifteen 

hours a day); and she tries to commit suicide one Christaas, but is stopped 

when an acquaintance happerts by and talks her out of it. Rejecting and 

punishing her body, Rhys has nothing - no "place" - to attach a stable 

identity. Changing names constantly, she feels that her sense of self is 

shifting amorphous, "as unstable as water... . 1 havent t got what the EngLish 

c d  'guts'" (123). Without "guts" (a body) Rhys cannot find a place for 

herself. One day she imagines herself at a part- "with a lot of people, 

laughing and taiking and happy," but 

I knew in myself that it would never happen. I would never be part of 

anything. I would never really belong anywhere, and 1 knew it, and ali 

my Me would be the same, hying to belong, and fading. Always 

something would go wrong. 1 am a stranger and I always will be .... (124) 
Rhys's exile is complete. She is exiled from Dominica, from England, and 

from herself. 
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Does narrative fundion for Rhys as a compensatory act, cowtructing a 

fictionai space wherein some sense of self is created out of the 

discontinuities of exiie? The answer is not a simple one. Rhys's eschewing 

of narrative form in favour of fragment or lyric prevents her from creating 

a narrative of seifhood in which a fidional persona (as a substitute for, or 

extension of, a real self) is suçtained and developed within a teleological 

trajectory of growth, change, or self-realization. The "Rhys" identity within 

the autobiography remains elusive and diffuse, or, in Pool's te-, 

"fordess." Rhys does not employ the rhetoric of epiphany - there are no 

sudden or eventual perceptions of meaning or revelations of self. in the 

place of illuminating discoveries leading to a situating of the self within or 

against community, Rhys presents a series of scenes or moments that rarely 

contain within them authorial markers of signihcance or meaning. And yet 

in a brie€ episode within the autobiography the a d  of writuig, if not its 

product, is figured as empowering, as constitutive of a self able to "talk back" 

to figures of authority. One day in London, on a whim it seems, Rhys buys 

qui11 pens to put in a glass and "cheer up my tablef' (128). M e r  supper on 

the night of the purchase of pers, ink, and exerase books, Rhys feels a 

tingling in her fingers and palrns - a reconstitution of her abstracted body - 

and writes ail night untii exhaustion, and then begins again the next day. 

When the landlady asks that Rhys try to be quieter at night (she paces, shoes 

on, as she writes), Rhys responds, "Al1 right, I'il leave at the end of the 

week. But now you must get out," and then takes the woman by the 

shoulderç and pushes her through the door (129). The next morning, the 

landlady tells Rhys that she need not move out, only that she must be 

considerate of the other iodgers, and asks of the noisy pacing, "You won't do 

it again, will you, dear?" (130). Rhys's response is, Pon't  cal1 me 'dear'," 



and, "you must get out now, Pm very busy" (130). This scene is entirely 

unlike those that describe her other entanglements with landladies, who 

Rhys collectively hated and feared and who, as a group, are represented as 

builies - Rhys tends to nui away from lodguigs rather than confront or 

question the assumed authority and superiority of these women. When 

writing, however, Rhys manages for once to assert a sense of self and 

challenge authority, with the result that the landlady adopts a condiatory 

rather than buiiying tone. in this scene Rhys suggests that writing 

reassembles her abstracted and rejected body, and that in so doing she gainç 

for a moment a sense of control and identity. The scene, however, is brief. 

After two days of writing, the three exercise books are Wed and then put 

away for fourteen years. Rhys does not record, in the autobiography, any 

other scenes of writing and becomes, again, a f e d ,  penecuted, passive, 

and disembodied figure. 

Beyond this one scene of embodied and empowered subjebivity, Rhys 

does not use her autobiography overall as an occasion to reconstitute a 

mutdated sense of self. She dws, however, use it to restore or repair a 

mutilated textual history. The title and the opening sequence of S rn d e  

Please are taken from the original ending of Rhys's 1934 novel Voyage in 

the Dark, which waç dianged by Rhys after her editor objeded to its 

gloominess. The original version of the last section of the novel begins: 

Smile please the man said not quite so serious 

He dodged out from behind the black doth 

You tell her to madam 

He had a long black-yellow face with pimples on his chin he 

dodged in again under the black cloth 
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1 looked down at my legs and the white socks comùig half-way up 

my legs and the bladc shoes with a strap over the instep and the doll in 

my lap it could say Maman Papa and shut its eyes for Dodo. 

Show her the pichrre-book Aunt Jane said 

Now s d e  darling Mother said look at the pretty picture and 

smile 

The trees in the picture were so tidy and the Little girl so round 

and plump and the wall so high and you kept wondering what was 

beyond it and you couldn't imagine anything 

Now the man said from behind the black cloth 

No keep quite stiil Mother said 

I tried but my hand shot up of its own accord 

Oh what a pity she moved now it'll have to be done all over 

again 

I began to cry 

Now now now the man said 

A big girl like you Pm ashamed of you Mother said (Scott 381-2) 

In the original version of Voyage in the Dark, this scene introduces a ten 

page find section, in which the protagonist of the novel slowly dies of a 

botched abortion. In this firçt ending, past and present mingle and merge as 

Anna Morgan lies in bed bleeding to death. Anna's jumble of mernories are 

recorded in the m m e r  above (Little punctuation and irregular 

capitalization), while present tense moments are rendered in conventional 

fictional style. In the later, published version, this last sedion is much 

shorter and ends with a dodor pronouncing that Anna will be al1 right, 

ready "to start al1 over again in no time" (159). Rhys was not satisfied with 

this ending, as she makes clear in a letter to a friend: 



I don't know what to do. I suppose I shail have to give in and cut the 

book and i'm afraid it will make it meaningless. The worçt is that it is 

precisely that last part which 1 am most certain of that will have to be 

mutilated. (Rhys 1985: 25) 

Rhys did not want to mutilate her work and thus mirror, at a textual level, 

Anna's mutilation at the hands of an amateur abortionist. She was forced 

to both cut and reduce, however, as the editors refused to publish the book 

in its original f o m  Srnile Plense, then, restores and repairs a portion of this 

mutilated textual hagment. The writing of the autobiography is a 

compensatory act, r e s t o ~ g  in small part a textual identity, just as the a b  of 

writing within the autobiography produces a temporary sense of stability 

within the writing persona. The contrapuntd movement that Said 

identifies within the narrative of exiie can be found within Srnile Please as 

it constnicts a textual environment wherein past and present textual 

fragments coexist or are suspended in dialogue. Rhys does not, however, 

create wholeness out of rupture: the autobiography cannot hrlly restore the 

novel, nor does the exiied novelistic fragment find a final resting place in 

the autobiography. It, like the other fragments of which the autobiography 

is composed, is provisional and contingent, shifting in meaning depending 

upon how it is read in relation to the other fragments, to the earlier novel 

that is inscribed in the opening, or to Rhys's entire oeuvre. 

Nunez and Harre11 suggest that the creolers quest for belonging and 

identity is precipitated by alienation and rejection (282), by unbelongingness, 

but in Rhys's case aiienation and exile are both the ongin and the terminal 

point of that quest. Rhys does not achieve a stable sense of self or place in 

her autobiography because she cannot reconcile the conflicts between a 

colonial identity that construds England as the glorious homeplace and a 



creole sense of self that insists upon an island identity (both places turn 

away, indifferent). Also irreconcilable for Rhys are a white raaal identity, 

founded on self-loathing and rejeded by both blacks and whites, and an 

unnily ferninine identity that in its various guises fails to meet established 

gender and dass noms. Rhys's double dienation from bladc folk and 

European white cultures situates her within a creoie cultural landscape 

from which position she is able to interrogate whiteness and the manner in 

which this raaal identity is inflected by gender and dass. Rhys does not 

view her raaal identity as invisible, unmarked, untlamed, but rather 

explicitly assigns meaning to it. The irony is that the range of meaning that 

Rhys locates is precisely that which this study has set out to question, 

namely the equation of whiteness with blankness, absence, la&. But Rhys, 

unlike many of the white writers in this study, marks t h t  absence. She 

questions and probes how whiteness is performed on/ by her body, in 

relation to other dass and gender performances. Rhys rejeds the notion 

that she is without coiour or race, though she does assign the negative 

value of absence to her colour. In so doing, Rhys rendes her absence 

present. She does not suggest that whiteness la& meaning, but rather that 

its meaning is la&. The difference between those two positions is 

sigruficant. Rather than allowing whiteness to function as the invisible 

n o m  in her text, Rhys demystifies and denaturalizes this racial category by 

rendering it highly visible and even, for Rhys, abnormal to the point of 

pathology. Though ostensibly a member of the dominant and dominating 

racial dass that prefen to remain nameless and invisible, Rhys constnicts a 

narrative space for herself as a visible outsider, visibly marked and coded by 

the colonial legacy which dictates that a white creole identity means not 



European, no t black, and no t Caribbean Defined by negativity, Rhys 

redefines herself as negativity. 

In defining the terrain of whiteness as la&, absence, even annihilation, 

Rhys constructs (and resurrects) a discome of blackness that is characterized 

by plenitude, presence, and, perhaps most important, the body. Rhys's 

absent white body and the repreçentation of her "self" as a floating, 

disconneded, fragmented consciousness, is countered by the excessive 

physicality of black bodies. in a section diçcussed earlier, Rhys adopts black 

habits in an attempt to find an identity for henelf within black culture: she 

walks barefoot, and eats with her fingea out of a calabash. Later, her desire 

to become immersed in black culture is expressed by her longing to join in 

Carnival - to dance rather than to sit stiffly, to Wear a costume, to have the 

sun toudi her body. In Rhys's text, blackness is defined by physical appetites 

or bodily practices, as in this passage: 

1 decided that they had a better tirne than we did, they laughed a lot 

though they seldom smiled. They were stronger than we were, they 

could wak a long way without getting tired, carry heavy weights with 

ease .... Every night sorneone gave a dance, you could hem the drums. 

We had few dances. They were more alive, more a part of the place than 

we were. (50) 

Rhys's envy of black culture is tied to the black body and its cultural 

pradices, even though Rhys is responsive to other elements within Afro- 

Caribbean culture, such as story-telling. Her nurse Meta tells stories of 

zombies and werewolves that temfy Rhys and show her a wortd of fear and 

distrust ("and I am still in that world" [32]). Franche, a biack girl Rhys knew 

briefly as a child, tells stories full of laughter and "good things" (31). But 

Rhys does not yeam for stories, or desire to become immersed in an oral 



culture, or envy the bladts of the island this element of their cultural 

inheritance. 

For Rhys, the plenitude of blackness is physical, and her representation 

of that plenitude is indebted to colonial stereotypes of the black body and 

black culture. Why does Rhys envy the ability of blacks to carry heavy loads 

or w a k  great distances? This admiration for the apparent ease and limitless 

capacity of black labour is to be found in the colonial accounts of Schaw, 

Long, et. al., in which the "native" body is physically abundant in its 

sexuaiity, its fertility, and its labour. Like Schaw, whose discoune of 

sensibility depoliticizes slave labour, Rhys in her autobiography constructs a 

picturesque or aestheticaliy / inteiledually pleasing portrait of blackness as 

physical abundance, wherein the history of imperialism and slavery - the 

lem through which Rhys sees blackness - is invisible. Though Rhys feels 

herself to be aiien, other, outcast, her idealization of bladc culture 

neutralizes the soda1 and historical context that has in part produced the 

discourse of the bladc body as a superior labouring machine. Further, Rhys 

requires that the btack body be seen in this manner, for her alien and 

disembodied white self is dependent upon her construction of bladuiess as 

the exotic and embodied other. As David Spurr explains, idealization of the 

"native" in colonial discourse 

always takes place in relation to Western culture itself: far from being a 

gesture which turns its back on the West in order to accept some 

alternative mode of being, it conceives an idea of the Other that is readily 

incorporated into the fabric of Western values. Like other 

representations of the savage, this one stops short of crossing the 

boundary from one culture to the other; rather, it makes use of the 

savage in order to expand the territory of the Western imagination, 
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transforrning the Other into yet one more term of Western culture's 

dialogue with itself. (128) 

Rhys does not fear or debase the abundance she sees in the black body, as do 

colonial writers such as Long and Carmichael, but nor does she question 

this cultural construction of blaciuiess that nonetheless is indebted to 

colonial history. Rhys remains M y  within the binary structures that 

support racial discourse - her envy of and desire for blackness do not 

reposition her within the binary (on the "othef side) or question its 

construction altogether. The work that Rhys does on whiteness as a 

socialJracia1 identity, her recognition that for her that identity is both laden 

with meaning and meaningless, contributes in a significant manner to the 

deconstruction of a "natural" white identity, but that work still requires for 

its success an imaginative encounter with blackness t b t ,  in the end, only 

dlows for the white writer to think about her white self. 

The dependence upon black cultural stereotypes to define whiteness is a 

thread that runs through most of the works in this study. The black/ white 

opposition that informs that dependence remains largely intact, for though 

the binarism is occasionaüy reworked, it is never relinquished. In a break 

away from much writing by whites, however, some of the writers discussed 

in this work see themselves as white, or they at least, within their te*, 

suggest that white is a racial and cultural category. Schaw and Carmichael 

do not expiiatly position themselves as white writers or see themselves as 

"having" race, though they do indirectly constmd their own identities as 

whites by spea king within and through discourses of colonialism, race, 

gender, and class. Hyman and Bottome examine race and isolate whiteness 

as a set of racial and cultural praaices in opposition, for the most part, to 



blackness, but they do not entirely denaturalize or adequately historicize 

racial categories, such as that of the mulatta. B k ,  AWey, and Rhys, as 

white creoles born and raised in the Caribbean, are more than the other 

authon in this study seif-consciously white writers because they understand 

that their identity as whites has been constructed out of the binarisms of 

colonial and racial discourses, even if they are not willing or able to 

abandon those binarisms. These three writers cal1 for, more or less loudly, 

an examination of the raaalness of white experience, or of the ways in 

which the iived experience of whites is in part the product of racial 

hierarchies and colonial histories. Further, in maintaining, resisting 

exploring and altering raaal discourses, they also represent as visible not 

whiteness as a uniform identity or hegemony, but rather the variety of 

whiteness. To insist upon both the visibility and diverçity of whiteness - to 

render its absence conspicuous - is to c d  attention to the "quintessentidy 

unremarkabie" as a remarkable phenomenon (Hill 3). 

White creole writers such as Bliss, Allfrey, and Rhys do not merely 

construd white stereotypes to counter black stereotypes, but rather inspect 

(and sometirnes reproduce) narrative positions assigned to whiteness and 

blackness, evaluate (and sometimes deploy) the figurative ianguage of race 

that allies whiteness with enlightenment and blackness with debasement, 

and mark (and sometimes overlook) the ways in which perception and 

knowledge are coloured by colour. These authors (and to some extent 

Hyman and Bottome) study whiteness, in the sense that they consider it to 

be a subject or an identity worthy of contemplation or examination. And, as 

Richard Dyer argues, "studying whiteness matters," because it is only 

possible to counter the non-located and disembodied position of knowledge 

by "locating and embodying [whiteness] in a particular expenence of being 





producer of racial stereotypes), that membership leads only to alienation 

and self-annihilation. The Caribbean provides a fascinating context for this 

interrogation of race membeahip, for its present day inhabitants are almost 

al1 descended from imported peoples whose social, economic, and cultural 

relationships through history and today have been profoundly affected by 

the construction and maintenance of racial identities. My hope is that this 

work has contributed to the critical examination of whiteness that is 

emerging within feminist and postcolonial studies. 
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